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ABSTRACT
The objective of this thesis research is to create a tutorial for teaching aspects of
"undirected graphs" in discrete math. It is one of the submodules of the Discrete
Math Tutorial (DMT), which is a Computer Aided Instructional (CAI) tool for teach-
ing discrete math to the Naval Academy and the Westpoint Military Academy stu-
dents. In order to accomplish the objective, an exploration of various conventional
CAI techniques is necessary to determine which methods are readily adaptable for
use with the Ps. Many of the design issues normally associated with the develop-
ment of CAI packages are exasperated by the current physical limitations of the PC-
based systems. With proper design and appropriate trade-offs, however, effective
CAI packages for the PCs are possible. The software designed for this thesis is only
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1. INTRODUCTION
It was only two decades ago that parents were sitting at the kitchen table trying
to make sense of the "new math" their children studying in school. The parents were
puzzled and dismayed at their own inability to understand their ten-year-old's
homework. But that proved to be only the beginning. Today we find that
"yesterday's children" are facing a similar problem. Yesterday's child, the one who
helped his/her parents understand "new math", is seeing his/her children using
computers in their classrooms, a "magical" tool to a lot of parents.
The rate at which computers are being used in schools is rapidly increasing. Today
it is not unusual to have a student going to a programming class and being taught how
to use a computer by another computer, or to study their science, history, math or
other subjects via the computer. Another change from "yesterday" is that this
learning via the computer does not stop once the child leaves the classroom. Chances
are they can take their assignments home and finish them at home.
In 1Q2 ,, two milic- home corr.:te-s ;.cre sold ai-id by 1986, this figure had
increased to 10 million. Children can go to computer camps to either learn how to use
one or to teach others. Computers are a big "hit" on the college and university
campuses today. Frr instance, each of our target users, the cadets in the Westpoint
Military Academy and the midshipmen in the Naval Academy, has his/her own
computer in their dormitories. Some colleges and universities are insisting that all
incoming students have computers.
With appropriate software, computers can become a valuable learning tool. The
key to successful implementation of these devices in education is the development of
software which has been appropriately designed to the unique characteristics of the
course and the microcomputer in question, and the abilities of the learner population
[Ref. 11. The field of statistics has traditionally been on the leading edge of applying
computer technology to assist in the large amount of tedious calculations involved in
statistical analysis. As such, a wide variety of statistical educational software is
available for use on mainframes and minicomputers. In addition, programmable
calculators have frequently been used to assist both students and statistician in
completing basic mathematical calculations. However the development of similar
packages for learning statistics or discrete mathematics using the PC has been
lagging far behind. Current limitations of the PC, particularly in the area of memory
capacity, have discouraged the implementation of full scale PC-based CAI packages.
With proper design and appropriate trade-offs, however, effective CAI packages for
the PC are possible. The PC is too valuable as an educational tool to be cast aside
for creative software designs. The possibilities encompassed by individual use of a
PC far exceed those of the personal calculators which have already revolutionized
many aspects of basic statistical education. The software developed in this thesis is
only an example of the possibilities made available by the PC. It is hoped that this





A. WHAT IS A COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION (CAI)?
Like many things in this rapidly changing world we live in, CAI has been defined
in numerous ways, some of which include the following :
Computer Aided Instruction refers to the use of computers in an interactive
manner where the computer both presents material to and receives analysis.
It acts upon responses from each student on an individual basis. [Ref. 21
or,
Computer Aided Instruction is a supplementary classroom tool that helps
teachers teach more effectively. It is a system that enables many students
and a single teacher to engage in a one-to-one dialogue, using a high speed
digital computer as the communication medium. Because of this, instruction
becomes a two-way communication system that enables the teacher to
monitor the progress and tailor instruction to fit a student's needs. It
accomplishes this mighty task by enabling the instructor to deliver an
appropriate instructional move at the precise moment when a particular
instruction action is needed. [Ref. 3]
or, very simply,
Instruction that is assisted or aided through use of the computer. [Ref. 4]
B. FIVE BASIC CATEGORIES OF CAI
CAI can be subdivided into five "teaching sLrategies"




* Instructional Games. [Ref. 51
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The goal of the drill and practice strategy is to cement the retention of the
material by repeated practice and exercise. The tutorial strategy encompasses a
great deal more than the relatively simple drill and practice strategy. Where as drill
and practice programs serve as an adjunct to the instructor, tutorial programs strive
to "replace" the instructor as much as possible. Problem solving encompasses
programs which are written to solve certain select problems in a specific area.
Simulation is generally used for the generation and manipulation of data or the
repetitive cycling of a model when environmental factors preclude normal methods.
The distinctive feature of instructional games is the attempt to use a student's
competitive nature to achieve certain learning goals or skills.
As for our thesis, we take the tutorial approach and develop a part of the Discrete
Mathematics Tutorial (DMT) that aims at teaching discrete math to the academy
students. In the following section we will introduce DMT briefly.
C. DMT
CAI systems may be generally viewed in two ways : machine-directed and
student-directed. Discrete Math Tutorial (DMT) lies in between the two approaches.
DMT teaches a particular lesson as it is programmed by its designers. On the other
hand the student has always the capability and the opportunity of controlling the flow
of the lessons via the functions provided by DMT, such as PgUp/PgDn.
The DMT provides a simple mixed initiative environment that contains two parts.
The first part presents a standard CAI lesson to the student. The DMT presents each
lesson as pages (or windows) on the screen. The student is allowed to move from
topic to topic in any particalar lesson. The second part provides the mixed initiative
environment. Within the lesson, the student may access the DMT user interface. The
DMT user interface contains the following fuictionality :
* Provides the user with the ability to print (or save to disk) any definition, al-
gorithm or example in the DMT.
40
" Provides the user with the ability to run any algorithm in the DMT using his
own data.
* Provides the user with a simple calculator.
These three functions allow the user to stcp the lesson he/she is currently
working on at any time and pursue topics of interest. For example, a user may find a
term he/she does not remember during a lesson. All he/she has to do is access the
DMT interface and look up the unknown definition and then return to the lesson if
he/she so desires. Finally the user can access a simple calculator to help with difficult
computations.
These three functions provide a noncomplex, but effective, mixed initiative
environment for the user to learn discrete math.
For this thesis, we have designed the undirected graphs lesson, which is one of
the modules of the DMT.
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III. UNDIRECTED GRAPHS IN DMT
Even though graphs have been studied for a long time, the increased use of com-
puter techno' )gy has generated a new interest in them. Not only have applications of
graphs been found in computer science but in many other areas such as business and
science. As a consequence, the study of graphs has become very important.
In this thesis, we give the user basic concepts of graphs, and by choosing suitable
examples, we try to give them the flavor of different applications.
A. DESIGN STRATEGY
1. Front-end analysis
The target population is the U.S. Naval Academy students and the
Westpoint Military Academy students. The system on which the tutorial is to be
implemented is an IBM PC or compatible computer with VGA graphics cards and
monitors. None of the topics takes more than one hour to complete.
2. Lesson Design
The objective of this design is to teach the following topics:
" Graphs and their representations,
• Paths and circuits,
* Coloring a graph,
* Properties of trees,
" Rooted trees,
* Spanning trees and Breadth First Search
" Depth First Search
• Minimal spanning trees,
" Binary trees,
* Sorting and searching,
• Language syntax.
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Each topic starts with an introduction which is followed by definitions,
theorems, examples and finally exercises.
We have used definitions to explain keywords and new concepts in each
topic. We usually illustrate these definitions with suitable pictures. We believe that
the best way to amplify a section of a lesson is to provide examples.
During a lesson, whenever it is appropriate, we introduce theorems to show
the principles related to the topics being taught. For each theorem, a proof is provided
to prevent dogmatism.
At the end of each section we provide many exercises to cover each concept
in that section. We think that practice makes perfect. The exercises used are
multiple choice, True/False, and test-yourself types of questions. When the user
inputs the wrong answer in the first two types of questions, he/she receives the
correct answer together with the reasoning for the answer. In the test-yourself type
of questions, we let the user solve the problems by himself/herself, and when he/she
is ready, he/she can see if the answer is correct. This type of question is used for
algorithm applications. In addition to seeing the correct answer, if he/she likes, the
user can step through the solutions and also trace through the algorithm's steps to
refresh his/her memory.
The reason why we have chosen the step-by-step approach in the solutions
of some of the exercises and examples is because we believe that in preparing a
course for individual study, it is necessary to analyze carefully the steps that
comprise the procedures to be learned and the understanding required to perform
them. To ensure that nothing crucial is misunderstood, every task that is identified in
the job or area breakdown is itself divided into the steps that comprise that task.
In the following paragraphs we present the contents of each topic more
specifically.
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a. Graphs and Their Representations
It is quite common to represent situations involving objects and their
relationships by drawing a diagram of points, with segments connecting those points
that are related. The general idea in this section is to represent, by a picture, a set of
objects and their relations. In this section we talk about the ways to represent graphs
(namely matrix representations and adjacency lists), labeled graphs, and some
definitions such as vertices, edges, connectivity, adjacency, etc. At the end of the
section, we touch a little bit upon matrix operations.
b. Paths and Circuits
In the previous section we have seen that graphs can be used to
describe a variety of situations. In many cases we want to know whether it is
possible to go from one vertex to another following a sequence of edges. In other
cases it may be necessary to perform a test that involves finding a route through all of
the vertices or over all of the edges. While many situations can be described by
graphs as we have defined them, there are others where it may be necessary to allow
an edge from a vertex to itself or to allow more than one edge between vertices. In
this section we define multigraphs, simple paths, cycles, Euler circuits and paths, and
Hamiltonian cycles. We also look at ways to find a shortest path between vertices in
a graph. At the end of this section we introduce "Isomorphism".
c. Coloring a Graph
Suppose that a chemical manufacturer needs to ship a variety of
chemical products from a refinery to a processing plant. Shipping will be by rail. But
according to regulations, not all of these chemical products can be shipped together in
one railroad car because of the possibility that they mix together and create a violent
reaction should an accident occur. How can these products be shipped? In order to
minimize the expenses the manufacturer wants to use the smallest possible number
of railroad cars. What is this number ?
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In this example, we see that there are objects (chemical products)
and relationships (cannot travel in the same railroad car) existing among them. Since
these are the basic components of a graph, it seems natural to model it using a graph
where the vertices are chemical products and an edge is drawn between two vertices
whenever the two chemical products cannot be in the same railroad car. For the
solution, we must assign labels to the vertices of the graph so that adjacent vertices
have different labels. Each label represents a different railroad car. This idea occurs
frequently in graph theory. For historical reasons the labels are called colcz, --rd the
problem is known as a graph coloring problem.
In this section we examine the chromatic numbers of graphs and the
Welsh and Powell algorithm for coloring graphs. In the examples and exercises we
have used color graphics to represent the colors of vertices.
d. Properties of Trees
Trees are a commonly occurring type of graph in models and
computations of all kinds. Computer scientists are particularly familiar with these
structures through the considerations of parse trees, tree searches, game trees and
so on. In this section we define trees and provide further characterizations of trees
through some theorems and examples.
e. Rooted Trees
People have always been interested in learning about the
descendants of historically important individuals. To assist these investigations a
genealogical chart is often drawn. Here comes the idea of rooted trees. In this section
we introduce the parent child relationship in addition to the ancestor, descendant and
terminal vertex concepts.
f. Spanning Trees
In this section we show how spanning trees play an important role in
connection with the circuit space and with the separability of a graph. We also show
9
how the Breadth First Search algorithm is implemented using the step-by-step
instruction method. l
g. Depth First Search
Another algorithm for finding a spanning tree is the Depth First
Search algorithm. In this section we show how this algorithm is implemented, again
using a step-by-step approach.
h. Minimal Spanning Trees
In some cases we want to find a spanning tree in which the sum of the
costs of all the edges is as small as possible. Here we introduce two algorithms
which find minimal spanning trees, namely Prim's Minimal Spanning Tree Algorithm
and Kruskal's Minimal Spanning Tree Algorithm.
i. Binary Trees
Binary trees are used extensively in computer science to represent
ways to organize data and describe algorithms. In this section, we introduce the
definition of a binary tree and explain related concepts. We also introduce the Polish
Notation, the reverse Polish Notation, inorder, preorder, and postorder traversals.
Each concept is illustrated with appropriate examples.
j. Sorting and Searching
Since our concern is trees, in this section we cover only the method of
obtaining a sorted list from a binary search tree. To do this, we show how a binary
search tree is constructed from a given list, then illustrate how the sort operation is
performed. We also include how to search for a particular object in a binary search
tree.
k. Language Syntax
In this section parse trees are introduced as an application of trees.
We talk about what a grammar is and give example grammars. Additionally, we touch
a little bit on the Backus-Naur form.
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IV. PRE-DEVELOPMENT CHOICES AND PROBLEMS
A. CHOICE OF HARDWARE AND LANGUAGE
While hardware selection and programming language selection can be discussed
as separate issues, the interrelationships between the two (particularly in
microcomputer systems) require that this selection process be a combined procedure.
Since our target users are the academy students who have their own PCs we have
chosen the PCs as the platform for our software.
As for the language, we need a language that is powerful enough to allow us to
make windows, menus for the DMT interface and create graphics screens. We think
that the C programming language with its powerful graphics capabilities is the best
possible one among the existing languages that meets our needs. We have written
and compiled our programs using the Turbo C Ver. 2.0*.
For the DMT User Interface, a windowing package, CXL**, has been used. This
package allows us to make different types of menus and do extensive operations with
windows. It has over 260 functions related to windowing, menuing, data entry etc.
With its available functions, we think that this software package will be very useful
for the other stages of the DMT project.
B. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING DEVELOPMENT
During the development phase, our program reached a point where it was no
longer possible for us to use the existing small memory model. We had to consider
two possible solutions :
*Turbo C Version 2.0 Copyright (c) 1987, 1988 Borland International
**CXL is Copyright (c) 1987 - 1988 Mike Smedley
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* Switch to the larger memory models of Turbo C and use the corresponding
CXI libraries, or
• Decompose our program into separately compilable modules.
We preferred the second alternative, because it would be easier to maintain the
program this way. Moreover, it would let us adid new lessons to the DMT by simply
modifying the main module. The only disadvantage is that we had to link each
separately compiled module with the necessary libraries.
12
*V. HOW TO USE THE PROGRAM
Since our program is a part of the DMT, the only way of accessing the program is
by way of the DMT User Interface. When the user chooses the graphs lesson from
the main menu of the DMT interface, the sections of our lesson will come up as a sub-
menu. Choosing any one of the sections will start that particular lesson. Here the us-
er has the following alternatives :
" Pressing any key to continue sequentially,
" Using PgUp/PgDn keys to move from topic to topic anytime,
• Pressing the ESC key to return to the previous menu.
The user will see the "Press a key" and "PgUp/PgDn" directives at the bottom of
the active window. An example of a text screen is shown in Figure 1. A typical graph-
ics screen is reproduced in Figure 2.
Sometimes, there may be multiple windows in the screen, and some of them may
be hidden by others. At this time, if the user misses the information in one of the hid-
den windows, he/she can bring this window to the front by pressing Ctrl PgUp key as
many times as needed. Similarly, by using Ctrl PgDn key he/she can return to the lat-
ter windows.
During the exercises, depending on the type of questions, the user is expected to
enter a certain type of input, such as "a', "b", "c", "d", "y" or "n". If the user enters
any other character, he/she is prompted to enter an acceptable one.
Normally, each session terminates when the user completes the last exercise of
that section, and he/she returns to the previous menu where he/she can choose anoth-
er section. However, he/she can terminate that section by pressing the ESC key at
any time he/she chooses. If the ESC is pressed, the program will ask the user to con-
firm the termination.
* 13
[Adjacency List ] [Adjacency List
Matrices are not the only way to A better representation for such
represent graphs in a computer. Although a matrix is an adjacency list.
an adjacency matrix is easy to construct, The basic idea of an adjacency
this form of representation requires more list is to list each vertex 
follow
storage for a graph with n vertices and by the vertices adjacent to it. To
can be quite inefficient if the matrix con- form the adjacency list, we begin
tains lots of zeros. by labeling the vertices of the
graph G. Then we list the verti-
ces in a vertical column, and af-
ter each one we write down the
adjacent vertices. Thus we see
that the l's in a row of an adja-
cency matrix tell what vertices[Adjacency List are listed in the correspondingPress key to see the graph. row of an adjacency list.
n Press a key
Figure 1. An Example of Text Windows.
GRAPHS THAT ARE TREES. GRAPHS THAT ARE NOT TREES
>> PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE..<<
Figure 2. An Example of Graphics Windows.
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* VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study achieves its primary goal of producing a tutorial for teaching
"undirected graphs" in discrete math.
The software was designed to provide expendability and maintainability. The ease
of expanding the tutorial will allow for modules to be added or deleted as the need
arises. For example, the "directed graphs" module may be added to our "undirected
graphs" module to complete the graphs segment.
Decomposing the entire program into separately executable modules creates an
immense amount of code body and, consequently, a need for a large amount of storage
is necessary. Ways to overcome this drawback should be examined.
With the existing windowing package, we are unable to present graphics within
the text windows. In the future, another windowing package should be found, which
allows graphics and text to be displayed on the same screen together. In this way,
the programmer won't have to switch between graphics mode and text mode frequent-
ly, and won't have to include both the windowing library and the graphics libraries
separately. Thus, the sizes of code bodies will be decreased significantly.
An implementation of a notepad with which the user can take notes during a ses-
sion can be added as a feature to the DMT interface. This will further enhance the us-
er friendliness of the tutorial by enabling the student to keep personally difficult items
in an easily accessible place.
* 15
APPENDIX
LISTING OF THE SOURCE CODE
This section contains the program listings for the developed tutorial. The modules
are listed in the sequential order in the tutorial.
/*PROGRAM :grep.c
AUTHOR :Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the tutorial for the graphs and their repre-
sentations.
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo C
compiler Version 2.0.








#if definedL..TURBOQ_) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> 1* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M_186) && !definedQ-ZTC_) /* MSC/QuickC *
16










/* function prototypes */
static void add-shadow (void);
static void confirm-quit (void);
static void dispsuremsg (void);
static void do-nothing (void);
static void error-exit (mt errnum);
static void move-window (int nsrow, int scol);
static void normal-exit (void);
static void Pause (void);
static void press-akey (mnt wrow);
static void quit-window (void);
static void restore-cursor(void);
static void short-delay (void);
static void size-window (int nerow,int necol);
static void example32 (void);
static void figure32 (void);
static void figure-3-6 (void);
static void figure3_7 (void);
static void figure-3_8 (void);
static void example3- (void);
static void example36 (void);
static void example-3_ (void);
static void example35 (void);
static void example-3-7 (void);
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static void example-3_8 (void);
static void example939 (void);
static void theorem_3-1 (void);
static void dim_3_1_pic (void);
static void matrix -rep (void);
static void theorem_3-2 (void);
static void adjacency-ist(void);
static void matrix-ops (void);





siatic void figure32 (void);
static void figre36 (void);
static void figure3jl (void);
static void figre38 (void);
static void graph-ep (void);
static void exerciselI(void);
static void exercise2(void);
static void exercise3 (void);
static void exercise4(void);
static void exercise5(void);










































static void Pthm_3_ I(void);
static void Pthm_3_2(void);
I* miscellaneous global variables *
static mnt *savescm.,(crow,ccoI;
static WINDOW w[ 10];
static char ssan[1O1;
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/* error message table */
static char *errortextn= (
NULL, /* errnum = 0, no error */
NULL, /* errnum == 1, windowing error */
"Syntax: CXLDEMO [-switchesj\n\n"
'N -c = CGA snow elimination~n"
't -b = BIOS screen writing\n"
'\t -m = force monochrome text attributes",
"Memory allocation error"
I;
/* miscellaneous defines */
#define SHORTDELAY 18
#define H_WINTITLE 33





/* this function pops open a window and confirms that the user really
/* wants to quit the demo. If so, it terminates the demo program. */
static void confirmquit(void)
struct _onkey-t *kblist;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys */
if(mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
if(! wopen(9,26,13,55,0,WHITEIBROWN,WHITEIBROWN)) error-exit( 1);
addshadowo;








chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
*******************************************************************




/* this function is used as a dummy function for
/* several menu items in the pull-down demo */
static void donothing(void)
I
/* this function handles abnormal termination. If it is passed an */
/* error code of 1, then it is a windowing system error. Otherwise
/* the error message is looked up in the error message table.
*** * **** **** ********* **** **** ** **** ****** **** **** **** **** * ****** *****






/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *







/* this function displays a pause message then pauses for a keypress *
static void press-ajcey(int wrow)
reitr{tatl
register int attn2;
ati =(YELLOW) ((winfo. active- >wattr >4)«<4);
attr2=(LGREY)I (C.winfo.active->wattr >4)<<4);









1* this function is called by the pull-down menu demo anytime *













static void size-window(int nerow,int necol)
wsize(nerow,necol);
short-delayo;



















/* attach [Alt-X] to the confirn~quit() function ~
setonkey(Ox2dOO,confimnquit,O);
/* attach [Ctrl Pageup] to the Pageupo function ~
setonkey(0x8400,Pageup,O);
/* attach [Ctrl Pagedown] to the Pagedown() function *
setonkey(0x7600,Pagedown,O);
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*** ** *** *** ***** * **** * **** *** *** *** ***** ** *** * *** ** * ** ***** * *** **** ***















/* attach [Pageup] to the graph rep0 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pgraphrep,O);
1* attach [Pagedown] to the contgrep, function ~
setonkey(0x5 100,Pcontgrep,O);
if((w[ 1' =wopen(6, 15,1 4,67,3,LCYANI_ GREEN,WH1TEriGREEN))==O)
error -exit(1);
wtitle("[Graph Representa"ions - Definition3l ]",TCENTER,-LGREYIBROWYN);
wbelpcat(HWINTITE);
wputsw(" Def : A graph is a pair G = (V, E) where:\n"
1. V is a finite set whose elements are called vertices.\n"







/* attach [Pageup] to the definition_3_1 function */
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef_3_l,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example_3_2 function */
setonkey(0x5100,Pex3_2,O);
if((w[ 1 ]=wopen(6,20,22,58,3,LCYANIBLUE,WHITEIBLUE))==0) error-exit(1);
wtide("[Graph Theory] ",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);
wputsw(" Graphs are among the most useful models within computer"
"science, appearing in data flow models, state machines, scheduling"
"algorithms, circuit layouts, communication networks, flowcharts and"
"sorting and searching algorithms. Other applications outside of'
"computer science include transportation networks, chemistry,"
"process control systems, and the social sciences. At its core,"





wputsw("Whenever we have an edge e={U,V), we say that the edge e connects"






wputsw ("It is also said that edge i is incident"
"on the vertex U and that the vertex U is"
"incident on the edge e.\n"
"With the graph in the following figure"
"we see that vertices A and B are adjacent,"
"whereas vertices A and C are not because"
0 27
" there is no segment between them (that is,"
" the set (A, C) is not an edge)");
following..fig 10
void following-fig I (void)
/* attach [Pageupi to the cont-grep function *
setonkey(0x4900,PcontL.grep,O);

















/* attach [Pageup] to the example..3_2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex-3.2,0);




wtitle("[Graph Representations - Definition_3_2]",TCENTER,-LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(HWIN1TL);
wputsw(" Def : Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Let U, T be the vertices."
" The degree of T, denoted deg(T, is the number of edges incident"
"to T. In the following figure we see that deg(A) =1, deg(B) =3,"
"and deg(C) = 0.");
following-fig2();
void following-fig2(void)
1* attach [Pageup] to the example32 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_2,O);

















/* attach IlPageup] to the figure3-6 function *
setonikey(0x4900,Pfig3-6,0);




wtitle("[Graph Representations - Definition_3_31",TCENTER, LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(HWINT1TllE);
wputsw(" Def : One special graph that is encountered frequently is the"
"complete graph on n vertices, where every vertex is connected"
"to every other vertex. This graph is denoted by Kn. The following"




1* attach [Pageup] to the figur.3_6 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pfig_36,O);

















/* attach IlPageup) to the figure3_ function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pfig3j,0);





wputsw("In those figures notice that adding the degrees of the"
vertices in each graph yields a n-m.mber that is twice"




void theorem 3 1 (void)
/* attatch [Pageup] to the cont2-grep function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pcont2_grep,O);









wputsw ("In a graph the sum of the degrees of the vertices equals"
"twice the number of edges.");
delay_(20);
if((w[2]=wopen(6,4,15,71,3,LCYANIRED,WVITEIGREEN))==O) error exit( 1);
wtitle("[Theorem_3_1 - Proof]",TCENTER,_MAGENTAIWHITE);
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);
wputsw (" The key to understanding why Theorem 3.1 is true is that"
"each edge is incident on two vertices. When we take the"
"sum of the degrees of the vertices, each edge is counted"
"twice in this sum. Thus, the sum of the degrees is twice"








/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_3_1 function */
setonkey(O4900,Pthm_3 1,0);
*** **** ****** ***** *** **** * *** ****** * *** **** *** * **** ** ** * *** ******






wputsw("It is often necessary to analyze graphs and perform a variety"
"of procedures and algorithms upon them. When they have large"
"numbers of vertices and cdges, it is often essential to use"
"a con'uter to perform these algorithms. Thus, it is necessary"
"to communicate to the computer the vertices and edges of a"
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"graph. One way to do so is to represent a graph by means of"
"numbers, which are easy to store and manipulate.\n An mn x n"
"matrix is rectangular array of numbers in which there are in"




/* attach jiPageup] to the matrix - ep function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pmatrixj:ep,O);

















1* attach [Pageup] to the example-3-4 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex-3A,O);





wputsw("Two matrices A and B are said to be equal whenever A and B"
" have the same number of rows and the same number of columns,"
" and the i~j entry of A is equal to the i~j entry of B for"
" all possible i and j. In other words, two n'atrices are equal"




1* attach [Pageup] to the example-3.A function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_,O);





wputsw("Press a key to see the graph ....").














/* attach [Pageup] to the example-3-5 function */
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_5,O);




wtitle("[Labeled Graph and Adjacency Matrix] ",TCENTER, MAGENTAIWHITE);
whelpcat(HWINT1TLE);
wputsw("Suppose we have a graph G with n vertices labeled V1, V2,"
" ...,Vn. Such a graph is called a labeled graph. To represent"
"the labeled graph G by a matrix, we form an n x n matrix in"
"which the ij element is 1 if there is an edge between the"
"vertices Vi and Vj and 0 if there is not. This matrix is called"







/* attach [Pageup] to the cont-niatrixjrep function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pcont-matrix-ep,O);

















1* attach IPageup] to the example_3%6 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex3..6,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the adjacencyjlist function *
setonkey(0x5 100,Padj-jistO);
if((w( 1I=wopen(3,4,8,7 1,3,LCYANI_ GREEN,WH1TILGREY))==0)
error-exit(l);




wputsw(" The sum of the entries in row i of the adjacency matrix of'




wtitle("[Theorem_3_2 - Proof]',TCENTER,-MAGENTAF WHITE);
whelpcat(HLWINTUTL);
wputs("\n");
wputsw(" We recall that each 1 in row i corresponds to an edge on the"
'\n vertex Vi. Thus the number of I's in row i is the number of'







1* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_3_2 function */
setonkey(0x4900,Pthm_3_2,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example_3_7 function "1
setonkey(0x5100,Pex_3_7,O);
if((w[ 1 ]=wopen(3,4,15,40,3,LCYANIRED,WHITEI_GREEN))==O) error_exit( 1);
wtitle("[Adjacency List]",TCENTER,_MAGENTAIWH1TE);
whelpcat(HWINT1TLE);
wputsw("Matrices are not the only way to represent graphs in a computer."
"Although an adjacency matrix is easy to construct, this form"
"of representation requires more storage for a graph with n"





if((w[2]=wopen(1,42,20,74,3,LREDICYAN,WHITEICYAN))=--0) error exit( 1);
wtitle("[Adjacency List] ",TCENTER,_MAGENTAIWHITE);
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);
wputsw("A better representation for such a matrix is an adjacency list"
"The basic idea of an adjacency list is to list each vertex"
"followed by the vertices adjacent to it. To form the adjacency"
"list, we begin by labeling the vertices of the graph G. Then we"
"list the vertices in a vertical column, and after each one we"
"write down the adjacent vertices. Thus we see that the I's in"
"a row of an adjacency matrix tell what vertices are listed in"







1* attach [Pageupi to the adjacency-list function *j
setonkey(0x4900,Padj-jist,O);
















/* attach [Pageup] to the example-3j7 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3-,O);
1* attach [Pagedown] to the example-3_8 function ~
setonkey(0x5 100,Pex-38,O);
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definition-3 40; /* addition *
static void definition9A-(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the example3_l function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex..3-7,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example-3_8 function *
setonkey(0x5 10,Pex38,O);
if((w[ 1 J=wopen(3,4, 11 ,73,3,LCYANIRED,WHITEIGREEN))==O) error-exit( 1);
wtitle("IiAddition of Matrices] ",TCENTERMAGENTAIWHVrE);
whelpcat(HWIMNTILE);
wputsw("Suppose A and B are two m x n matrices. The sum of A and B,"
" denoted by A + B, is the m x n matrix in which the i~j entry"
" of A + B is the sum of the i~j entry of A and the i~j entry"
" of B. In other words, we add two matrices of the same size"
" by adding together the corresponding entries. Thus, only"




/* attach [Pageupi to the matrix-ops function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pmatrix-ops,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the definition_3_5 function ~
setonkey(0x5 I100,Pdef9...5,O);
if((w[l1]=wopen(20,42,24,77,3,MAGENTAI_MAGENTA,
WIr-HMAGENTA))-=O) error exit( 1);
0 41
whelpcat(HL..WLNTITLE);









definition-3_5O; /* multipilcation *
static void definition-35(void)
1* attach [Pageupi to the example38 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex38,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example_3_9 function *
setonkey(0x5l1OO,Pex3 9,O);
if((w[ 1 ]=wopen( 1,4,20,73,3,LCYANI-RED,W;HrITEGREEN))==-O)
errrexit( 1);
wtitle("[Multiplication of Matrices] ",TCENTER, MAGENTAIWHiTE);
whelpcat(HWINT1TL);
wputsw ("Suppose A is an m x k matrix with the ij entry represented"
"by aij and B is a k x n matrix with the i~j entry represented"
"by bij. Then the product of A and B, denoted by AB, is the"
mx n matrix where the ij entry is given by\n"
ailblj + al2b2j + ... + aik'~kj."
"\~nNote that the number of columns of A is required to be equal"
"to the number of rows of B in order to multiply A and B.");
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press -a - ey(7);0 following-fig9();
void foflowingjig9(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the definition_-3_5 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef9-5,O);




w helpc at (H-'iNTTE);











void exercise 1 (void)
register int *scml;
1* attach [Pageup] to the example3- function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex39,O);














/* attach [Pageup] to the exercise 1 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise 1,0);















/* attach [Pageup] to the exercise2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise2,O);














/* attach [Pageup] to the exercise3 function *
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setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise3,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise5 function ~
setonkey(0x5 100,Pexercise5,O);












1* attach [Pageup] to the exercise4 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise4,O);













/* this routine that calls definition_3_1 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown
/* keys are pressed. */











/* this routine calls example_3_2 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls definition_3_2 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls figure_3_6 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






************************** ************** ********* **** ***********
1* this routine calls figure3_7 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls definition_3_3 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls theorem_3_1 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *l





/* this routine calls matrix-rep routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls contmatnixrep routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */




/* this routine calls example-3_3 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls example-3_4 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls example_3_5 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */






/* this routine calls example_3_6 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. *!





/* this routine calls example-3_7 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls example-3_8 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */






************************************************* *** ** ******** *** ** ****
/* this routine calls example_3_9 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






************* ******** *** **** *********************** ***** **** ********
/* this routine calls theorem_3_2 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls adjacencylist routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls matrix-ops routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */






/* this routine calls definition_3_4 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */







/* this routine calls definition_3_5 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls exercisel routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */




/* this routine calls exercise2 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */







/**** ** *************** ******************************** ***** ********/
/* this routine calls exercise3 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */







/* this routine calls exercise4 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls exercise5 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






* * ****** * *** * ********* *** *** *** ********* ***** *** ** ***** ** ** **** ******
/* this routine calls cont.grep routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls cont2-grep routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *





/* PROGRAM : ex3_2.c
AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED : Mar. 5,1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
* ******* * ***** *** ****** *** *** *** *** **** ** **** **** **** *********** ****
static int *savescn,crow,ccol;
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;





static void exaniple-3-.2 (void);
static void fig_33 (void);






























filval(- 150,-i 00,2,1 6,aspect);





writehorz-St(-160,-145," A graph with vertices A, B, C, and D",3 1);





drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 11);












fillOval(1 50,- 100,2,1 6,aspcct);
write-horz-char(- 160,100,65,3 1); /* A
write-horz-char(155,100,68,31); 1* D ~
write-horz-char(- 160,0,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horz-Char(1 55,0,69,3 1); /* E *
write_honz_char(- 160,-100,67,3 1); 1* C *
write-honz-char(1 55,-100,70,3 1); /* F ~
write-hon-str(-180,-145," A graph with vertices A, B, C, DXE and FP,31);
write-honz-str(- 180,4165, "and edges ( A, DJ B, DJ (B, E ,C, E,









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,0);
writString(title,WHIE,0);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);







kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
if(-mouse&MSCURS) nishidecurO;
write-horz-str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch 0);
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch 'n'W) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch ='N'))) I
write-horz s-.f30,-2l10," Please Zp r n",9)











case 'n' :write-horz-str(-300,-2l0," ",3 1);
break;




chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
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* **** * ****** ****** *** * ***** * ** *** **** *** *** ** *** *** * ***** ** *** * *** ** ***1
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */











DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED :Mar. 5,1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an example about the "Graphs and
their Representations".















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCITIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINE WIDTH=l;





void open -matrix-paren(int x 1, ilt yl ,int x2,int y2,int color);







if (adapt == ''
setMode(Ox 12),
cls(1);
if (adapt == ''
setMode( 16);
cls(1);)













write- horz~char(- 147,76,49,3 1); I* write al I/
write_horz-char(- 124,76,50,3 1); /* write a1.2
write_horz_char(- 147,57,53,3 1); /* write a21 l
write-honz-char(- 124,57,48,3 1); /* write a22 ~
write-honz-char(- 147,38,54,3 1); /* write a31 l
write-horz_char(- 124,38,55,3 1); /* write a32 *
write-honz_char(88,76,49,3 1); /* write bI 11*
write-horz_char(1 21,76,50,3 1); /* write b 12 ~
write-horz-char(1 54,76,49,3 1); /* write b 13 ~
write-horz-char(88,57,51,3 1); /* write b21 *
write-horz_char(1 21,57,52,3 1); /* write b22 *
write-horz-char(1 54,57,48,3 1); /* write b23 *
write-honz-char(88,38,53,31); /* write b31 *
write_honz_char(121,38,56,3 1); /* write b32 *
write-honz-char(1 54,38,49,3 1); /* write b33 ~
write-horz-char(88,19,55,3 1); 1* write bMl
write-horz-char(121,19,56,31); 1* write 1,42 *
write-honz-char(1 54,19,51,3 1); /* write b43 ~
write-horz-char(- 195,57,65,3 1); /* write A *
write-horz-char(- 180,57,61,3 1); /* write =
write-honz-char(30,50,66,3 1); /* write B ~
write-honz-char(40,50,61,3 1); /* write =
write-horz-str(-300,155," Array A below is a 3 x 2 matrix"
" because there are 3 horizontal rows and",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,140," 2 vertical columns of numbers.'
"oIn the same way, B is a 4 x 3 matrix. ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,-30," The number in the ith row and"
tjth column is called the i~j entry of the",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,-45," matrix. Thus, in the matrix A the 2,1"t
"oentry is 5, because the entry lying",3 1);
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write horz~str(-300,-60," in row 2 and column 1 is 5. For mat r ix B the 3,2
wait( ... entry is 9. ",3 1);
void open matrixparen(int x l,int y l,int x2,int y2 int color)
extern unsigned long int PATTERN;
drawLine (xlI ,yl,xlI+5,y 1,color);












tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxv(tab,O);
writString(title,WHIT,O);
tab = (width -33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);







kblist=vhgonkey(NUILL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz -str(-300,-210,"Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch 0);
while (! ((ch = 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))(
write -horz str(30,-2 10," Please type y or n",79);












case 'n' :write-horz-str(-300,-2 10," ",3 1);
break;




chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
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/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */













REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an example about the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARI.ABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;




* *** **FUNCTION DEFINITIONS *****************
oid wait(char title[J);







if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(I);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);













drawLine(0, 100, 150,- 100,1 1);
aspect = 1 .0;
filIOvaI(0, 100,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval (0, - 100,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(- 1 50,- 100,3, l6,aspect);
fillOvalI 5O,-l00,3,l6,aspect);
fillOval( 180.100,3, 16,aspect);
write-honz-char(165,105,67,3 1); /* point c"'/
write-horz-char(0, 120,66,3 1); /* point B */
write-honz-char(- 155,-105,65,3 1); /* point A *
write-horz-char(155,-105,68,3 1); 1* point D *
write-honz-char(-5,-105,69,3 1); 1* pofit E */













tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,-210,"Quit process, are you sure (yln)?',79);
ch =getch 0;
while (! ((ch == 'y ') 11 (cli == 'n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))I
write horz str(30,-210," Please type y orn"7)











case 'n':write-horz-str(-300,-2 10," "93 1);
break,





chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor "1











DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5,1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=I;












if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(l);












drawLine(10,100,250,- 100,1 1); /* diagonals of *
drawLine(250, 100, 10, 100,1 1); /* the rectangle *
drawLine(- 105,120,-190,- 100,1 1); f*********
drawLine(-190,-100,-20,- 100,1 1); /* the triangle *





fillOval(l 0,- 100,3, 16,aspect);
fillOval(- 105, l2 0,3,16,aspect);
fillOval(- 190,-i 00,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-20,- 100,3,1 6,aspect);
write-horz-char(- 108,-105,75,3 1); /* K *
write-horz-char(-98,-1 15,51,31); 1* 3*
write-ho-z-char(127,-105,75,3 1); /* K *




mode = ge tMode (&width);








tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); !* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horzstr(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch 0);
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))) I
write_horz -str(30,-2 10," Please type y or n",79);
ch = getch ();
















chgonkey(kblist); 1* restore any hidden hot keys *
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/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */











DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED :Mar. 5,1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an example about the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER :This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo























void open-matrix-paren(int x 1, int ylI,int x2,int y2,int color);
static void example935 (void);






if (adapt == 'V')
setMode (Ox 12);
clS(1);
if (adapt = 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);








LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,310,-200,l 1);
open-matrix-paren(-60,65,30,32,l 1); /* paren for matrix D *
openjnatrixparen(-233,65,-170,32,1 1); /*paren for mat C */
openmatrixparen(162,65,225,32,1 1); /*paren for matrix E*/
write-honz_char(-213,64,49,3 1); 1* write ci I*/
write_hon2_char(-193,64,50,3 1); /4 write c12 /
write-honz_char(-213,44,51,3 1); /* write c21 */
write-horz~char(-193,44,52,3 1); /4 write c22 */
write_horz_char(-40,64,49,31); /* write dli 4/
write-horz-char(-20,64,50,31); 1* write d 12 ~
write-honz-char(O,64,48,3 1); /* write d13 /
write-horz_char(-40,44,51,3 1); /* write d21 .
write-horz-char(-20,44,52,3 1); /* write d22 *
write_honz_char(0,44,48,3 1); 1* write d.23 */
write_honz_char(1 82,64,49,3 1); /* write el 1/
write-horz-char(202,64,51,3 1); /* write e 12 ~
write-horz-char(1 82,44,50,3 1); /* write e21 .
write-horz-char(202,44,52,3 1); /* write M2 ~
write-horz-char(-265,55,67,3 1); /* write C ~
write_horz-char(-250,55,61,31); /* write =
wri te-horz~char(-90,55,68,3 1); /* write D ~
write-horz-char(-75,55,61,3 1); 1* write = 4
write_horz-char(1 30,55,69,3 1); /* write E 4
write-horz-char(145,55,61,31); /* write =/
write-horz-str(-300,175," Two matrices A and B are said to be"
"equal whenever A and B have the samne",3 1);
write horz-str(-300, 160," number of rows and"
" the same number of columns, and the i~j entry",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,145," of A is equal to the ij entry of B'
" for all possible i and j. ",3 1);
write horz -str(-300,130," In other words, two matrices are equal"
when they have the same size",3 1);
80
write horz str(-300,115," and all pairs of corresponding entries are equal.",3 1);
write-hoz-str(-300,-30," The matrix C is not equal to the matrix D"
because C has two columns and D ",31);
write.horz-str(-300,-45," has 3 columns. Also the matrices"
"C and E are not equal because their",3 1);
write.horz-str(-300,-60," corresponding entries are not the same."
f "In particular, the 1,2 entries are",31);
write horz str(-300,-75," different.",31);
wait("");
void open-matrxpaven(int xl,int yl,int x2,int y2,int color)
I




drawLine (x2 ,y ,x2-5,y 1,color);









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width -33)/2;
181
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); f* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecurO;
write-horz..str(- 300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?',79);
ch =getch 0);
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) I I (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))){
wvrite_horz~str(30,-210," Please type y or n".79);


















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0.










DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED :Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an example about the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo























voi(I wait(char title 0);
void open -matrixsparen(int xl1, it yl ,int x2,int y2,int color);






if (adapt == ''
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);














drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 11);
drawLine(-220,65,-270,25,1 1); /* *
drawLine(-220,65,-220,20,11); /* Figure GI *







write-horz-chiar(-27 8,70,49,3 1) /* VI *
write-horz-choir(-2I7,75,86,3 I)-,
write-horz-char(-210,70,50,3 I1); 1* V2 *
write-lhorz-char(-280,23,86,3 1);
write-horz-char(-273,18,51,3 1); 1* V3 *
write-lhorz-chiar(-220,18,86,3 1);
w.-ite-liorz-char(-213,13,52,3 1); 1* V4 *
open-i-atrixparei(- 130,75,-30,2,11 1); 1* paren for matrix G I
write-horz-cliar(-1 10,74,48,3 1); /* write I I1
write-horz-char(-90,74,49,3 1); /* write 12 *
write-liorz-char(-70,74,48,3 I); /* write 13 *
write-horz-char(-50,74,48,3 1); 1* write 14 *
wi ite-lhorz-char(- 110,54,49,3 1); /* write 21 *
write-horzchar(-90,54,48,3 I); f* write 22 *
write-liorz-char( -70,54,49,31I); /* write 23 *
write-horz-chiar(-50,54,49,3 1); /* write 24 *
write-horz-char(- 110,34,48,3 1); /* write 31 *
write-horz-chiar(-90,34,49,3 1); /* write 32 *
write-horz-char(-70.34,48,31); /* write 33 *
write-horz-char(-50,34,48,3 1); /* write 34/
write-horz-chiar(- 10, 14,48,3 1); /* write 41 *
write-horz-char(-90,14,49,3 1); /* write 42 *
write-liorz-char(-70,14,48,3 1). /* write 43 '
write-horz-char( -50,14,48,3 1 ); /* write 44 ~
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write-horz-char(- 145,42,61,3 1 ); /* =*
write-horz-char(- 160,42,41,3 1); 1* )*
write-horz-char(- 175,42,71,3 1); 1* G *
write-horz-char(- 167,3 7,49,3 1 ); /* 1I~
write-honz-char(-182,42,40,3 1); /* ( */
write-horz-char(- 190,42,65,3 1); /* A ~








write-lhofzchar(2,70,49,3 1); 1* VI *
write-lhorz-char(72,75,86,3 1);
writeIiorz-char(79,70,50,3 1); /* V2 ~
write-lhorz-chiar(40,17,86,3 1);
write-horz _char(47,12,51,3 1); 1* V3 ~
write-horz-char(47,0,71,31); 1* *
write-liorz-char(54,-5,50,3 1);
open-natrix-paren( 170,70,250,17,1 1); /* paren for matrix G I/
write-lhorz str( 190,68 ."0 11 ",31);
write-horz str( 190,48," 1 0 1 ",3 1);
write-horz str( 190,28,"I 10",3 1);
write-horz-char(1 55,48,61,3 1); /* =*
writeIiorz-char(1 45,48,41,3 1); 1* )*
write-horz-char(1 30,48,71,3 1); /* G ~
write-horz-char(1 37,43,50,3 1); /* 2 *
write-horz-char(1 20,48,40,3 1); /* ( *1
write-horz-char(1 05,48,65,3 1). /* A *
write-horz str( I 25,-20,"(b)",1I I); /* (b) *
write-horz-str(-300,200," Figure below contains two graphs and"
" their ad I acency matrices. For (a) the",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,185," 1,2 entry is 1 because there is an"
'.edge between vertices V I anid V2,",3I)-,
write-horz str(-300,170," and the 3.4 element is 0 because"
"there is no edIge between V3 and V4. ",3 I)
* 87
write-horz-str(-300,155," For (b) we see that the 1,2 entry and"
1,3 entries are I because of the ",31);0
write-horz str(-300,140," edges between VI and V2 and"
"between VI mnd V3.",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,-50," Note that in Figure (a) the sum of the entries"
" in row I s 1, which is",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,-65," the degree of VI, and likewise the"
"1sumn of the entries in row 2 is the",3 I1)I
write -horz str(-300,-80," degree of V2. This illustrates a more"
ofgeneral result.",31);
void opeii-matrix-paren(int xlIint ylI,it x2,int y2,int color)
exterri unsigned iong in( PATTERN;
(IrawL-Ine (xI 'yl ,x 1+5,y l,colo-);
drawL-ine (xl I yl,xlI,y2,color);
cirawL-ine (x I y2,xlI+5,y2,color):
drawL-ine (x2 ,yl ,x2-5,vl ,color);
dtawLine (x2 ,yl,x2,y2,color);
draw Linie (x2,y2,x2-5 ,y2,color);
void wait(char title[])
mnode =getMode(&width);-




tab = (width - strien(title))/2;
got8 0a~f
writString(title,WI-HTFO);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
iftrnouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(- 300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (yln)?",79);
cli = getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) If (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write_horz str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)


















cligonikey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *










DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED :Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an example about the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This prugrarn is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=l;






static void examnple_3jl (void);






if (adapt == ''
setMode(Ox 12);
ClS(1;
if (adapt == ''
setMode(I 6);
dIs(1)













drawLine(- 120,1 50,-120,75,1 1);
aspect = 1.0;
filUOval(- 1 20,150,3 ,16,aspect);
filOval(0, 150,3, 16,aspect);
filOval(0,0,3, 16,aspect);




writelorz-car'- 128,15 5,49,3 1) 1* VI *
write-horzchar(S,160,86,31)-,
write_horzchar(1 2,1t55,50,3 1); /* V2 *
wArite_1iorz char(- 130,75,86,3 I);
write_horzchar(-123,70,51,31); /* V3 *
write-liorz-char(5 ,75 .86,3 1);
write_horzchar(1 2,70,52,3 1); /* V4 *
write-horz-char(5,-5,86,3 1);
write-lhorz-cliar(1 2,-10,53,31); / V5 *
write-horz-char(-130,-5,86.31);
write-lhorzchar(- 123,-10,54,3 1); /* V6 *
write-lhorz str(-60,-15,'(a)",1 1 ); 1* (a) *
write-horz_str(50 I 50,"V NV V",l11);
write-tiorz char(57,145,49,1 1); /* VI :V2,V3 ~
write-liorz char(82,145,50,I 1); *1
write-liorz-char(1 07,145,5 1,1 1);
write-horz str(50,130,"V :V ,V", 11); /**~**
write-horzchar(57,125,50,1 1); /* V2:VI,V4 *
write-horz char(82,125,49,1 1); /**
write-liorzchar(107,125,52,I 1);
write-horz st.(50,1 10,"V :V .V",1 1);




write-horz str(50,90,"V NV XV ,V" 1);/* * * */
write-horz-chiar(57,85,52,I 1); /* V4:V2,V3,V5 *
write_horzchar(82,85,50,1l1); 1
write_hiorz char( 107,85,5 1,11)
write-horz-char(132,85,53,1 1);
write -horz str(50,70,"V :V ,V',11);/* ~ 4 /
write_horz-char(57,65,53,1 I); /* V5:V4,V6 *
write-horz Char(82,65 ,52, 11); 1*1
write_horz-char(107,65,54,1 1);
write_horz str(50,50,"V NV "J11);
write-lhorz-chiar(57,45,54,1 1); /* V6:V5 *
write-horz char(82,45,53,1 1);
write_horz-str(80,-15."(b)",1 1); 1* (b) *
write_horz_str(-300,-50," For the graph in Figure above"
".there are 6 labeled vertices, and we list",3 1);
write -horz str(-300.-65," them in a vertical column as in"
"(b). Beside vertex VI we list the adjacent",31);
write_horz str(-300,--80," vertices, which are V2 and V3"
" Then proceding to the next vertex V2,",31I);
write_horz str(-300,-95," we list the vertices adjacent to"
" it, V I and V4. This process is continued",3 1);




mode = getMode(& width);





tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 3 3)/2;
gotoxy(tab,I ine);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz st r(- 300,- 210,'"Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch -= getch 0.~
while (!((ch == *y') 11 (ch == 'n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))



















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normnal termination. The original screen and cursor *









AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED :Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTI1ON . This program contains an example about the "Graphis and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
hit color = 2;
int LINEWIT3TH= I;
unsigned long int PATTRN=OxFFFFFFFF;




void open -matrixjparen(int xl, int yl,int x2,int y2,int color);
static void example 38 (void);
static void confmn-graph-exit(void);





if (adapt == ''
setMode(Ox 12):,
cls(I);










static void exarnple__8 (void)







write-horzchar(- 120.34.43,3 1); /* + *
write-horz-char(-20,34,61,3 1); 1* 7
write-horzchar(1 20,34,61,3 1); /=*
write-horz str(- 180,54 "7 4",3 1)
write-horz str(- 180,34,"2 1 ",3 1
write-liorz str(- 180,14, "0 5 ",3 1);
write-horz_str(-8C 954,"2 6",3 1);
write-horz_str(-80,34,"3 0",3 1)
write-horz str(-80, 14,"2 1 " ,? j
write-horz str(20,54,"3+2 4+6",3 1);
write-horz str(20,34,"2+3 1 +0",3 1);
write-horz str(20, 14,"0+2 5+1 ",31);
write-horz str(1I60,54,"5 10O",3 1);
write-horz str(1I60,34,"5 V ,301;
write-horz str~ 160,14,"2 6",3 1);
write-horz str(-300 ,-50," With the matrices given above,"
1note how the sumi of the two matrices is" ,3 1);
write-horz Str(-300.-65," fonned by adding together tie"
"1, 1 entries of the two matrices, then the",3 1);
write-horz_str(-300,-80," 1,2 entries, then the 2,1 entries"
".and continuing until the complete sum",3 I);
write_1017_stF(-300,-95." is formed.",3 1);
wait""' I:
9
void open- matrix-paren(int x l,int ylI,int x2,int y2,in color)
extern unsigned long int PATTERN;
drawl-ine (xlI ,yl,xl1+5,y I,color);
drawLine (xl ,yl,xl,y2,color);
drawLine (xl ,y2,xl+5,y2,color);





mode = getM ode(& width);




tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tabO);
writ String(t itle,W I IFE,O);
tab = (width - 33)12;
gotoxy(tab~lime);
writString(1'ress any key to continue ..... WHITE,O);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,-21 0, "Quit process, are you sure (yfn)?',79);
ch = getch 0;
while (! ((ch =='y') 11 (ch = Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write_horz_str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7;











case 'n': write _horzstr(-300,-2 10," "3)
break,




cligolkey(kbist) /* restore any hidden hot keys *
0 101
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */











REVISED :Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an example about the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
bit LINEWIDTH=I:





void open -matrix..paren(int xl1, int yl ,int x2,int y2,int color);























drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 11);
write -horz 7str(-300,190," For the matrices A and B listed below,",3 1);
open...matrixjparen(-I 00,l70,-20,1 37,11);
opeii-inatrix~paren(20,170,120,l 17,1 1);
write_horz har(- 130,155,65,3 1); /* A *
writeIiorzchar(-115,155,61,31D; /* =*1
write-horzchar(-10,155,66,31); /* B *
write-lhorzchar(5,155,61,3 1); *=1
write-horzstr(-80, 169," 1 2 3",3 1);
write_horz str(-80,149,"4 5 6",3 1);
write-lhorz-str(40,169,"I 3 5 8",31I);
write-horz_str(40.149,"0 1 6 9",3 1);
write-horz str(40,129,"2 4 7 1 ",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,l 10," the 1,3 element in the product AB is",3 I);
write-horz str(-290,90,"a b + a b + a b = x5 + 2x6 + 3x7 =38." ,31);
write-horzchar(-28 3,85,49,3 1); /* al */
write-lhorz-char(-275,85,49,31I); /* all *
writej horzchar(-25 8,85,49,3 1); /* bi *
write-lhorzchar(-250,85,51,3 1); 1* b13 *
write-horzchar(-210,85,49,3 1); 1* al */
write-horz rhar(-202,85,50,3 1); 1* a12 *
write-horzchar(-185,85,50,31); /* b2 */
write-horzchar(-177,85,51,3 1); /* b23 *
write-horzchar(- 137,85,49,3 1); 1* al */
write-horzchar(-129,85,51,31); /* a13 *
write_horz cliar(- 12,85,5 1,3 1); /* b3 *I/
write-horz-char(- 104,85,51,3 1); /* b33 *
write-horz_str(-300,65," The 2,4 element in AB is",3 1);
write_horz~str(-290,45,"a b + a b + a b =4x8 + 5x9 + 6x1 83." ,31);
write-horz-chai(-283,40,49,3 1); /* a2 */
write_horzchar(-275,40,49,31I); /* a21 *
write_horz char(-25 8.40,49,3 1 ); /* bi l
write_horzchar(-250,40,51,3 1); /* b14 *
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write-horz chiar(-2 10,40,49,31I); /* a2 ~
write-horz char(-202,40,50,3 1); 1* a22 ~
write-horz-char(- 185,40,50,3 1); I* b2 *I
write-horz-cbar(-177,40,51,31); /* b24 *
write-horz-char(- 137,40,49,3 1); /* a2 */
write-horz-char(- 129,40,51,3 1); /* a23 ~
write-horz-char(- 12,40,51,3 1); /* b3 */
write-horz-char(- 104,40,51,3 1); f* b34 ~
write-fhorz str(-300,20," Continuing in this fashion the product AB is found to
be",31);
open-matrixparen(-250,-20,160,-53,1 1);
write_horz str(-230,-2 1," lxi +2x+3x2 I x3+2x1 43x4'
" x5+2x6+3x7 1x8+2x9+3x1",3 1);
write_horz str(-230,-4 I,"4x 1+5x0+6x2 4x3+5xlI+6x4"
"4x5+5x6+i6x7 4x8+5x9+6x 1",3 1);
opeiijnatrix-paren(-200,-7 1,-80,- 104,1 1);
write_horz str(-180,-72," 7 17 38 29",31);
write_hiorz str(- 180,-92," 16 41 92 83",3 1);
write-horz-char(-215,-87,61,3 1); 1* =*
write-horz char(-75,-100,46,3 1); /* *
void open-matrix-paren(int xl ,int y l,int x2,int y2,int color)















tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,0);
writString(title,WHJTFE,0);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,Iine);






kblist=chigonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_-CURS) mshidecuro;
if(_nouse&MSCUJRS) mshidecuro;
write-hon ~str(-300,-210,"Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?',79);
ch = getch ();
while (!((cli == 'y') 11 (cli == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (chi= 'N')))
write-horz str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn,7;












case 'n' :writehorzstr(-300,-210," ",31);
break;




chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
* *** ** ** *** * ** ** **** ***** * ** *** *** **** *** *** ****** *** **** * *** ** * *** ** ****
/* this function handles nonnal termination. The original screen and cursor */










DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=l;







static void confmn-graph -exit(void);




if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
CIS(]);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16),
Cls(1 )







static void question_ I(void)
LINEWIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-203, 11);
write-horz str(-300,160," Determine if a graph is indicated in"
" the following Figure.",31);
aspect = 1.0;
fillOval(-1 10,130,3,16,aspect);
write-horz chiar(-125,130,65,31); /* A *
write-horz str(-300,40," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyO);
if(Chi==ESC) confirru-graph~exito;
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch = 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'N')))
'write-lhorz-str(O,4 0," Please type y or r"3)
Chi = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ES C) confinn.graph-exito;
if ((h 11'')I (Ch == 'Y') 11 kCh == *n) 11 (Ch == 'N'))
write_horz -str(0,40," ".3 1);
switch (Clh) I
case 'V :write-horz-str(-30,40." y ",3 1);
write-horz-str(-0,20." Yes, because this is a graph that",3 1);
write-lhonzstr(-30,0," consists of one vertex but no edges",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz-.str(-30,40," Y ",31 D;
write-honz-str(-30,20," Yes, because this is a graph that",31);
write-horz-str(-30,0," consists of one vertex I ut no edges",3 1);
break;
case Wn :write-horz_str(-30,40," n ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,20," The answer must be yes, because",3 )
write-lionzstr(-30,0," this is a graph that consists of',3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-20," one vertex but no edges.",3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-hozstr(-30,40," N ",3 1);
I III
write horz str(-30,20," The answer must be yes, because",3 1);
write hiorz str(-30,0," this is a graph that consists of",3 1);











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab.0);
writString(titleWHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) rushidecuro;
write-lhon str(-300,-210,"Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch (y
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli = Wn) 11 (ch =-- 'Y') 11 (ch -- 'N')))
write_horz str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7;
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chgotikey(kbist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function h-aidles normnal termination. The original screen and cursor *
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. *









DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Graphs and
their Representations"
















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
•********************************************. ******
char adapt. Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINE WIDTH=I;











if (adapt == '')
setMode(Ox 1);
cls(1 .










write-horzstr(-300,160," Determine if a graph is indicated in"
"the following Figure." ,31);
drawLine(- 10,130,0,130,11);
write -horz -str(-300,40," Enter your choice as y or n ---.>",3 1);
Chi = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confinnwgraphexitO;
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Ch == 'n) 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch -= 'N')))
write-horz-str(O,40," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confirm-graphu-exito;
if ((Ch == 'y') 11 (Chi == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'n) 11 (Cli == 'N'))
write-horz-str(0,40,"",1)
switch (Chi)
case 'Y :write-horz-str(-30,40," y ",3 1);
write-horz str(-30,20," No, because there is an edge",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,0," that doesn't have any vertices." ,3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz-str(-30,40," Y ",31);
write-horz str(-30,20," No, because there is an edge",3 1);
write-horz str(-30,0," that doesn't have any vertices",3 1);
break;
case 'n' :write-horz~.str(-30,40," n ",31I);
write-horz str(-30,20," You are right, because there is an" ,3 1);
write-horz str(-30,0," edge that doesn't have any vertices.",31I);
break;
case 'N :write-horz-str(-30,40," N ",3 1);
write-horz str(-30,20," You are right, because there is an",3 1);












tab = (width - strien(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab.O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide an" existing hot keys *
if(mrouse&MSCURS) inshidecuro;
write-horz-str(-300,- 210, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch 0.
while (!((ch == 'y) 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch = 'Y') 11 (cli = 'N')))
write horz str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7;


















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */










DATE •Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : Thi' prograrn contain- an exercise for the "Graphs and-
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;















if (adapt = 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 90')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);








LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(l);
drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 1);
write-horz str(-300,160," Determine if a graph is indicated in"
" the following Figure. ",3 1);
drawLine(- ll0,130,O,100,11); /* AC *
drawLine(0,100,100,100,11); /* C? *





write-lhorz char(-125,130,65,31); I* A *
write_hiorzchar(-125,70,66,31); /* B *
write-horzchar(0,120,67,31); /* C ~
write-horzstr(-300,40," Enter your choice as y or n --->",3 1);
Ch = waitkey();
if(Chi==ESC) confirngraphexito;
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Ch == 'n) 11 (Ch = 'Y') 11 (Ch =- 'N')))
write-horz str(0,40," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confirint.graph-exito;
if ((Ch =- 'y') 11 (Chi == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'n) 11 (Ch == 'N'))
write-horz-str(0,40,"",1)
switch (Ch)
case 'y' :write-horz str(-30,40," y ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,20," No, because there is a missing",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,0," vertex for the edge starting",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-20," at C and going to the right.",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horzstr(-30,40," Y ",31);
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write-honz-str(-30,20," No, because there is a missing",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,O," vertex for the edge starting",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-20," at C and going to the right.",3 1);
break;
case 'n' :write-horz-str(-30,40," n "3)
write--hor7'_str(-30,20," You are right, because there is a",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,O," missing vertex for the edge starting",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-20," at C and going to the right.",3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-horzstr(-30,40," N ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,20," You are right, because there is a",3 1);
write-honz-Str(-30,O," missing vertex for the edge starting" ,31);











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WI-LIT,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.line);




I static void confirrn-grapI-exit(void)
struct _Onkey-t *kblist.
char cli;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCUTRS) mshidecuro;
write-honz-str(-300,-21 0, "Quit process, are you sure yf)"7;
ch = getch 0;
while (!((cl == 'y') 11 (cli = Wn) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (ch ='N')))
write-lhorz str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)

















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys ~
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/* this function handles normal termination. The original sci-een and cursor *









I AUTHOR Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(l);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(l);







static v ,id, question-4(void)
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 11);
write-honz-str(-300,160," For tie following Figure give the"
" degree of A.",3 1);
drawRect(-50, 120,50,20,1 1);
drawLine(-50,120,50,20,1 1); /* AD *
drawLine(50,120,-50,20,Il1); /* B C
drawLine(-50,120,-70,70,1 1); /* AE ~
aspect = 1.0;





write-horz_char(-65,120,65,3 1); /* A *
write-lhon_char(60,120,66,3 1); /* B ~
write-honz_char(-65,20,67,3 1); 1- C *
write-lhon_char(60,20,68,3 1); /* D ~
write-honz-char(-85,70,69,3 1); 1* E ~
write-honz_str(-300,0," Choose one of the followings:",3 1);
write-honz_str(-300,-20," a) deg (A) = 1 ",31I);
write-honz_str(-300,-40," b) deg (A) =2"31)
write-honz_str(-300,-60," c) deg (A) = 3",3 1);
write-hov'_str(-300,-80," d) deg (A) = 4",3 1);
write-honz_str(-300,- 100. " e) deg (A) = 5 ",3 1);
write-honz_str(-300,-120," Type the letter of which you believe is true-->",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confirngraph-exito;
while (!((Ch == Wa) 11 (Chi = Wb) 11 (Chi = Vc) 11 (Chi == Wd) 11 (Ch = 'e')))




if ((Ch == 'a') Ii 'Ch '= 'b') II (Ch = 'c') II (Ch = 'd') II (Ch == 'e'))
write horzstr(O,-140," ",3 1);)
switch (Ch) I
case 'a' :write_horzstr(90,-120," a ",31)-
write horz str(-300,-140," No, the answer must be d, because"
"there are four edges that start",31);
write_horzstr(-300,-160," from the vertex A. Namely, these"
" edges are AB, AC, AD, and AE",3 1);
break;
case 'b' :wri. _horz_str(90,-120," b ",31 );
writehorzstr( 300.- i40," No, the answer must be d, because"
" there are four edges that start",3 I);
write_hjz_str(-300,-160," from the vertex A. Namely, these"
" edges are AB, AC, AD, and AE',31);
break;
case c' :write_horzstr(90,-120," c ",31);
write_horz_str(-300,-140," No, the answer must be d, because"
" there are four edges that start",3 I);
writehorzstr(-300,-160," from the vertex A. Namely, these"
" edges are AB, AC, AD, and AE",3 1);
break;
case 'e' :write_horzstr(90,-120," e ",3 1);
writehorstr(-300,-140," No, the answer must be d, because"
" there are four edges that start",3 I);
write_horzstr(-300,-160," from the vertex A. Naliely, these"
"edges are AB, AC, AD, and AE",3 1);
break;
case 'd' :write_horzstr(90,-120." d ",31);
write_horz_str(-300,-1 4 0," Yes, you are right. Deg (A) =4,"
" because there are four edges that start",31);
writeliorzstr(-300,-160," from the vertex A. Namely, these"












tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O):
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL). /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCUTRS) mshidecur4);
write-horz-str(-300,-21 0, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch (0;
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write-honz-str(30,-210," Please type y r n,7)


















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normnal tennination. The original screen and cursor *
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. *
static void normial-exit(void)
srestore(savescm);








REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an exercise for the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2
i LINEWIDTH=l;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
ClS(1;
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16),
clS(1;







static void question5 5(void)
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 11);
write-honzstr(-300,160," For the following Figure give the"
" degree of A and C. ",3 1);





write-horz char(-65,130,67,31); f* C *
write-horz-char(60,130,66,31); /* B *
write-lhorzchar(-15,80,65,31); /* A *
write-lhorz str(-300,50," Choose one of the followings: ",3 1);
writeItorz str(-300,30," a) deg (A) = 1, deg (C) = 2",3 1);
write -horz str(-300, 10," b) deg (A) = 0, deg (C) = 1 ",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,-10," 0) deg (A) = 1, deg (C) = 3",3 1);
write -horz str(-300,-30," d) deg (A) = 0, deg (C) = 3",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,-60," Type the letter of which you believe"
" is true --- >",31);
Chi = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confirm~graph-exito;
while (!((Ch == 'a) 11 (Ch 'b'W) 11(Chi -- 'c) 11 (Ch '= 'V))
write-horz str(0,-80," Please type one of a, b, c, ord"3)
Chi = getci ();
if ((h == V) 11 (Chi = 'W) 11 (Chi ='c') 11 (Ch == WN))
write-lhorz-str(0,-80," ",3 1);
switch (Ch)
case 'a' :write-horz..str(90,-60," a ",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,-120," No, the answer must be b, because"
"1there is only one edge that starts",3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,-140," from the vertex C, wheras there"
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" is none from the vertex A.",3 1);
break;
case 'b' :writehorzistr(90,-60," b ",31);
writehorz_str(-300,-120," Yes you are right, because"
" there is only one edge that starts",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,-140," from the vertex C, wheras there"
"is none from the vertex A.",3 1);
break;
case 'c' :writehorz str(90,- 6 0," c ",31);
write_horzstr(-300,-120," No, the answer must be b, because"
"there is only one edge that starts",3 I);
writehorz_str(-300,-140," from the vertex C, wheras there"
" is none from the vertex A.".3 1);
break;
case 'd' :writehorz-str(90,-60," d ",31);
write horz_str(-300,-120," No, the answer must be b, because"
" there is only one edge that starts",3 I);
writehorz_str(-300,-140," from the vertex C, wheras there"











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
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gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* bide any existing hot keys *
if(iiouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz-str(-300,-2 1 0, "Quit process, are you sure (yin)?" ,79);
cli = getch ();
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch = 'n) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (cli 'N'))) I
write-lhorz str(30,-2 10," Please type y or n",79);

















chgotikey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
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/* this function handles normal temnination. The original screen and cursor */










DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Graphs and
their Representatictis".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
hit LINEWIDTH=1;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
Cls(1;
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16),
CISls():







I statir void question_6(voidl)
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(I);
drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 11);
write-horz.str(-300,16O," Are the graphs in the following Figure"










writejhorz-char(-65,100,65,3l); /* A *
write_horzchar(-50,60,66,3 1); /* B *




write -hlorzchar(35,130,80,3 1); /* P *
write-horzchar(35,70,81,3 1); /* Q *








while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch = 'N'))) I
write-horz str(0,30," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = getch ();
if ((Ch =='y') If (Clh = 'Y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch = 'N'))
write-horz-str(O,30,"", )
switch (Ch)
case 'y' :write-horz str(-30,30," y ",31);
write-horz-str(-30, 1O," Yes, you are right, because we",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,- 10," can find a bijection f from",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,-30," the set I A,B,C) to the set",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,-50," (Q,P,R). The following table",3 1);
write-horz-,str(-30,-70," shows the correspondence between",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," edges.',31);
write-honz-str(-250,-55," IU,V) I f(U),f(V)) ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-250,-85," (A,B) (P,Q) ",3 1);
write-lhonzstr(-250,-105,' (B,C) I Q,R ) ",3 1)







case 'Y' :write-horz str(-30,30," y ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,10," Yes, you are right, because we",31);
writelhonz-str(-30,-1O," can find a bijection f froni",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-30," the set (A,B,CJ to the set",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-50," I Q,P,R 1. The following table",3 I);
write-lionzstr(-30,-70," shows the correspondence between",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," edges.",3 1);
write-honz-str(-250,-55,"I UV) I (f(U),f(V) ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-250,-85," IA,B) IP,Q )",3 1);
write-hon-str(-250,-105," IB,C I (QR) ",3 1);
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case 'n' :write-honz-str(-30,30," n ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,1O0," No, the answer must be yes, because",3 1);
write-lionzstr(-30,- 10," we can find a bijection f from",3 1);
write-lionz-str(-30,-30," the set I A,B,C I to die set",3 1);
write-lu'rz-str(-30,-50," (Q,P,R[. The following table",3 1);
wr-ite-lionz-str(-30,-70," shows the correspondence betweeni",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," edges. ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-250,-55," ( U,V) ff(U),f(V) 1",31);
write-liorz-str(-250,-85," (A,B) (P,Q 1 ",3 ')
write-honz-str(-250,-105,"fIB,C) ( QR ) ",3i,







case 'N' :write-horz-str(- 3A0.30," 'lN ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,1O," No, the answer must be yes, because",31),
write-lhonzstr(-30.-IO," we can find a bijection f from",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30.-30," the set (A C Ito the set",3 I1);
write-honz-str(-30,-50," (Q.P,R). -ie following table",3 I);
write-honz-str(-30.-70," shows the correspondence between",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30.-90," edges.",3 1);
write-honz-str(-250,-55," ( U, I (f(U),f(V) 1 ",3 1);
write-lionz-str(-2 5 0,-85, "(A,B I I P,Q I",31);
write-honz-str(-250,-105,"(B,C) fQ,R)".31);
write-honz-str(-250,-1 25," (A,C I (PR ",3 1);
draw Line (- 260,-40,-40,-40, 11);
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dravl-ine(-260,-70,-40,-70, 11);





v at(" Exercise 6");
void wait'ch, title[])
int tab,width,Iine,mode;
mode = getMode (&width);




tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab .0)
writStr ing(title ,WHITE,0);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab~line);
writString('Press any key to continue ...... WHITEM0;
if(waitkey( ==ESC) confirmgraph-exito;
CIO();
static void c onfunm-graphexit (void)
struct _onkey-t *kblist;
char cli;
kblist=cligonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz-st r(- 300,- 210,' Quit process, are you sure (yin)?" ,79);
ch = getch 0',
wh:Ie (!((cli == *y) 11 (ch == 'n') 11 (cli == 'Y') If (ch==N))
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write-horz-str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)

















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles n~ormal termination. The original screen and cursor *










DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Graphs and
their Representations".
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
hit color = 2;
hit LINEWIDTH=I;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode(16);
cls(1);







static void quest ioni7(void)
UINEWIDTH = 3;
clS(1);
drawRect(-309,210, 3 10,-200,1 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,l 6 0 ," Are the graphs in the following Figure"




LINE WIDTH = 3;
drawLine(-50,10 0 ,-2O,l100,11);
drawLine(-50, 100 ,-50,70, 11);





write_horz_chiar(-65,OO,65,3 1); /* A ~
write-horz-char(-50,60,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horz-char(-10,100,67,3l); /* C ~
write-lhonzchar(-93,105,6 8 ,3lI); /* D ~
drawRect(50, 130,100,70,1 1);
drawLine(50,130,IOO, 7 0 ,l 1);
(lrawLbife(50,70,10 0 ,l 30,1 1);
write-lhonz-char(35,130,80,3l1); /* P ~
write_hon'_cbad(35,70,8 1,31); 1* Q *
write-honz-char(1 15,70,82,3 1); 1* R ~







write-horz str(-300,30," Enter your choice as y or n --->",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyO;
if(Ch=ESC) confirn-grapluexito;
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch =='Y') 11 (Ch = 'N')))
write horz str(l),30," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch =getch 0;
if ((Ch = 'y') 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'n) 11 (Chi = 'N'))
write -horz -str(O,30," ",3 1);
switch (Chi) I
case 'y' :write-horz str(-30,30," y ",3 1);
write-horz_str(-30,1O," No, they are not isomorphic,",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,-IO0," because one of the graphs",3 I);
write-horz-str(-30,-30," has five vertices while the",3 I);
write-horz-str(-30,-50," other one has four.tt ,3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz str(-30,30," Y ",3 1);
write-horz_str(-30,1O," No, they are not isornorphic,",3 1);
write-horz_str(-30,-1O," because one of the graphis",31);
write-horz-str(-30,-30," has five vertices while "le",31);
write-honz_str(-30,-50," other one has four.",3.
break;
case 'ni' :write-liorz-str(-30,30," n "3)
write-lhor_str(-30,1O," No, they are not isomorphic,",3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-1O," because one of the graphis',3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-30," has five vertices while the",3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-50," other one has four.",3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-horzstr(-30,30," N ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,1O," No, they are not isomorphic,",3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-1O," because one of the graphs",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-30," has five vertices while the",3 1);












tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,-21 0, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?',79);
ch = getch ();
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch ='N')))I
write horz str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)
ch = getch ();











case 'n' :write-horz-str(-.300,-2 10," ",3 1);
break;




chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
1* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *










DATE : Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the tutorial for the paths and circuits.
MACHINE/COMPILER : This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo C
compiler Version 2.0.








#if defhied(-TURBOC-) /* Turbo C ~
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif





#define ff narne name
#elif defined(ZTC_) /* Zortech C/c++ *
#define ffbik FIND





/* function prototypes */
static void addshadow (void);
static void conf'mn-quit (void);
static void disp-sure msg (void);
static void donothing (void);
static void errorexit (int ernum);
static void movewindow (int nsrow, int scol);
static void normal-exit (void);
static void press a key (int wrow);
static void quit-window (void);
static void restore_cursor(void);
static void shortdelay (void);
static void sizewindow (int nerow,int necol);
static void example_3_10 (void);
static void example31 I (void);
static void example 3_12 (void);
static void example_3_13 (void);
static void example_3_14 (void);
static void example 3_15 (void);
static void example_316 (void);
static void example_3_17 (void);
static void example 3_18 (void);
static void example_3_19 (void);
static void example_3_30 (void);
static void example 3-31 (void);
static void example_3_32 (void);
static void example_3_39 (void);
static void example_3 40 (void);
static void example_3_41 (void);
static void example_342 (void);
static void Pex_3_10 (void);
static void Pex_3_11 (void);
static void Pex_3_12 (void);
static void Pex 3 13 (void);
static void Pex_3_14 (void);
static void Pex_3_15 (void);
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static void Pex_3_16 (void);
static void Pex_3_17 (void);
static void Pex_3_18 (void);
static void Pex_3_19 (void);
static void Pex_3_30 (void);
static void Pex_3_31 (void);
static void Pex_3_32 (void);
static void Pex_3_39 (void);
static void Pex_3_42 (void);
static void Pex_3_40 (void);






static void defrition3l I1(void);
static void definiition_3_12(void);
static void de fiition_3_1 3(voidl);
static void definition_3_14(void);







static void Pdef_3_1 I1(void);
static void Pdef_3_12(void);




static void Pthrun_3_5 (void);
static void paths-circuits (void);
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static void thieorem33 (void);
static void theorem934 (void);





static void introduction (void);







static void Pintroduction (void);




static voidl Pexercise3( void);
static void Pexercise4(void);
static void Pexercise5 (void);
static void Pexercise6(void);
static void Pexercise7(void);
static void Pexerc ise8 (void);
static void Pexercise9(void);
static void PexerciselIO(void);
static void exercise I (void);
static void exercise2(void);









static void following lO(void);
static void following I1(void);
static void following I12(void);
static void following I13(void);
static void followingl14(void);
static void following 15(void);
static void following 16(void);
static void following 17(void);
static void following I18(void);
static void following I 9(void);
static void following39(void);
static void following4O(void);





static void follow ingthm-3_3(void);
static voidl ex_3_l8cont(void);
static void Pex_3_l8cont(void);




/* error message table *
static char *enfor-textti= I
NULL, /* ermuin = 0, no error
NULL, /* ermumn == 1, windowing error ~
"Syntax: CXLDEMO [-switchesJNkn"
'-c = CGA snow elrnination',ni
't-b = BIOS screen writing~1"
't-nm = force monochrome text attributes",
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p "Memory allocation error"
/* miscellaneous defines */
#defihie SHORTDELAY 18
#d?,Fine HWINTITLE 33
/* this function wil add a shadow to the active window
static void add-shadow(voAd)
wshadow(LGREYIBLACK);
/* this function pops open a window and confirms that the user really *
/wants to quit the demo. If so, it terminates the demo program. *
static void confirnuquit(void)
struct _onkey-t *kblist;
kblist=c:hgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_-mouse&MS_-CURS) mshidecuro;
if( !wopen(9,26. 13.55 ,,WHITEIBROW N,WYHTEIBROW;N)) err ~r exit( 1);
add-shadowo:






chgonkey(kblist); I* restore any hidden hot keys *
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/* this function is called by the pull-down demo for a prompt *0
static void disp-sure-msg(void)
wprints(0,2,WHITELBLUE,"Are you sure?");
/* this function is used as a dummy function for several menu items in the
/ pull-down demo */
static void do-nothing(void)
/* this function handles abnormal termination. If it is passed an error code of 1, */
/* then it is a windowing system error. Otherwise the error message is looked up */
/* in the error message table. */
static void error exit(int ermum)
if(errnuin) ( printf( 'Nn%s\n",(errnunm==1)?werrsg0:error textiernunm);
exit(ernium);
/* this function handles nonnal termination. The original screen and cursei */








f* this function displays a pause message then pauses for a keypress *













/* this function is called by the pull-down menu demo anytime *








h w Ale=w open( 14.41,1 7,70,0, YELLOWI1_RE D,W HITlEIRED);





static void size-window(int nerow,int necol)
wsize(nerow ,necol);
short_delay();
static void inove-window(int nsrow,int nscol)




static void paths-circuits (void)
register tnt *scrn;





static void introduction (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the introduction function */
setonkey(Ox4900,Pintroduction,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the definition_3_6 function */
setonkey(Ox5 I 00,Pdef_3_6,O);
if((w[ 1 J=wopen(3,3,17,74,3,LCYANI_B LUEWHITEI_BLUE))==O) error exit( l);
wtitle("[Paths and Circuits]",TCENTER,_LGREYBROWN);
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);
wputsw(" As we have seen, graphs can be used to describe a variety"
of situations. In many cases we want to know whether it is"
"possible to go from one vertex to another by following"
"a route using the edges. In other cases, it may be necessary"
"to perform a test that involves finding a route through all"
"the vertices or over all the edges. While many situations"
"can be described by graphs as we have defined them, there"
"are cci,:rs where it may be necessary to allow an edge from"
a vertex to itself or to allow more than one edge between"
"vertices. For example, when a road system is being described"
", there can be two roads, an interstate highway and an older"
"two-lane road, between the same two towns. There could even"
"be a scenic route starting and ending at the 5ame town.");





/* attach [Pageup] to the introduction function */
setonkey(0x4900,Pintroduction,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example9_310 function */
setonkey(0x5 I 00,Pex_3_10,0);
if((w[ 1 j=wopen(6, 10,18,70,3,LCYANIMAGENTA,WHITEI_MAGENTA ))---0)
error exit(l );
wtitle("[Graph Representations - Definition_3_1]",
TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" A multigraph is a generalization of a ,raph that consists of'
" a finite set of vertices and a finite set of edges. Unlike a"
"graph, a multigraph can contain edges from a vertex to itself'
"and several edges between the same two vertices. An edge from"
"a vertex to itself is called a loop. When there is more than"
one edge between two vertices, these edges are called parallel"
"edges. It is important to note that a graph is a special kind"
of multigraph. Thus, all the definitions given for multigraphs"
"apply to graphs as well.");




void following 1 O(void)
1* attach [Pageup] to the definition_3_6 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef 3-6,O);











if((scm=s save( 0)==NULL) error exit(3);





/* attach [Pageup] to the example 3 I0 function */
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_10,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example_3_11 function */
setonkey(Ox5I00,Pex_3_11,0);
if((w[ I ]=wopen(4,3,12,74,3,LCYANI BLUE,WHITEI_B LUE))---=0-) error exit( 1);
wtitle("[A path in a graph]",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROW-N);
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" A path of length k in a graph is a sequence of vertices"
" VO, VI, V2,...,Vk such that for i = 1, 2,...,k,fVi-1, Vi)"
" is an element of E. The length of this path is n, the number"







wputsw(" In a path the vertices need not be distinct from eachother"
"and likewise some of the edges can be the same. When there"
"can be no chance of confusion a path can be represented by the"








/* attach [Pageup] to the definition_3_7 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pde-3jl 7,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the definition_3_8 function *
setonkey(0x5 100,Pdef-3_,O);
if((w[ I =wopen(20,42,24,77,3 ,LCYANIGREEN,WH1TEIGREEN) )==O)
error-exit( 1),
whelpcat(-WINTITLE);











/* attach [Pageup] to the example3-1 I function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_1 1,0);
/* attach [ Pagedown] to the ex arnple3_ 12 function *
setonkey(0x5 100, Pex_3_ 12,0);
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wputsw(" A path provides a way of describing how to go from one vertex"
"to another by following edges. A U-V path need not be an"
"efficient route; that is, it may repeat vertices or edges."
"However, a U-V simple path is a path from U to V in which"
"no vertex is repeated.");
press_a-key(4);
if((w[2]=wopen( 11,3,18,74,3,LCYANI_BLUEWHITEIBLUE))---0) error exit( 1);
wtitle("[Simple Path]",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" There are no simple paths of length 1 or more from a vertex"
"to itself. Furthermore, a simple path does not have loops"
or pairs of parallel edges in it. In some sense, a simple path"
"is an efficient route between vertices, whereas a path allows"




void following I 2(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the definition_3_8 function *[
setotikey(Ox4900,Pdef 3_8,0);

















1* attach [Pagetipi to the exar-nple3_ 2 function *
setonkey(0x4900.Pex_3_12,0);

















/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_3_3 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Ptimn_-3_-3,0);
/* attach [Pagedownj to the example_3_13 function *
setonkey(0x5 100,Pex_3_13,0);
if((w[ I I=wopen( 13,3,20,74,3 ,LCYANI_ BLUEWHLTEIB LUE))==0) error exit( 1);
wi itle(" [Connected Grapi",TCENTER,-LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);
wputswC Vertices U and V in a multigraph are called connected if'
"there is a path between them. A multigraph G is connected if'
"every two vertices of G are connected. Thus, in a connected "
"multigraph we can go froin any one vertex to another by following"





S void following I 3(void)
/* attach [Pageupi to the definition_3_9 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef3 9,0);















/* attach [Pageupi to the example_3_13 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_ 13,0);
/* attach I Pagedown] to the example_3_14 function *
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setoiikey(0x51I00,Pex_3_14,0);




wputsw(" A path in a graph is called a cycle (or circuit) if the first"
"and last vertices in the path are the same vertex and no edges"
"in the path are repeated. Thus a cycle in a graph mnust have"





/* attach [Pageupi to the definition_3_10 function ~
set onkey(0x4900,Pdef_-3_10,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the euler -circuits-and-paths function *
setonkey(0x5 1 00,Peuler-circuits-and paths ,0);
if((w[ I J~wopen(20,42,24,77,3 ,LCYANIMlAGENTA,WHITEIMAGENTA))0=)
error exit( 1),
whelpcat(HWINTTLE);












/* attach [Pageup] to the example_3_14 function */
setonkey1(0x490,Pex_3 14,0);
/***************************-' *************************************
/* attach [Pagedown] to the definition_3_11 function */
setonlkey(0x5I00,Pdef 3 11,0);
if((wi I J=wopen(4,3,14,74,3 ,LCYANI_BLUE,WHITEIMAGENTA))==0)
error_exit(l1);
'.'title("[Euler Cir,:iits and Patlis]",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(HWINTrIT'1LE):
wputsw(" A postman delivers mail everyday in a network of streets."
In order to minimize his journey he wishes to know whether or"
"not he can traverse this network and return to his depot without"
walking the length of any street more than once. This problem'
"concerns the existence or otherwise of an Eulerian circuit of'
"the corresponding graph. If one exists then he may wish to know"
"how many others do in order to vary the otherwise tedious"
routine." );
press-a key( 8 )
definition 3 11()-
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static void definition_3_1 1(void'
/* attach (Pageupi to the euler-circuitsandpaths function *
setonkey(0x4900,Peuler -circuits-and.paths ,);
/* attach (Pagedowni ce t.,, exanple3-5 function *
setonkey(0x5 IOO,Pex3l 5,0);
if((w[ I =wopen( 15,3,22,74,3 ,LCYANIMAGENTA,WHITE-B LUE))0=)
error -exit( I);
wtitle(" Euler Path and Euler Circuit] ",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROW'N);
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);
wputsw(" A path in a multigraph G that includes exactly once all"
)ie edges of G and has different first ? last vertices is"
called an Euler path. A path that includes exactly once all'
"the edges of G and has the same initial and terminal'




void follow ing 15 (void)
/* attach I Pageup] to the definition_3_11 function ~
setonkey(0x490O.Pdef-3_10,0):
iattach [Paizedown1 to the euler -circuit-algorithm function ~
setonikey((Q'.§ )0(,Peuler-circut-algor-itluin, )-














static void euler-circuit algoritirn(void)
/* attach [Pageuip] to the exornpe3-5 function *
setozkey(x4900,Pex3l 5,0);
1* attach [Pagedown] to the example-3_16 function *
setonkey(0x5100,Pex_3_16,0);
if((w[! l =wop~en(0,3 .4,74,3,LCYANIBLUE,YELLOWIBROW N))==O)
error-exit( I :
wtitle( "IEuler Circuit aigoritlunl",TCENTER,-LGREYIBROWTN):
wputsw(" This algorithin finds an Euler Circuit for- a connected"
"multigraph G such that every vertex of G has even degree.").
press -a-key 2,):
ifu(w[ 2j~woperi( .3,6,74.3.LCYANI_-BLUE,WHfTEI_BLUE))==(b error-exit( I)
wtitle("FStep I J".TCENTER_-LGREYIBROWN;,
wpuitsw(" (,-tart pathi). Select a vertex V and n edge oni V.');-
press-a -key( I )




wputsw("(get V-V path). If the other vertex on the last chosen edge"
"is not V. then choose an unused edge on this other vertex."
"Repeat step 2.");
press a key(2);
if((w[41=wopen( 10,3,16,74,3 ,LCYANI_BLUEWHITEI_LGREY ))==0)
error exit( 1);
wtitle("[Step 3]",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
wputsw("(start new path at A). If all of the edges nave been used, then"
"stop (an Euler circuit has been constructed). Otherwise choose"
an unused edge on a vertex already visited, and give this"
"previously visited vertex a temporary name A.");
press-a key(4);
if((w[5j=wopen( 16,3,20,74,3,LCYANI_BLUEWHITEI_RED))==O) error exit( 1);
wtitle("[Step 4]" ,TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
wputsw("(get A-A path). If the other vertex on the last chosen edge"





wtitle( "(Step 51",TCENTER, LGREYIBROWN);
wputsw("(join paths together). Insert these newly chosen edges at the"





void following I 6(void)
/* attach (Pageup] to the euler-circuitjilgorithrn function *
setotikey(0x4900,Peuler -circuitalgoritlim,0);

















/* attach [Pageup] to the example3_16 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_1 6,0);
/* attach [Page'down] to the examplej_17 f -nction ~





wputsw(" A multigraph G has an Eulerian circuit (o)r path if and only if'
"it is coninected and the number of vertices with odd degree"
"is 0 (or 2).")
delay(20);
ifl(w I2J=wopeni(7 ,3,13,74,3 ,LCYANIMAGENTA,WHITEI_CYAN ))==0)
error_extt( I);
wtitle(" I PROOF OF THEOREM 3.41" ,TCENTER,_LGREYIBROW'N);
wputsw(" The conditions are clearly necessary because if an Eulerian"
"circuit (or pathi) exists then G must be connected and only"
"the vertices a, the ends of an Eulerian path can be of odd"













wputsw(" Let G have IEI > 2 edges, and let it satisfy the conditions"
I" of the theorem. If G contains two vertices of odd-degree,"
we denote them by VI and V2. Consider tracing a circuit or"
"a path T from a vertex Vi ( = VI if there are vertices of'
"odd-degree). We trace T leaving each new vertex encountered"
"by an unused edge until a vertex Vj is encountered for which"
"every incident edge hes been used. If G contains no vertices"
"of odd-degree then it must be the case that Vi = Vj, otherwise"






wputsw(" Suppose that T does not use every edge of G. If we remove from"
"G all those edges that have been used, then we are left with a,"
'not necessarily connected, subgraph G'. G' only contains"
"vertices of even-degree. By the induction hypothesis each"
"component of G' contains an Eulerian circuit. Since G is"
"connected, T must pass through at least one vertex in each"
"component of C'. An Eulerian circuit or path can then be"
constructed for G by inserting into T, at one such vertex"








void1 following 1 7(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_3_4 function *
setonikey(0x4900,Pthm_-3_4,0);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the definition_3_12 function ~
setonlkey(0x5 I00,Pdef_3_12,0);
if((w [1 =wopen(20,42,24,77 ,3 ,LCYANIBLUE,WHITEI-BLUE))==0)
error exit( 1);
whelpcat(HVINI=LE);











/* attach [Pageup] to the definition_-3_-12 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef_3_1 2,0)-,
1* attach [Pagedown] to the exainple_1 8 function *
setonkey(0x5 I00,Pex_3_ 18,0);
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if((w[ I Iwopeni(8 ,3,14,74,3 ,LCYANIMAGENTA,WH1TEIMAGENTA ))==O)
error-exit(l);
wtitle( '[Travelling Salesman] ",TCENTER, LGREYIBROW'N);
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);
wputsw(" A salesman, starting in his own city, has to visit each of'
" (n- I) other cities and return home by the shortest route. "
" A solution to the salesman's problem can be provided by"
" finding a Hamniltonian circuit.");
pressjlj- ey(4);
followingl8();
void following I 8(void)
1* attach [Pageup] to the hamilton function *
setonkey(0x4900,Phamilton,O);
1* attach [Pagedown] to the ex_3_l8cont function *
setonkey(0x5 IOO,Pex_3_1 8cont,O);
if((wf 1 J=wopemi(20,42,24,77,3 ,LCYANI_GREENW1HTEIGREEN ))=0O)
error-exit(l ).
whelpcat( HVINTITLE);






f* attach [Pageupi to the example3-7 function ~
setonkey(x4900,Pex3_ 7,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the hamilton function ~
setonkey(0x5 100,Phamilton,0);
if((w [1 =wopen( 10,3,13,74,3 ,LCYANI MGENTA,YELLOWIBLUE)) =0)
error_exit(l);
wtitle("[Hamiltoni an Cycle] ",TCENTER, LGREYIB ROWN);
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);











1* attach [Pageup] to the examplej8 function ~
setoiikey(0x4900,Pex3_ 8,0);








wputsw(" Relatively easy criteria exist to determine if there is"
"an Euler circuit or an Euler path. All that has to be done"
"is to check the degree of each vertex. Forthermore, there"
"is a straightforward algorithn to use in constructing an"
"Euler circuit or path. Unfortunately tie sane situation"
"does not hold for Hanijtonian cycles. It is a major unsolved"
"problem to determine necessary and sufficient conditions"
"for a graph to have a Hamiltonian cycle. In general it is very"
"difficult to find a Hainiltonian cycle for a graph. There are,"
"however, some conditions that guarantee the existence of a "




void theoremn 3 5(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the ex 3 18cont function */
setonikey(0x4900,Pex_3_18cont,0);







wputsw(" Suppose G is a graph with n vertices, where n > 2. If each"








/* attach [Pageup) to the theorein 3_5 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pthrn_3_5,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the definition_3_15 function *
setonkey(0x51I00,Pdef-3 _ 15,0);
if((w [I I=wopein(20,42,24,77 ,3 ,LCYANICYAN,WHITIEI CYAN) )0=)
error exit~ 1);
whelpcat(H...WINTITLE);






if((scrn~ssave ())==NULL) error exit(3);,
spawnl(1-_WAIT,"ex3_19.exe",NULL);
srestore(scrn):
definition 3 I 5( )-
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void definition_3_15(void)
/* attach IPageup] to the example3j9 function ~
setonkey(x4900,Pex3_19,0);
/* attach IlPagedown] to the BFSalgorithm function ~
setonkey(0x5 I 00,2IBFS_algorithm,0);




wputsw(" Sometimes we want to find a path of minimnal length between'
"two vertices S, and T, that is, a path from S to T that has"
"the smallest possible number of edges. This smallest possible"
"number of edges in a path from S to T is called the distance"





/* attach [Pageup] to the definition_3_15 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef_3_1 5,0);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the examnple_3_39 function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,Pex339,0);
if((w[ IJ=wopen(,1 ,3,7 ,74 ,3 ,LCYANIBLUE,YELLOWIBROWNy ==0)
error_exit( I ),-
wtitle( I Breadth-First Search Algorithinil',TCENTER ,LGR FIB R OWN),
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wputsw(" This algorithm will determine the distance and a shortest"
path from vertex X to vertex T in a graph G. In the algorithm"
", L denotes the set of labeled vertices and the predecessor of'
vertex A is a vertex in L that is used in labeling A."):
press_a-key(4);
if((w [21=wopen(6,3,10,74,3,LCYANI BLUE,WHITEI_B LUE))==0) error exit( l);
wtitle("[Step 11",TCENTER, LGREYIBROWN);
wputsw(" (start with S). Assign S the label 0, let L = s ) ,"





wputsw("(check for completion). If T is not in L, go to step 3. If'
"T is in L, then stop. The label for T is the distance from"
" S to T. A shortest path from S to T is fonned by using in"
reverse order the vertices T, the predecessor 1'l of T, the"
"predecessor T2 of TI, and so forth until S is reached.");
press-ajkey(5)
;ifWI4I-',, ope....l5,-3,2- , 74, " ICYANI BLUE,WHITEI LGREY))==0)
error _exit( 1 ),
wtitle("IStep 31",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
wputsw("(find next vertex). If T is not in L, fid the unlabeled"
vertices in G that are adjacent to vertices in L with the"
"largest label number k. If there are no such vertices, then"
there is no path from S to T. Otherwise, assign these newly"
"found vertices the label k+l and put them hi L. If B is one"
"of these newly found vertices and B is adjacent to a vertex"
"C hi L with label k, let C be the predecessor of B. (If"
"there is more than one choice for a predecessor, choose one"









1* attach [Pageupi to the BFS-algorithmn function *
setonkey(0x4900,PBFS~algoritin ,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the definition_3_16 function *
setonkey(0x5100,Pdef_3_16,0);
if((w[ I J=wopeni(20,42,24,77,3 ,LCYANL-RED,WfIfTERED))==0)
error exit(1 );
whelpcat ,HWINTITLE);




voidI definition -3 -16(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the example_3_39 function *
setonkey(0x4900.Pex_3_39,0);
/* attach [Pageclown] to the exainple-3_40 function *
setonkey(W I 00,Pex_3_40,0);
if((wj I J-=wopeni(6, 10,11 ,70,3,LCYANI_MAGENTA,WHITEIMAGENTA))-0=)
error_exit(1);-
wtitleC"'Fhe weighted graph and the weiglitj',TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(HWINTrTLE);
wputsw(" A weighted graph is a graph in which a number called thle"
weight is assigned to each edge. V~ie weight of a pathi is dhe"
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1* attach [Pageup] to the definition 3_16 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef_3_16,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example-3_41 function ~
setonkey(0x5 100,Pex_3 41,0);
if((w[ I =wopeni(20,42,24.77,3 ,LCYANIMAGENTA,WIf ElMAGENTA))=O
error_exit( 1);
wlielpcat(H_-WINTITLE);

















void following4 I (void)
/* attach IjPageup] to the exaniple_3AO function *
setonkey(0x4900.Pex_3 4,O);

















/* attach [Pageup] to the example 3_41 function *]
setonkey(0x4900,Pex3_4 1,0);





wputsw(" Let G be a weighted graph in which there is more than one"
"vertex and there are nonegative weights on the edges. This"
"algorithm will determine the distance and a shortest path"
"from vertex S to every other vertex in G. In the algorithm"
"P denotes the set of verti zes with permanent labels. The"
"predecessor of a vertex A is a vertex in P used to label A"
". The weight of the edge on vertices U and V will be denoted"






wputsw(" (start with S). Assign S the label 0, let P = (s),"
" and let S have no predecessor.");
pressa_key(2);
if((w [3]=wopen( 13,3,17,74,3 ,LCYANICYAN,WHITEI_CYAN) )==0)
error exit( 1);
wtitle("[Step 2]",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
wputsw("(assign labels to all the other vertices). To each vertex V"







wputsw("(find nearest vertex to P and revise labels). Include in P"
a vertex U having the smallest label of the vertices not"
"in P. (If there is more than one such vertex, arbitrarily"
"choose any one of them.) For each vertex X not in P and"
"adjacent to U, replace the label on X by the smaller of the"
"old label on X and (label on U) + W(U,X). If the label on V











wputsw("(check for completion). If P does not contain all the"
"vertices of G, then return to step 3. Otherwise the label"
"on a vertex Y is its distance from S. If the label on Y is"
inf, then there is no path, hence, no shortest path, from"
"S to Y. Otherwise, a shortest path from S to Y is fonned by"
"using in reverse order the vertices Y, the predecessor YI"











/* attach [Pageup] to the dijkstra - lgorithm function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pdijkstra-algorithni,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example_3_30 funrction *
setonkey(0x5 100,Pex_3_3,0);
if((w[lI =wopen(20,42,24,77,3 ,LCYANILGREY,WHITEILOREY ))==0)
error exit(1);
whelpcat (HWINTITLE);











/* attach [Pageup] to the examiple_3A2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_42,0);
/* attach [Pagedowiti to the exarple3-3 function ~
setoiikey(0x5 10,Pex331I,0)-.
1 8b
if((w[ 1 J=wopen(20,42,24,77,3,LCYANIBLUE,WHITEI_B LUE))=-0)
errorexit(1);
whelpcat(H_WlNTITLE);





** * *** *** **** * ***** *** *** ** ** *** ********** ********* * *** * * ******* ** *******
void isomorphism (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the example 3_31 function */
setonkey(0x4900,Pex93 1,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example_3_32 function */
setonkey(0x5 I 00,Pex_3_32,0);




wputsw(" When we believe that two grapbs are isomorphic, we can justify"
"that belief by constructing an isomorphism. When we suspect that"
"two graphs are not isomorphic, we can substantiate that suspicion"







wputsw(" In some cases this is easy. For instance, if the graphs do not"
"have the same number of vertices, then there can be no bijection"
"between the sets of vertices, and hence no isomoiphism."
"Sinilarly, if the graphs do not have the same number of'
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wputsw(" There -are other properties that must be common between"
"isomorphic graphs that we can check (connectivity for example)."
"Otherwise, verifying that two graphs are nonisomnorphic"
"can be difficult. Suppose G1 = (VI,EI) and G2 = (V2,E2)."
"If IVII = IV21 = n, than there are n! possibie bijections"
"between VI and V2. To show that GI is not isomorphic to G2,"
we must show that everyone of the n! bijections fails to map"







/* attach [Pageup] to the isomorphism function */
setonkey(0x4900,PisomorphisO);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercisel function */
















/* attach [Pageup] to the example_-3_-30 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_33O,0);
/* attach [Pagedowiij to the isomnorphism function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00.Pisornorphisrn,0);
if((w[ I J=wopen(20,42,24,77,3 ,LCYANIGREEN,WHITEIGREEN))==0)
error-exitt 1);
wlielpcat(IlI_WINTITLE);

















void exercise I (void)
register bit *scrii;
1* attach [Pageup] to the example-3_32 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_332,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise2 function *
setonkey(0x5 I O,Pexercise2,O);
if((scm=s save ( ))==NULL) error -exit(3);
if((wf( ] =wopeii(20,42,24,77 ,3 ,MAGENTAIBLUE,WHITEI-BLUE))==O)
error_exit(l);
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);









/* attach [Pageup] to the exercise 1 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise 1,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise3 function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,Pexercise3 ,O);











/* attach [Pageupi to the exercise2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise2,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise4 function *
setonkey(0x5 I100.Pexercise4,0);
if((scm=ssavc ( ))==NULL) error exit(3);












1* attach (Pageup] to the exercise3 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise3 ,O),
/* attach (Pagedown] to the exercise5 function *
setonkey(0x5 lO,Pexercise5,O);













/* attach [Pageup] to the exercise4 function ~
setonkey(Ox49OO,Pexercise4,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise6 function *
setorikey(0x5 100,Pexercise6,O);
iI,((scr-n=ssave( ))==NULL) error exit(3);
if( (wi I J=wopeni(20,42,24.77,3,MAGENTAII3LUE WHIITE!_BLUE) )=O)
error-exit( 1);
wlielpcdI(HWlNTIlTLE);








/* attach trageupi to the exercise5 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pexeicise5 ,0),
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise7 function *
setonkey(N05 I 00,Pexercise7 .0);
if((scm~ssave( )==NULL) error-exit(3):,












/* attach [Pageupi to the exercise6 function *
setonikey(0x4900. Pexercise6,O);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the exercise8 function *
setoiikey(0x5 I O,Pexercise8 ,O);













/* attach [Pageup] to the exercise7 function *
setonkey(Ox4900,Pexercise7,0);
/* attach [PagtdownJ to the exercise9 function *
setonkey(0x5 100,Pexercise9,0);
if((scm=ssave ()=NULL) error -exit(3);
if((wj I ]=wopeni(20,42,24,77,3 ,MAGENTAIB LUE.WHITEIBLUE))0=)
error-exit( 1);
whelpcat(HVINTITLE);








f* attach (Pageup] to the exercise8 function *
setonkey(0x4900 ,Pexercise8 ,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exerciselO function ~
setonkey(0x5 I 00,Pexercise 10,0);
if((scm=ssaveO)==NULL) error -exit(3);












/* attach [Pageupi to the exercise9 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise9,0),
1* attach [Pagedowni to the exerciselO function *
setonkey(0x5 l00,Pexercisel0,0);
if((scrii=ssave ())==NULL) error -exit(3);
if((w[ I I=wopeii(20,42,24,77 ,3 ,MAGENTAIB LUE,WH1TEIBLUE ))0=)
error-exit(l);
whielpcat(HWWINTITLE);







/* this routine calls introduction routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls definition_3_6 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls example_3_l0 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls definition_3_7 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls example 3_11 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls exanple3_12 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls example_3_13 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls example3_14 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls example-3-15 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls example_3_l6 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls example 3_17 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls example_3 8 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls exarnple-3-19 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls example330 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls example_3_31 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown "1




/* this routine calls exaple-3 32 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */









/* this routine calls example340 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls example_3_41 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls exarnple-342 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls definition_3_8 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *




/* this routine calls defmition_3_9 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *




/* this routine calls definition_3_10 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *




/* this routine calls definition_3_11 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *





/* this routine calls definition_3_12 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls definition_3_16 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls theorem_3_3 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calls theorem_3_4 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls theorem_3_5 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *




/'* this routine calls euler-circuits-and-paths routine whenever Pageup or




1* this routine calls euler-circuit-algoritlun routine whenever Pageup or *




/* this routine calls hamilton routine whenever Pageup or *





/* this routine calls BFS-algorithm routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calls dijkstra algorithrn routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calls isomorphism routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calls exercise I routine whenever Pageup or */
/* Page down keys are pressed. */




/* this routine calls exercise2 routine whenever Pageup or *[




/* this routine calls exercise3 routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calls exercise4 routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calls exercise5 routine whenever Pageup or */





/* this routine calls exercise6 routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calls exercise7 routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calls exercise8 routine whenever Pageup or *1




/* this routine calls exercise9 routine whenever Pageup or */






/* this routine calls exercise 10 routine whenever Pageup or "1




/* this routine calls ex_3_18cont routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calls definition_3_15 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */




/* PROGRAM : ex3_10.c
AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED : Mar. 5,1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;













if (adapt = 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(l);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);








LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,310,-200,l 1);
write-borz-str(-300,160," The diagram in the following figure"
Irepresents a inultigraph but not a",3 1);
write_horzstr(-300,140," graph because there are two parallel edges"
" k and m between the",3 1);














write -horz - har(- 10,-60,90,3 1); /* z ~
write-horz-char(1 10,-60,89,3 1); /* Y ~
write-horzsChar(1 30,65,88,3 1); /* X *
write-horzschar(- 130,60,85031); /* U ~
write-horz-char(0,65,103,3 1); I* g ~
write-horzschar(1 65,95,104,3 1); /* h ~
write-horzschar(120,0,106,31); /* j *
write -horz-char(0,- 12,107,3 1); 1* k ~
write-horzschar(0,-57,109,3 1); /* mn
write-horz..str(-300,-90," In a multigraph the number of edges"
"incident with a vertex V is called the",3 1);
write-borz-str(-300,-1 10," degree of V and is denoted as deg(V)."
" A loop on a vertex V is counted", 3 1);
write-honzstr(-300,-130," twice in deg(V). Thus, in the Figure"









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WVHIT,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
ift-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write -horz -str(-300,-210,"Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?T79);
ch = getch 0);
while (! ((ch = 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))){
write_horz_str(30,-210," Please type y or n",79);



















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */









/* PROGRAM : ex3_11.c
AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED : Mar. 5,1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
** ** * ******* * ***** * *********** ********************
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);











writehorzstr(-300,160," In the following figure U, g, X"
"is a path of length 1 from U to X. This",3 1);
write_horzstr(-300,140," path can also be written as g."
"Likewise g, h is a path of length 2",31);
writehorz-str(-300,120," from U to X, and U, g, X, g, U is a path"
"of length 2 from U to U.",31);
writehorz-str(-300,100," The path Z, m, Y cannot be described by just"
"listing Z, Y since it would",3 1);
write_horz-str(-300,80, " not be clear which edge between Z and Y,"
"k or m, is part of the path.",3 1);












writehorzchar(- 10- 110,90,31); /* Z */
writehorz-char(10,-110,89,31); /* Y */
write_horzchar(130,15,88,31); /* X */
writehorzschar(-130,10,85,31); /* U */
writehorzchar(0,15,103,31); /* g */
write_horz char(165,45,104,31); /* h */
write_horz-char(120,-50,106,31); /* j */











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(tile,WHII,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz-str(- 300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch =getch 0;
while (! ((ch = 'y') 11 (ch == 'n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))) f
write-horz-str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)
ch = getch 0);

















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
1* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *








/* PROGRAM : ex3_12.c
AUTHOR :Yavuz BAS
DATE : Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);











writehorzstr(-300,160," For the graph in the following figure"
"the edges a, c, d, j form a simple",31);
write_horzstr(-300,140," path from U to Z, whereas a, c, m, d, j is a"
"path from U to Z that is not",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,120," a simple path because the vertex W is"
"repeated. Similarly, e, i is a",31);
writ ehorz str(-300,100," simple path from X to Z, but f, i, j is a"
"path from X to Z that is not a",3 1);
write horz-str(-300,80," simple path. Note also that c, p, f, i, e,"
"n is a path from V to U that is",31);
write_horz-str(-300,60," not simple, but deleting f, i, e produces"
"a simple path c, p, n from V to U.",31);
write horz.str(-300,40," This illustrates the following result.",3 1);
drawLine(-110,-10,40,-0,11); /* c */
drawLine(-10,-10,-140,-50,11); /* b *
drawLine(-140,-50,30,-60,11); /* n *1drawLine(30,-60,40,- 10,11); /* p *
drawLine(30,-60,30,-150,1 1); /* f */
drawLine(30,-150,100,-80,1 1); /* i
drawLine(30,-60,100,-80,1 1); /* e */drawLine(40,-10,100,-80,1 1); /* d *
drawLine('30,-150,-140,-85,1 1); /* h *














filOval( 1 0,-80,3, 16,aspect);
fillOval(- 140,-85,3, 16,aspect);
write-horzschar(30,-160,90,31); I* Z ~
write-horzs-har(105,-85,89,31); /* Y ~
write_horz..char(1O,-40,88,31); /* X *
write-horzschar(50,0,87,3 1); /*' W ~
write-horzchar(-100,5,86,31); /* V ~
write_horz~char(-160,-50,85,3 1); /* U *
write-horzschar(-150,-85,82,31); /* R ~
write-horz-char(- 160,-20,97,3 1); /* a ~
write_horz_char(-120,-30,98,31); I* b ~
write-horzschar(-60,5,99,3 1); /* c */
write-horzchar(80,-35,100,3 1); /* d ~
write-horz-char(60,-75,1O1,3 1); 1* e
write-horzschar(40,-105,102,3 1); /* f ~
write-horzchar(-135,-62,103,31); /* g ~
write_horzschar(-45,-128,104,3 1); /* h ~
write-horz-char(60,-100,105,3 1); /* i ~
write-horzchar(160,-100,106,31); 1* j *
write-horzschar(75,40,109,31); 1* m ~
write-horz-char(-55,-65,I 10,31); /* n ~













tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);




struct _ onkey-t *kblist;
char ch;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_-CURS) mshidecuro;
write -horz-str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (yin) ?",79);
ch = getch 0);
while (!((ch =='y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write-horz-str(30,-210," Please type y or n",79);











case 'i' :ivrite-horz-str(-300,-2 10," ,3 1);
break;
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chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
********** **** * ******************************************************
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */










DATE •Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED •Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains a theorem about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
hnt LINEWIDTH=I;





























write -horz -str(-300,200," THEOREM 3.3 ",11I);
write -horz str(-190,200,"Every U-V path contains a UV simple path",3 1);
write~horz -str(-300,180," Proof: "J1 1);
write-horz strl>235,180," Let's suppose that U = Vl,el,V2,...,en,Vn+l"
"= V is a U-V path. ln",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,165," the special case that U = V we can choose"
ifour U-V simple path to be",3 I);
write-horz str(-300,150," just the vertex U. Now suppose U and V are"
" different. If all the vertices",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,135," V1,...,Vn+I are different initially, then"
ifour path is already a U-V",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,120," simple path. Thus,let's suppose that"
"tat least two of the vertices are",3 t);
write_hiorz str(-300,105," the same, say that Vi = Vj where i < j. See"
"dtie Figure for an illustratioii",3 1);














write-horz-char(-3O.60,l01,3 1); /* e
write-horzstr(-23,55,"j-l",31); /* e sub J-l 1
write-lhorz-char(45,50,l0l,3 1); f* e */
229
write-horz-char(5 2,45,105,3 1) /* e sub i ~
write-horz-char(60,10,101,31I); /* e */
write-horzschar(67,5,106,3 1); f* e sub j~
write-horz-cliar(-50,-10,101,3 1); /* e *
write -horz-str(43,15,"i-1",3 1); /* e sub i-I ~
write -horz-str(-20,5,"V = V"',31); /* V =V *
write-horz-char(- 13,0,105,3 1); /* V sub i*/
write-horz-char(20,0,106,3 1); /* V subj1
write-horz-car(- 100,-35,86,3 1); /* V *
write-horz-char(100,-35,86,31); /* V *
write-horz-str(-93,-40,"i- 1 ",3 1); /* V sub i- I
write-horz-str( 107 ,-40,"j+ 1",31); /* Vsub j+1 */
write-horz-str(-300,-60," We delete ei, Vi+1,...,ej-1,Vj from"
"the original path. What has been",3 1);
write-horzstr(-300,-75," deleted is the part that is between"
"tvertex Vi and edge ej. This still",3 I);
write-borz str(-300,-90," leaves a path from U to V. If there are"
"tonly distinct vertices left after",3 1);
write_horzstr(-300,-105," this deletion, then we are (lone. If there"
"tare still repetitions among the",31);
write-horz-sti(-300,- 120," remaining vertices, the above process"
" is repeated. Because the number of ',3 1);
write-horz str(-.300,-135," vertices is finite, this process will"
"1eventually end and give a U-V simple",3 1);













tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,lime);




struct _ oikeyjt *kblist;
char ch;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); 1* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_rnouse&MSCURS) inshidecuro;
write-lhorz-str(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?",3 1);
cli = getch 0.
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch = 'n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ciih 'N')))
write-horzstr(-80,190," Please type y or n",3 1);
















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
231
/* this function handles nonmal termination. The original screen and cursor *









AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVTSED * Mar. 5,1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH= 1;














if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);











drawRect(-309,2 10,3 10,-200, 11);
write_horzstr(-300,180," The multigraph in the folowing figure'"
" is connected since a path can be",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,165," found between any two vertices. ",3 1);
drawLine(- 110, 100,-40,60,11); 1* bc*
drawLine(- 140,60,30,50,11); 1* n *
drawLine(30,50,40, 100,1 1); /* p ~
drawLine(30,50,30,-40,1 1); /* f *
drawbine(30,-40, 100,30,1 1); 1* i *
drawLine(30,50,l00,30,1 1); e 
drawLine(40,100,100,30,1 1); /* d *
drawLine(30,-40,-140,25,1 1); 1* h *















write -horzschar(30,-50,90,3 1); /* Z *
write_horz-char(105,25,89,3 1); 1* Y *
write_horzchar(10,70,88,3 1); /* X *
write_horz-char(50,1 10,87,3 1); /* W ~
235
write _horzchar(.100,115,86,3l); /* V ~
write_horz char(- 160,60,85,3 1); /* U ~
write_horzchar(-150,25,82,31); 1* R ~
write-horz-char(-160,90,97,31); /* a ~
write_horzchar(- 120,80,98,3l1); 1* b *
write-horz-char(-60,1 15,99,31); /* c ~
write _horzchar(80,75,100,31); /* d ~
write-horzschar(60,35,101,3 1); 1* e
write_horzchar(40,5,102,3 1); 1* f *
write_horzchar(- 135,48,103,3 1); /* g ~
write-horzschar(45,-18,104,31); 1* h *
write_horzchar(60,10,105,31); 1* i *
write-horz..char(160,10,106,3l); 1* j *
write_horzcha(k75,150,109,31); /* m ~
write_horz -char(-55,45,1 10,3 1); /* n
write-horz -char(40,75,112,3 1); /* p ~
writejhorz _str(-300,-65," However, the graph in the following"
"Figure is not connected since there is",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,-80," no path from vertex U to vertex W. ",3 1);
drawLine(- 100,- 100, 100,- 165,1 1);
drawLine(- 100,- 130,100,-130,1 1);
filOval(- 100,- 100,3, 16,aspect);
fillOval (100,- 165,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(- 100,- 130,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval( 100,- 130,3,1 6,aspect);
write_horz-char(-1 15,-100,85,1 1); /* U *
write_horz-char(105,-165,84,11); /* V *
write_horz__har(-1 15,-130,86,1 1); /* W ~










tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHIT,O);
tab =(width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,-210,"Q'iit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch = 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))){
write-horz-str(30,-2' 10," Please type y orn"7)


















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *










DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTft= 1;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(0x 12);
cls(I);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);











write-horz str(-300, 160," For the multigraph in the following figure"
" the edges a, c, p, n fomi",3 1);
write-horz..str(-300,140," a cycle. Likewise, the edges g, b, c, p, f,"
" h form a cycle. Furthennore the",3 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,120," edges f, p, d, e, n, g, li do not fonn"
"ta cycle because the vertex X",3 I);
write-liorzstr(-300, 100," is used twice." ,3 1);
drawLine(-]1l0,-10,-40,-0,11); /* b *
drawLine(- 110,-510,310,-0, 11); 1* bi*
drawLine( 10,-0,0,-0,1); /* p11'
drawLine(3 0,-60,40,- 10,11); 1* f *
drawL-ine(30,-10,10,-80,1 1); /* f *
drawLine(30,-10,100,-80,1 1); e*
drawLine(40,-l0,l00,-80,l t); I* d *
drawLine(30.-150,-140,-85,l1); /* h *
drawLine(-140,-85,-140,-50,l 1); /* g *
aspect = .30-,
LINE WIDTH = 1;
drawArc(65 ,- 115,37,2500,730,11 ,aspect);
aspect = 2.0:









fihlOval(- I 40,-85,3,1 6,aspect);
write-horz-char(30,-160,90,3 1); /* Z *
* 241
write-horz-char(105,-85,89,31); 1* Y */
write-horz-char(10,-40,88,3 1); /* X *
write-horz-char(50,O,87,3 1); /* W *
write-horz-char(-100,5,86,3 1); /* V *
write-horz-char(- 160,-50,85,3 1); /"' U *
write-horz-char(- 150,-85,82,3 1) /* R *
write-horz-char(- 160J,-20,97,3 1) /* a ~
write-horz-char(-120,-30,98,31); /* b *
write-horz cbar(-60,5,99,3 1); /* c *
write-horz char(80,-35,100,3 I) /* d *
write-horz-char(60,-75,101,3 1); /* e *
write-lhorz cbar(40,-105,102,3 1); /* f *
write-liorz-char(- 135,-62,103,3 1); /* g ~
write-lhorz-char(-45,-128,104,3 1); /* h *
write-horz char(60,-100,105,3 1); /* i /
write-lborz-char(1 60,-100,106,3 1); /* j *
write-horz-ch a(75,40,109,31I); /*m
write-liorz clhar(-55,-65,1 10,3 I); /* n *









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,0);
writStrig(title,WHITE,0);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,lie);







kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?",79);
ch = getch ();
while (!((ch - 'y') 11 (ch W='n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))












case 'n':write-horz-str(-300,-210," 1',3 1);
break;




chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
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/* this function handles nomial termination. The original screen and cursor */
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. *I









I AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWlDTH=I;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
ClS(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(l);











write-horz-str(-300,160," For the graph in the Figure (a) the path"
"oa, b, c, d is an Euler circu it",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,140," since all the edges are included and each"
"oedge is included exactly once. ",3 1 );
write-horz-Str(-300,120," However, the graph in Figure (b) has"
"tneither an Euler path nor" ,3 1);
write-lhorz-str(-300, 100," circuit because to include all the three"
iedges in a path we would",31I);
write-horz-str(-300,80," have to backtrack and use an edge twice."
" For the graph in Figure (c)",3 1);
write-horzstr(-300,60," there is an Euler path a, b, c, d1, e, f'
" but not an Euler circuit.",3 1);
drawLinie(- 170,0,-13 0,0,11); a *a
dt-awLine(- 130,0,-170.-60,11); /* b *
drawLine(- 170,-60,-130,0,11); 1* d *
aspect = 1.0:
fillOval(- 170,0,3,1 6,aspect);
fiIIOval(- 1 30,0,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(- 170,-60,3,1 6, aspect);






fihlOval (-30.-60,3, 16, aspect);
ffilOval(-60.0,3 .1 6,aspect);
fillOval(0,0.3, 16,aspect);
drawLine(70.-30,70,-60,1l1); /* a ~
draw Line(70,-30,1I00,-30, 1I); /* b *
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drawLine(85,10,140,-30,1 1); I* d ~
drawLine(140,-30,70,-60,l 1); /* e







write-horz-char(- 150,20,97,3 1) /* a
write-horz-char(- 170,-30,98,3 1); /* b ~
write-horz-char(- 150,-65,99,3I1); /* c
write-horz-char(- 135,-30,100,3 1); /* d ~
write-horz cliar(60,-40,97,3 1); /* a *
write-lhorz-cbar(75,-15,98,3 1); 1* b *
write-horz-char(80,-3,99,3 1); /* c *
write-lhorz-char( 113,5,10(),3 1); /* d ~
write-horz-char(105,-50,101,3 1); /* e *
write-horz-char(75,-35,102,3 1); /* f *
write-lhorzstr(-155,-80,"(a)",3l); /* (a) *
write-lhorz str-(-30,-80,"(b)",3 1); 1* (b) *
write-horz-str-(105,-80,"(c)",3l1); /* (C) *
write-horz-str(-300,-I100," As we proceed along an Euler path or"
"1circuit, each tine an interniediate",3 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,-1 15," vertex is reached along some edge"
" there must be another edge for us",3 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,-130," to exit that vertex, In fact, whenever"
"feach vertex has even degree the",3 1);









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(Iab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=cligonkey (NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) inshidecuro;
write-hon -str(-300,-2 10,"Quit plocess, are you sure (yln)?'",7 9);
ch = getch ();
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == 'n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (chi= 'N')))
write_horz str(30,-2 10,', Please type y orn"7)



















cligonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function hiandles normal termidnation. The original screen and cursor *
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0.









DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
hit color = 2;
hut LINEWIDT1-=l;





void wait(char tidle[] );
void example3-16 (void);
void ex_3_l6-coit (void);
static void confinnugraph -exit(void);





if (adapt == VW)
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == T')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);







static void exaiple3_I 6(void)
f* attach [Pageup] to the example3-6 function *
setonkey(1x4900,exaple3_16,0);





writeIiorz-str( -300,180," For the graph m the followig figure,"
"it may be possible to look at the",3 1)-.
wri.,:_horz str(-300,160," graph and with minimal trial and error"
11construct an Euler circuit. ",3 1 );
write-lhorz str(-300,140," However for the purpose of illustration"
" let us use the Euler ci-rcuit",31);
write -horz -sty(-300, 120," algoritlum.",301;
(Ira wRect(-40,80,40,40.i 1);
draw Line(40,40,3 0.0,1 11); I* g 9
drawL-ie(40.40,120,0,1 1); /* e
drawLi;-,(30..120.0,1 1); /* f *
dSPCCt = 0.5-,





fillOv a](40,40.3,1 6, aspect),
fjilOval(-40.40,3,I 6,aspect);
fil 0v al(3 0.0,3,1I6, aspect),
fillOval(l 20,0,3,16, aspect);
fdlOvaI( -50.0,3,1 6,aspect);
write horz char(-50,45,83,31): / S *
write horz char(30,-5,84,3 1); /* T *
write horz char(50,50,85,3 I); /* U *
write-horz-char-5U,90,86,3 1); /* V *
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write-horz chiar(50.90,87,3 1); 1* W *
write horz char(130,0,88,31); /* X *
write-lhorz-char(-60,5,89,3 1); /* Y *
write-lhorz-char(0,95,97,3 1); /* a *
write-horz-char(45,70,98,3 1); /* b ~
write-horz-char(0,55,99,3 1); /* c
wi ite-lhorz-char(-50,65,100,31I); /* d ~
write-borz-char(75,40,1O1,3 1); /* e
write-horz-char(75,-5,102,3 1); /* f *
write-horz-char(40,25,103,3 1); /* g *
write-horz-char(-10,17,104,31); 1* h *
write-horz chax(- 10,-23,105,3 1 ); /* i ~
write-horz str(-300,-45," First choose somne vertex at which to"
"begin, say V. Next choose an edge".3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-60," on V, say a. Then the other vertex on"
" the edge a is W and W is not",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-75," equal to V. Since there is only one unused"
"edge on W, namnely the edge b,",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,-90," we choose b.The other vertex on the"
" edge b is the vertex U and U is", 3 1)
write_horz str(-300,-105," not equal to V. Since there are three"
" unused edges on U, arbitrarily",3 1);
write-lhorz-str(-300,-120," choose an edge, say edge c. Then edge d"
"1must be chosen next, returning",3 I);
write-horz str(-300,-135," our path to vertex V. These edges a,"
" b, c, d do not form an Euler circuit",3 I);




1* attach [Pageupj to the example3-6 function *
setonkey (0x4900,ex amp]le-3-16.0):




cls(1);S drawRect(-309,210,3 10,-200,L 1);
drawRect(-40, 160,40,120,1 1);
drawLine(40,120,30,80,1 1); /* g 9
drawLine(40,120,120,80,1 1); /* e *





fihiOval(-40. 160,3,1 6, aspect);
fil Oval (40,1 60,3,16,aspect);
fiIIOvaI(40, 120,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-40, 120,3, 16,aspect);
fil val (30,80,3,1I6, aspect);
filIOvaI( I 20.80,3,16,aspect);
fjiIOvaI(-50,80,3,1I6,aspect);
write-horz-char(-50,125,83,3 1); /* S ~
write-liorz-char(30,75,84,3 1); 1* T *1
write-horz-char(50,130,85,3l1) /* U ~
write-horz-char(-50,170,86,3l1); /* V ~
write-lhorz-cliar(50,170,87,3I1); /* W ~
write-horz-char(130,80,88,31); 1* X *
write-horz-char(-60,85,89,3 1); /*4 Y ~
write-horz-char(0, 175,97,3 1); 1* a *
write-horz-char(45,15U,98,3 1); /* b ~
write horz -char(0,135,99,3l); 1* c
write horz -char(-50,145,100,3 1); /* d ~
write -horz -char(75,120.10I,31); /* e *
write horz cha(75,75,102,3 1); /* f /
write -horz char(40,105,103,31); /* g 9
write horz char(-J10,97,104,3 1) /* h ~
write-horz-char(- 10,5 7,105,3 1) /* i *
write_horz str( -300,37," Since edge e has not been used and is"
Ion a vertex U which has been visiled",3 1);
write_horzstr(-300,17." we start with U and the edge e. Thus."
0we assign U the temporary narne A.",3 I );
write-horz-str(-300,-3," Since the vertex X is on the edge e and V"
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"is not equal to A, we choose",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-23," the other edge f on X. Next we"
"oarbitrarily choose the edge g, retrming",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-43," us to A. Now these two groups of edges"
iare put together by joining them",3 I);
write-lhorz str(-300,-63," at the vertex U to form a, b, e, f, g,"
1c, d. Note how the edges are",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-83," put together so that a path with no"
orepetitions of edges is formed. Again",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-103," this is not an Euler circuit. The process"
"ois now started again with",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-123," vertex T and edge h. Then the edges h"
toiare obtained and now these are",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-143," joined into the previously chosen"
tedges at vertex T to get a, b, e",3 I);
write-horz str(-300,-163," f, h, i, g, c, d which is an Euler circuit",3 1);
normal exit 0;
void wait(char title [])
int tab,widthiline,mode;
mode = getMode(&width);




tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab.O);
writString-(tile,WITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);







kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) ishidecuro;
write-hon ~str(-300,-2 10, "Quit example, are you sure (y/ni)?",79);
ch = getch ();
while (!((ch = 'y') 11 (cli W n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch ='N')))
write -horz -str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)







case 'n':write-horzstr(-300,-210," ",3 1);
break:




cligonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
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* * ** ** ***** * ** *** **** ** * **** ** *** ** ** ******* * *** *** * ** ** * **** ** ** * ** ***1*
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor "1












DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED i3Y GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=I;












if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
i f (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
clS(1);







I static void exaniple3j7(void)
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,310,-200,1 1);
write-horz str(-300, 160," For the multigraph in the"
"figure (a) an edge d is added between",3 1);
write-horzstr(-300,140," the two vertices U and V of odd degree."
" This results in thie",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,120," niultigraph in Figure (b) for which an"
"Euler circuit, say e, a, d,",3 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,100," c, b can be found by using the Euler"
"ocircuit algorithm. Deleting the",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,80," edge e from this circuit gives the Euler"
" path a, d, c, b between",3 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,60," U and V for the multigraph in Figure (a).",3 1);
drawl-ine(-110,20,-l0,20,l 1); /* a ~
drawLie(-10,20,-60,-70,1l1); /* d *
drawLine(-60,-70,- 110,20,11); /* c *
draw Line(40,20,140,20,1 1); /* a ~
drawl-iie(40,20,90,-70,1 1); 1* d *
drawLine(90,-70,140,20,1 1); 1* c ~
aspect = .40;







fill Oval (-60,-70,3,1 6,aspect);
fil v al (40.20,3, 16, aspect);
fillOval( I 40.20,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(90-70,3, 16,aspect),
write-hor-z char-(-60,35,97,3 1); /* a ~
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write-horz char(-60,-5,98,3 I); 1* b ~
write-horz-char(-95,-20,99,31); 1* c
write-horz-cha(-30,-20,100,3 1); /* d *
write-horz-cha(- 120,20,85,3 1); /* U *
write-horz-char(-5,20,86,3 1); /* V *
write-horz-char(-60,-75,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz-char(90,35,97,3 1); /* a ~
write-lhorz-char(90,-5,98,3 1); /* b *
write-lhorz-char(55,-20,99,3 1); 1* c *
write-horz-char(1 20,-20,100,3 1); /* d *
write-horz-char(30,20,85,3 1); /* U ~
write-horz-char(145,20,86,31); f* V *
write-horz-char(90,-75,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz-char(90,55,IO1,31I); /* e
write__horz str(-60,-85 ,"(a)",I 1);









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writStrinig(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.Iine);







kblist=chgonkey(NULL); f* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-lhorz str(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?",31);
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch = 'y') 11 (ch = Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch ='N')))















cligonikey(kblist); 1* restore any hidden hot keys *
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/* this function handles nonnal tennination. The original screen and cursor *1
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. */










REVISED :Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
















* ** ******* ** ** ** *** * ** * ** ** ** ** *** * * **** ** * *** ** * *** ** ***
GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH= I;












if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Oxl.2);
cISls():
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);












drawLine(-50,20,0,-30,1 1); 1* c
drawLine(0,-30,50,-30,3 1); 1* d ~
drawLine(50,-30,50,-80,1 1); /* f *






fiII Oval (5 0,20,3,16, aspect);
fdlOval(50,-30,3.1 6,aspect);
write-horz-char(-60,20,85,3 1); 1* U ~
w ri t e-horz-c har(5 5,20,8 6,3 1) /* V *
write-horz _cliar(-60,-85,87,3 I); j* W '
write-horz-char(55,-25,88,31)I 1* X *
write-lhorz-chiar(55,-85,89,3 I) 1* Y ~
wNrite-horz-cha;-(04- 5,90,3 1); /*Z
write-horz-ehar(0.40,97,3 I); /*a
write-horz-chiar(55,O,98,31 ); /* b ~
write -horz -ch ar(- 20,5,99,3 1); /* c ~
w Yite-lhorz-c har( 25,-15,100,3 1)-. / d ~
write-lhor-z-char(-60,-15,101,3 1); 1* e
writeliorz-char(0.-85,102.3 I1), /* f *
write-horz-char,(5,-50,103.3 1); /* g 9
write-horz-clhar(55,-50,104,31); /* h ~
wi te-l-orz-str(-300,1 80," Suppose the grzph in the following'
Figure describes a system of airline".31 ),-
write-horz-sti-300,160," routes where the vertices are towns
and)( the edlges represent aiilie",3 0-,
write _liorz- str( -300,140," routes. The vertex U is the homne base for'
a salesperson who inust".3 I)
write honr( -300,1 20," peiodically visit all of the"
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9other cities. To be economical the salesperson",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,100," wants a path that starts at U, ends at"
U, and visits each of the other" ,3 I);
write-horz str(-300,80," vertices exactly once. A brief examination"
"1of the graph shows that the",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,60," edges a, b, d, g, f, e form a"









tab = (width - -strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy tab.O).
writString title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.line);.






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MIS_CURS) inshidecuro;
write-horz-str(-80,210,"Quit process, are you sure (ylni)?",3 1),
C11 = getchi 0.
while (!((cli == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 Wc = N)))
write-liorz-str(-80, 190,' Please type y or ni",3 1);
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chgonkey(kblist): /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles non-nal termiination. The original screen and cursor *










DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt-.
it color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;
unsigned long int PA1TERN=OxFFFFFFFF;
double aspect;
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if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);














write horz str(-300,190," Theorem 3.5 can be used to say that the"
" graph in Fig.(a) has a Hamiltonian",3 1);
write horz str(-300,175," cycle because there are 6 vertices, each"
"with degree 3. However even",3 J);
writehorz-str(-300,160," though the theorem says there is a"
" Hamiltonian cycle, it does not tell",31);
write_horz str(-300,145," us how to find one. Fortunately in this case"
"one can be found by a little",31 );
writehorz str(-300,1 30," bit of trial and error.",31);
write horz-str(-300,115," On the other hand the graph in Figure (b)"
" does not have a Hamiltonian cycle",3 I);
write horz str(-300,100," because no matter where we start we"
" end up on the left side needing to go",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,85," to a vertex on the left side, and there are"
" no edges connecting the vertices",31);
writehorz str(-300,70," on that side. Note that this graph does"
" not satisfy the conditions",31 );
writehorz-str(-300,55," of theorem 3.5 because it has vertices"
" of degree 2<(5/2). However the graph",3 I);
write_horz str(-300,40," in Fig.(c) also has 5 vertices, each with"
f degree 2; Yet it contains a",3 I);
write horz str(-300,25," Haniltonian cycle. Thus, when some vertices"
" have degree less than n/2,",31);
write horz str(-300,10," it is not possible to conclude anything in"
"general about the existence or",3 1);










drawLijie( -200(,- 145,-I00,-4453 1);
write-horz str(- I150,4I65,"(a)" ,3 1);
aspect = 1.0;
fillOvaI(-200,-45,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-1I 00,-45 ,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-1I00,-95,3,l 6,aspect);




dr-awLinie( -50,-45 ,50,- 120,1 1);
drawl-ine(-50.-95,50,-70,1 1);
drawLrnie(-50,-95,50,-120,1 1);
draw Line( -50,- 145,50,- 120,1 1);
drawLine(-50,-l45,50,-76,1 1);
fdlOv at(-50.-45,3, 16, aspect);
fdlOval(50.-70,3,16,aspect);
fill Oval (50,-120,3,16,aspect);
ffIl v aI(-50,-95,3,16, aspect);
fillOvaI(-50.- l4 5,3,l6,aspect);
write-horz str(0,- 1 65,"(b)",3 1);
(Irawl-iiie( I00.-95.150,-45,1 1);
drawLine( 150,-45,200,-95,1 1);
d raw Line( 200,-95 ,200,- 145,11);
draw Line(200,-1 45,100,-I 45,1 1);
drawLine(I 00,- 145,1 00,-95,1 1);
fillOvalI00,-95,3,16,aspect);
fihIC'val(1 59-5,3, 16,aspect 1;
fflIOval(200,-95,3,16,aspect);
fillOval(20(),-145,3,16,aspect)
fdI'OvalI 0O.-l 4 5,3,I6,aspect);










tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write_honz_str(-80,21 0,"Quit process, are you sure (yln)?",3 1);
ch = getch (9;
while (!((ch == 'y') 1, (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write-fhorz str(-80,190," Please type y or n",3 1);


















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */









AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEW1DTH=I;






static void example_3_39 (void);
static void cont I (void);
static void cont2 (void);
static void cont3 (void);





















/* attach [Pageupi to the example_3_39 function *
setonkey(0x4900,example3_9,0);
1* attach [Pagedown] to the cont I function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,cont 1,0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 11);
drawLine(- 100,-80,-150,-l110,1 1), /* AS *
drawLine(- 150,-i10,-100,-140,I 1); /* SB *
draw~ie(-l00,-140,-50,-l 10,11); /* BC *
drawLijne(-50,-1 10,-100,-80,l 1), /* CA *
(IrawLmne(-100.-80,0,-80,ll1); /* AF *
drawLine(-50.-11O,-50,-80,I1 ) /* CE ~
draw Line (0 -8 0,0.-l110,11); /* Fli*
drawLine (- 50,- 110,50,-I 10,11); /* CT *
draw Line (50,-11I0.80,-90,11I); /* TI *
draw Lie(5 0,4110.5 0,-140,11), I* TJ *
draw Line (51.,-140,0,-160,1 1)-. /* JG *
drawLine(O.- 160,-50,-160,1 1); 1* GD *
draw Line (- 50.-160,-100,-140,11); /* DB *
aspect = 1 .0:
filIival( - 100,-80,3, 16.aspecto;
fiIIOval(- I504 10,3,Ib,a-spect).,
f i,,I(val(- -1 0, 140,3,1 6,aspectn;










write-horn char(-I100,-65,65,3 1) /* A *
write-lhorzchar(-100,-145,66,31); /* B *
write_horzchar(-45,-95,67,31I); /* C /
write-horzchar(-50,-165,68,3 1); /* D *
write-horzchar(-50,-65,69,3 1); /* E *
w,-ite_horz_char(0,-65,70,3 1); /* F *
write-horzchar(0,- 165,71,3 1); /* G *
write-horzchar(' ,-95,72,3 1); /* H *
write_hiorzchar(80,-70,73,3 1); /* I *
write_horzchar(55,-145,74,31I); 1* J *
write-horzchar(- 160,-1l0,83,3 1); /* S *
write-]horzchar(55,-110,84,3 1); 1* T *
write-horz str(-300,1 80,"For the graph in the following Figure"
1there is more than one path frorn",3 1);
write-lhorz_str(-300,160,"S to T. One path is S, A, C, B, D, G. J,"
" T and another is S, A, E, F, H, T.", 3 1)
write horz_stt(-300,140,"We will use the breadth-first search"
"algorithmtr to find the distance",3 I);
write horz str(- 300,120, "and a path of mininial l1ength between"





/* attach [Pageup I to the example 3_39 function *
setonkey(0x4900,exaiple3-9,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the cont2 function *
setonkey(0x I 00,cont2,0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
clS(I );
dirawRect(-309.2 10,3 l0,-200,I 1);
draw~iie(- I00,-80,-150,-l 10,11); /* AS *
drawLine(- I 50.-I 10.-100,-140, 11); /* SB *
drawLine(-lOO,-140,-50,-l1O,l 1), /* BC *
drawLine( -50,I 0.-100,80,1 1); /* CA *
drawLine(- 100,)-80,-00.-80,11I); 1* AF *
drawUie(- -5 0.-110,-5 0.-80,1 1); /* CE *
(IrawLU'ie(0.-80,0,- 110,11); /* FH *
drawLine(-50.-1 10,50,-I 10,11); /* CT
draw Line (5 0,-1 10,80,-90,1 11); /* TI *
draw Line (5 0,- 110,5 0,140,11), /* TJ *
draw Line(0,-10,0,-160,1 1); /* GD *
drawLine(-50,-160,-100,-140,1 1); /* DBI*
aspect = 1.0:
fillOvah - I 00,-90,3,1I6,aspect);
filIOval(,- 1 50.-t 10,3,1 6,aspect):
fillOval(- 1 00,-I 40.3,1 6,aspect),
fillOvaif -50.-lI 0,3,! 6,aspect),I
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fillOval(80,-90,3, 16, aspect);







write-horz-char(- 100,-65,65,3 1); /* A ~
write-horz-char(- 100,- 145,66,3 1); /* B /
write-horz-char(-45,-95,b7,3 1); /* C ~
write-lhorz-char(-50,-165,68,3 1); /* D ~
write-horz-ciar(-50,-65,69,3 1); /* E *
write-horz-char(0,-65,70,31I); /* F *
write-lhorz-char(0,-165,71,31); /* G *
wriie-hor-zchar(5,-95,72,3 1); /* H ~
write-horz-char(80,-70,73,3 1); /* 1I*
write-lhorz chiar(55,-145,74,3 1); /* J *
write-horz-char(- 160,-U10,83,3 1); /* S *
"'I rite-lhorz-cha(55,-110,84,3 1); /* T ~
write-lhorz-str(-300,180,"First label S with 0, set L I S), and"
" let S have no predecessor. Since",31 );
write-horz-str(-300,160,"T is not in L, we look at the vertices"
1adjacent to S, which are A and B. ",3 1)
write-honz-str(-300,140,"To themn the label 1 is assigned, and"
" Lthen becomes IS, A, B). A and B",3 1);
write-honz-str(- 300.120, "are given the predecessor S.",31);
write_horz str(-105,-53," 1(S)",28);
write-lhorz-st-(- 105,- 157," 1(S)".28);





/* attach (Pageupi to the conti function *
setonkey(0x4900,cont 1,0);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the cont3 function *
setonkey(0x I 00,cont3,0);
LILNE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,310,-200,1 1);
drawLine(- 100,-80,-150,-l 10,11); /* AS *
drawLine(- 150,-1 10,-100,-140,1 1); /* SB *
drawLine(- 100,-i1 40,-50,-l 10,11); /* BC *
drawLine(-50,-1 10,-100,-80,I 1); /* CA *
drawLine(- 100,-80,-00,-80,11); 1* AF *
drawLine(-50,-110,-50,-80,1l1); f* CE *
drawLine(0,-80,0,-I 10,11); 1* FH *
draw Line( -50,-1 10,50,-i 10,11); /* Cf *
draw Line(50,-110,80,-90,1 1); /* TI *
draw Line (5 0,-1 10,50,-140,11); /* TJ *
draw Line (50J,-140,0,-160,1 1); 1* JG *
dIrawLlfle(0,-160,-50,-160,1 1); /* GD *













fiUlOval(0,- I 60,3, 16,aspect);
fillOval(-50,- 160,3, 16,aspect);
write-horz-char(- 100,-65,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz-char(-l100,- 145,66,3 1); /* B *
write-lhorz cliar(-45,-95,67,3 1); /* C *
write-horm~-c11-V,- 165,68,3 1); /* D *
writelhoiz-char(-50,-65,69,3 1); /* E *
write-horz-char(0,-65,70,3 1); /* F *
write-horz-char(0,- 165,71,3 1); /* G *
write-horz-char(5,-95,72,3 1); /* H *
write-horz-char(80,-70,73,3 1); /* I *
write-lhorz-char(55,-145,74,3 1); /* J *
write-horz-char(- 160,-110,83,3 1); /* S ~
write-liorz chiar(55,-1 10,84,31I); /* T *
write_horz_str(- 300,180, "Again since T is not in L, we find the"
"tunlabeled vertices adjacent to",3 I);
write-horz str(-300,160,"vertices with label 1. These are the"
1.vertices E, C, and~ D, which are",3 I);
write_horz str(-300,140, "then assigned the label 2. Now L = I"
"S, A, B, E, C, D) Since E and C are",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,120, "adjacent to A which has label 1, E and"
" C each have predecessor A, and ",3 1)
write_horz str(-300,l 00,"similaily, D has predecessor B.",3 I);
write-horz-str(-45,-83,"2(A)",28);
write_hiorz str(-55 ,- I. 77,"2(B )",28);
write_horzstr(-55,-53,"2(A)",28);
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write -horz str(- 105 ,-53," 1I(S)",28);
write-horz-str(- 105,-157," 1(S)",28);
write-horz str(- 1 80,-98 ,"0(-)" ,28);
cont3();
static void cont3(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the cont2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,cont2,0);





drawLine(- 100,-80,-150,-1 10,11); /* AS *
drawLine(- 150,-I10,-400,-440,11); /* SB *
drawLine(- 100,- 140,-50,-l 10,11); /* BC *
(lrawLine(-50,-1 10,-100,-80, 11); /* CA *
drawLine (- 100,- 80,-00,-80,11); /* AF *
drawLine(-80,-1 10,0,1 1); * HE*
(IrawLine(O-0,- 10,0- 11); /* CT
drawLine(-50,-1 10,80,-9 0,1 1); /* TI *
drawLine(5J,-1 i0,8, !',1 ) /* TI *
drawLine(50,-140,0,-160,1 1); 1* JO *
drawLine(0.-l 60,-50,-160,11); /* GD ~













fflval(0,- 1 60.3,1 6,aspect);
filOval(-50,- 160,3,1 6,aspect);
write-horz-cha(- 100,-65,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz-char(- 100,- 145,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horz ciar(-45,-95,67,3 1); /* C *
wr ite-horz-char(-50,-165,68,3 1); /* D ~
write-horz-char(-50,-65,69,3 1); /* E *
write-liorz-chv(0.-65,70,3 1); 1* F *
write-lhorz-char(0,-165,71,31); /* G ~
write-horz-char(5,-95,72,31I); /* H *
write-lhorz chiar(80,-70,73,3 1); /* 1I*
write-horz-char(55,-145,74,3 1); 1* J *
write-horz-char(- 160,-110,83,3 1); 1* S *
write-horz-char(55,-110,84,3 1); /* T ~
write_horz str(-300,180,"Again because T is not in L, the"
ffunlabeled vertices adjacent to those",3 1);
write-horzs srr(-3 00,160, "with label 2 are detennined. These"
"are F, H, and G, and they are",3 1);
write_hiorz str(-300,140,"assigined the label 3 and included in L"
_ sti(30012 , So L is now (S, A, B, E, C, D, F,",3 1);
write-horz sr-0,2,G, F1 . Because F is adjacent to E with"
label 2, F has predecessor E.",3 1);
write-honz 01-1, H WSlO"ht~i~ 'a ii'ede - C, and G-
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"has predecessor D.",3 1);
write-horz-str(-45,-83 ,"2(A)",28);
write-horz str(-5 5,4i77,"2(B )",28);
write-lhorz str(-55 ,-53 ,"2(A)" ,28);
write -horz -str(- 105,-53,"1I(S)",28);
writejhorz__str(- 105,-i157," 1 (S)",28);






/* attach [Pageup] to the cont3 function *
setonkey(0x4900,cont3 ,0);
1* attach [Pagedowri] to the normnal-exit function ~
setonkey(0x5 I 00,nomialexit,0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,310,-200,1 1);
drawLine(-1I00,-80,-150,-1 10,11); /* AS *
drawLine(-I 50,-1 10,-100,-140,11I); /* SB *
drawLine(- 100,- 140,-50,-1 10,11); /* BC *
drawLinel-50-l10,-100,-80,11); /* CA ~
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drawLiine(- 100,-80,-00,-80,1 1); /* AF *
drawLine(-50.-110,-50,-80,1 1); /* CE *
drawLine(-0,10,0- 10,11); i* CT *
drawLiine(-50,-110,0,-l 0,11); /* CT/
drawLinie(50,-1 10,50,-910,1 1); /* TJ *
drawLine(50,-14Q,0,-101 1); f* J /
drawl-iie(0, I60,SO,- 60,1 1); /* GD *
drawLine(-50,-160,iO,4140,I 1); /* DB *
aspect = 1.0;
fiIOval(- 100,-80,3, 16,aspect);
fillOv al(- 15 0,-1 10,3, 16,aspect);
fillOval(- 100,-I 40,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-50.-1 IO,3 ,16,aspect);
filIOvaI (8 0,-90,3,1 6, aspect);
filOval (0,-80,3 ,1I6,aspect);




fiJOvaI(O,- 1 60,3,1 6,aspect);
filIOval(-50,- I6O,3 ,16,aspect);
write_hiorz~char(- 100,-65,65,3 1); /* A ~
write-horzcliar(-100,-145,66,31); /* B *
write-hozchar(-45,-95,67,31); /* C *
write-liorz_chiar(-50,-165,68,3 1); 1* D *
writelorzchar(-50,-65,69,3 1); /* E *
write-liorzclar(0,-65,70,3 1); /* F *
write-horzchar(0,-165,71,31); /* G *
write-horzchar(5,-95,72,31); 1* I 1
write-liorz- cliar(80,-70,73,3 1); /* 1I*
write-horzcliar(55,-145,74,3 1); 1* J *
write-liorzchar(- 160,-110,83,3 1); /* S *
write-ho-zcha(55,-110,84,3 1); /* T
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write_hiorz st r(-300,180," Again T is not in L, and so tle"
" unlabeled vertices adjacent to those withi",3 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,160,"label 3 are located. These"
tare J and T, which are then assigned the",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,1I40, "label 4. Finally, the"
"fpredecessor of T is H and that of J is G.",31);
write-borzstr(-300,120," Since the label 4 has been assigned"
"tto T, the distance from S to T is 4. ",3 1)
write-horz str(-300,100,"By looking at the predecessors, we find"
"tthat S, A, C, H, T is a shortest",3 1);
write-liorz str(-300,80,"path from S to T.",3 1);
write_horzstr(-45,-83,"2(A)",28);
write_horzstr(-55,-177,"2(B)",28);
write_horz str(-55 ,-53 ,"2(A)" ,28);
write-lhon str(- 105 ,-53," I(S)" ,28);
write-horz str(- 105 ,-157," 1(S)",28);
write_horz str(- 1 80,-98 ,"0(-)',28);
write_iion str(-5,-53 ,"3(E)",28);
write-lhorz str(-5 ,-1I77,"3(D)" ,28);
write-hon ~st-(5 ,-83 ,"3(C)",28);
write-horz str(50,-157,"4(G)" ,28);
wr ite_horz str(55,-l 22,"4(H)",28);
drawLine(- 100,-80,-150,-1 10,2 1); /* AS *
draw Line(- 50-l110,-100,-80,2 1); /* CA *











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title .WH1TE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);
writStringC' Press a-y key to continue ...... WHITE,O);





kblist=chgonkey(NULL); 1* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_rouse&MS_-CURS) mishidecuro;
write-horz_str(- 300,- 210, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch (),
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == 'n) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write-horz str(30.-2 10," Please type y orn"7)
cli = getch ();
write-liorzstr(30,-21 0," ",3 1);
switch (cli)











chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles nornial tennination. The original screen and cursor *
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. *











DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contain-s an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt,
nt cnlor = 2;.
it LINEWWr)TH= I;




void wait(char tit'.e[1 ),
static void exarnplejAO4 (void);






if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
clsMi )











LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,21 0.3 l0,-200, 11);
drawLine(-50,0,-100,-50,1 1); /* BA *
drawLine(- 100,-50,-50,- 100,1 1); /* AC *
drawLine(-50,- 100,50,- 100,11); /* CF ~
drawLine(5,0100,-50, 1 1); I* FGE*
drawLine(50.0,-50,0,1 1); /* EB *
drawl-ine(-50,O,50,-I100,1 1); /* BF *
draw Line(5 0,0,-5 0,- 100,11); /* EC *






fiWOval( I 00, -5 0,3 ,16 aspect);
filIOvaI(50,0,3, 16,aspect);
fifIOvaI(0,-50,3,1I6,aspect);
write-liorz-char(-50,17,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horz cliar(- 10,-50,65,3 1; /* A *
write-horz char(-5U,-l12,67,3 1); /* C ~
write-lhorz-char(50,-112,70,3 1); /* F *
write-ho-z-chiar(105,-50,71,3 1); /* G *
write-liorz-char(50,17,69,310- /* E ~
write_horzchar(-2,-30,68,3 1). 1* D *
write-liorz chiar(-90 - 15,51,3 1); 1* 3 *
writ e-horz-ch ar(-90,- 75,5 2,3 1), /* 4 *
write-horz char(0,-83,54,3 I); /* 6 *
writeIhorz-char(80,-80,50,3 1); /* 2 *
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write-hon -ch,,r(RFO,- H0,52,3 1); /* 4A*
write-lhon char(0, 17,50,3 1); /* 2 ~
write-horz char(-35,-25,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write-horz cliar(25,-30,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write-lhorz char(-35,-60,50, 31); /* 2 *
write _horz chiar(30,-60,53,3 1); /* 5 *
write-horz-char(55,-50,50,3 1); /* 2 *
write-lhorz str(-300,180,"The graph in the following figure is"
1a weighted graph sice each edget',3 I);
write-horz str(-3 00,160, "has a number assigned to it. For example"
" the weight of the edge on A and",31);
write-lborz str(-300,140,"B is 3 and the weight of the edge on"
" D and F is 5. The weight ot the",3 1);
write-ihon-zstr(-300,120,"padi A, C, D, F is 4 + 2 + 5 = I11,"
"vand the weight of the path F, D, B,",31);









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab.0);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.Iine);







kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",3 1);
cli = getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch = Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch 'N'))
write_horz_str(-80,190," Please type y or n",3 1);




















DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
hnt LINEWIDTH=I;





static void exanple_3_ 4 1 (void);
static void confmn graph-exit (void);





if (adapt == 'V)
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(l):
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(l);








LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,3 10,-200,1 1);
drawLine(- 1 00,-50,0,-50,3 1); I* AB ~
drawLine(0,-50,50,- 2 0,1 1); /* BC *
drawLine(0,-50,50,-80,1 1); 1* BD *
drawLine(50,-20,50,-80,l 1); /* CD *







write-horz char(-1I 0,-50,65,3 1); /* A
write-horz-cliar(0,-58,66,3 1); 1* B 3
write-lhorz-char(50,-5,67,3 1); /* C *
write-lhorz-char(50,-85,68,3 1); /* D ~
write-horz-char(1 05,-50,69,3 1); /* E ~
write-lhorz-cia(-50,-35,51,31); 1* 3 *
write_horzstr(15,-15,"-2",3 1); /* -2 *
write-horz str(15,-70,'-3",31); /* -3 *
write-horz-char(40,-45,49,31); /* 1I*
write-horz-char(65,-50,50,3 1); /* 2 *
write-horz-str(-300,180,"For the weighted gi-aph in the following"
"figure the path A, B, D, E has',3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,160,"weight 2, and the path A, B, D, C, B, D,"
"E has weight -2, which is a",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,140,"smaller weight than that for the first"
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path. Note that as the cycle ",3 1)
write-horz str(-300,120,"B, D, C is repeated, the weight of"
Ithe path gets smaller and smaller. ",3 1)
write-horz str(-300,lOO,"Thius, there is no path of smallest weight"









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab.O),
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
if(niouse&MS_-CURS) mshidecurQ;
write-horz str(-80,21I0,"Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",3 1);
ch = getch ();
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (ch =- 'N')))
write hiorz str(-80,190," Please type y or n",3 1);
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chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/" this function handles normal tenmination. The original screen and cursor "1
/" coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0.









DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=I;






static void example-3 42 (void);
static void fig_3_47 (void);
static void fig_3_48 (void);
static void fig_3_49 (void);
static void fig_3_50 (void);
static void fig 3_51 (void);
static void confmngrap exit(void);





if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls( 1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(l);








/* attach [Pageup] to the example_3_42 function *
setonkey(0x4900,example3A2 ,0);





drav'Uie(-50,0,-100,-50,1 1); /* AS *
dIrawLinek-100,-50,-50,-100,1 1); /* SB *
drawl-ine(-50,- 00,50,-100,1 1); /* BD *
diawLine(50,-100, 100,-S0,1 1); 1* DE *
dIrawLine( 100,-50,50,0, 11); /* EC *
dr-awLine(50,0,-50,0,1 1); 1* CA *
drawLine(-50,0,-50,- 100,1 1); /* AB *
draw Line (50,0,-50,- 100,11); /* CB *






fdllOval( I 00, -50,3, 16, aspect);
fillOval (5 0.0,3, 16,aspect);
write-horz_char(-50,17,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz-char(-1l0,-50,83,31); /* S *
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write-horz char(-50,-112,66,31); /* B *
write-borz char(5fJ,-I 12,68,3 1); /* D *
write-hon -char(105,-50,69,3 1); /* E ~
write-horz char(50,17,67,3 1; /* C *
write-horz chiar(-90,-15,51,3 1); /* 3 *
write-horz char(-90,-75,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write-horz-char(O,-83,53,3 1); /* 5 1
write-horzsliar(8O,-80,49,3 1); 1* I ~
write-horz-char(80,-1O,51,3 1); /* 3 *
write-horz-char(O, 17,50,3 1); /* 2 ~
write-lhorz char(-63,-50,49,3 1); /* 1I~
write-horz-char(-5,-30,51,3 1); /* 3 *
write-horz-char(55,-50,49,3 1); /* 1 I
write-horz str(-300,180, "for the weighted graph in the following"
" figure we want to find a",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,160, "shortest path and the distance from S to"




/* attach [Pageupi to the example-3A2 function ~
setoikey(0x4900,examiple_3A2,O);
/* attach [Pagcdown] to the fig_3_48 function *
setodkey(0x 1 0,fig_3A8,0);




draw~ie(- 1 00,-50,-50,- 100,11); /* SB *
drawLine(-50,- 00,50,- 100,11); 1* BD *
draw Line (50,-100,100,-50,1 1); /* DE ~
drawLine(1I00,-50,50 .0,1 1); /* EC ~
drawLine(50,0,-50,0,l 1); /* CA *
drawLine(-50,0,-50,- 100,11); /* AB *
drawLinie(50,0,-50,-l100,11); /* GB *
drawLine(50,0,50,- 100,1 1); /* CD *
aspect = 1.0;
fillOv a](-5 0,0.3.1 6, aspect);





w rite-horz _char(- 50,17,65,3 1); /* A *
write horz-str(-125,-50,"S*",31), 1* S *
write honz_str(-135,-65."0(-)", 2 7 );
write-ho.z chiar(-50,- 112,66,31); /* B ~
write-honz-char(50,-1 12,68,3 1); 1* D *
write-hon ~char(1 05,-50,69,3 1); /* E ~
write-lhorzchar(50,17,67.31); /* C ~
write_hon ~char(-90,-15,51.31); /* 3 *
write_hiorz_char(-90,-75,49,3 1); /* 1I~
write_hoz _char(0.-83,53,3 1); /* 5 ~
write-horz chiar(80,-80,49,3 1); 1* 1I*
write-liorzchar(80,-10,51,31); /* 3 *
write-horz cliar(0, 17,50,3 1): /* 2 */
write-horz char(-63,-50,49,3I); /* I *
write-horz char(-5,-30,51,3l); 1* 3 *
write-horz char(55,-50,49,31); /*' 1*
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write-horz-str(-300,180," According to step 1, we start by putting"
"S in P and assigning",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,160," to S the label 0 and no predecessor. We"
"indicate this on the",3 I);
write-lhorz-str(-300,140," graph by writing the label mid'
1predecessor (in parenthesis) by S. We",3 I);
write-horz str(-300,120," use an asterisk to show that S is in P."
" The graph now looks ",3 1);




/* attach [Pageupi to the fig_3- 7 function *
setonkey (0x4900,fig_347 ,0);
1* attach [Pagedown] to the fig_-49 function *
setonkey(0x5 Il00,fig-349,0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
clsMl .
drn;wRect(-309.210,310,-200,1 1);
drawLine( -50,0,- 100,-50,l 1); /* AS *
drav Line(-l00,-50,-50,-l0O,1 1); /* SB *
drawLine(-50,-100,50,-l00,! 1); /* BD *
drawl-ine(100,5O,50,O,l 1); I* EC ~
draw Line (50,0,- 50,0,1 1); /* CA *
drawLine(-50,0,-50,-l100,11I): /* AB ~
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drawLine(50,0,-50,-100,1 1); I* CB *
draw iie (5 0,0,50,-100,11); /* CD *
aspect = 1.0;
fillOval(-50,0,3 ,1I6,aspect);





write-honz-char(-50,17,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz-str(-65 ,30,"3(SY' ,27);
wi-ite-lhorz-str(-125,-50,"S*".3 1); /* S *
write-horz str(- 135,-65,"0(-)",27);
wr-ite-lhorz-char(-50,-1 12,66,3 I); 1* B *
write-horz-str(-65,-124." I(S)",27);
write-lionz-char(50,-1 12,68,3 1); /* D *
write-honz-str(35.-124,'inf(Sy',27);
write_honz_char(1 05,-50,69,3 1 ): 1* E *
write-lhonzstr(1 00,-62,"inif(S )",27);
write_horz_ciar(50,17,67,3 1); /* C *
write_honz_str(35,30,"inf(S)",27);
write_honz_char(-90,-15,51,31)-. /* 3 *
write_honz-char(-90,-75,49,31I); 1* 1I*
write_honz_char(0,-83,53,31 ); /* 5 *
write_hion_char(80,-80,49,31); 1* 1I*
write-honz-char('80, 
-10,5 1,31); /* 3 *
write_honz_char(0, 17,50,3 1); /* 2 *
write-honz-char(-63,-50,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write-lionzchar-(-5,-30,51,3 1); /* 3 ~
write-hon -char(55,-50,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write_hon ~str(-300,180," Next, according to step 2, we assign the"
"label W(S,V) and the predecessor",31I);
write_honz_str(-300.160," S to the other vertices."
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"Recall that W(S,V) = inif when there is no edge",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,140," between S and V. The graph now looks"
"like the following: ",31);
fig_3_4949;
static void fig_3_49(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the fig_3_-48 function *
setonkey(0x4900,fig3A8 ,0);




drawRect(-309,2 10,31 O,-200, 11);
drawLine(-50,-60,-100,- 1I0,11); /* AS *
drawl-ine(-.1 00,- 110,-50,-160, 11); /* SB *
drawLine(-50,-160,50,-160,1 1); /* B3D
drawLine(50,-160,100,-l 10,11); 1* DE *
drawLine(1 00,- 110,50,-60,11); I* EC *
drawLine(50,-60,-50,-60,1 1); /* CA *
drawLin~e(-50,-60,-50,-160,1I1); 1* AB ~









write-hon -char(-50,-43,65,3 I); /* A ~
write -horz str(-65 ,-30,"2(B )",27);
write_horz-str(-125,-11O,"S*",31); /* 5 *
write-honzstr(-135,-125,"0(-)",27);
write-horz-str(-50,-172,"B*",3 1); /* B *
write-horz-str(-65,-184,"1(S)",27);
write-lhonzchiar(50,-172,68,3 1); /* D *
write-lhor-zstr(35,-184,"6(B)",27);
write-lhonzchiar(105,-1 10,69,3 1); /* E ~
write-horz-str(100,-122,"inif(S)",27);
writelIorz-char(50,-43,67,3 1); 1* C *
write-horzstr(35,-30,"4(B)",27);
write-lhonz-char(-90,-75,51,3 1); /* 3
write-honz-char(-90,-135,49,3t1); 1* 1 I
write-lionzchar(0,- 143,53,3 1); 1* 5 *
write-lhorz-char-(80,-140,49,3 1); /* 1I~
write-lhonz-char(80,-70,51,3 1); 1* 3 *
write-honz-clar(0,-43,50,3 1); /* 2 *
write-lhonzchar(-63,-110,49,3 1); /* 1 41
write-lhonzchar(-5,-90,51,3 1); /* 3 *
write-lhonz-chat(55,-110,49,3 1); /* 1I~
write-lhonz-str(-300,200, "Now we apply step 3. The vertex not in P'o
"owith the smallest label is B, and", 3 1 );
write-lion str(-300,180,"so we add it to P. The vertices not in Pot
iand adjacent to B are A, C, and D;",31);
write-hon -str(-300,160,"aiid we replace the label on each such"
"overtex X by the minimum of the old",3 1);
write-hon -str(-300,140,"label and (label on B) + W(B.X). These"
numbers are as follows.",3 1);
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draw Line(- 260, 120,230,120,27);
write-lhorz str(-250,1 10,"Vertex X Old label (Label on B) +
" W(B ,X) lvinimun" ,3 1);
drawLine(-260,95 ,230,95 ,27);
write-horz-str(-250,85," A 3 1 + 1 2"
to 2 ",3 1);
write-horz str(-250,70," C inf 1 + 3 =4"
it 4 ",31);
write-horz str(-250,50," D inf 1 + 5 = 6"
of 6 ",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,25, "Since each label i,,z changed, we also"
"1replace the predecessor of ',3 1);
write-horz str(-300,5, "e~ach of these vertices by B, producing"
"the following figure.",3 1);
static void fig_3_50(void)
1* attach IjragetipJ to the fig-3_49 function *
setonkey(0x4900,fig_3.4Q,0);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the fig_3-51 function ~
setojnkey(Wx I 00,fig_3_5 1,0);
LINEWIDTH = 3;
cls(l);
drawRect(-309,21 0.31 0,-200, 11);
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drawLiine(-300,1 20,300,120,27);
write-borz_str(-300,1 10," Labels anid predec"
"essors"t,3 1);
write_horz str(-300,95, to Vertex S A B C
tD E Vertex added to P",3 1);
drawl-ire(-3et),80,300,80,2 7 );
write-horzstr(-300,65,"t 0(-) 3(S) I(S) inf(S) inf(S)"
" inlf(s) S,3)
write-horz str(-300,50,"t 2(B) 4(B) 6(B)"t
write-horz str(-300,35,"t o
to A",31);






write-horz str(-300,180, "We continue in this way. The figure"
"obelow shows the labels, predecessors" ,3 1);
write-lhon str(-300,160, "and vertices added to P at each stage"
"No entry in a column indicates",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,140, "no change from the previous stage.",3 1);
fig_-3_510);
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static void fig_99 I (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the figj3_50 function *
setonkey(0x49tJ,1g3j0,6);
/* attach IPagedown] to the normal-exit function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,nornial-exit 0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,3 10,-200,1 1);
drawLine(-50,0,-100,-50,I 1); /* AS *
drawLitie(- 100,-50,-50,-100,1 1); /* SB /
(IrawLine(-5O,-lOO,50,-1 00,1 1); /* BD *
drawLie(50,-100.100,-50,1 1); /* DE *
drawLiiie(1I00,-50,50,0, 11); /* EC *
(IrawLlfle(50,0,50,0, 11); /* CA *
drawLilne(-50,O,-50,- 100,11); /* AJB
drawLine(50,0,-50,- 100,1 1); /* CB *







write-horz str(-50,17,"A*",3I1); /* A *
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write_hiorz str(-65 ,30,"2(B )" ,27);
write -horzstr(- I25,-5O,"S*",3 1); /* S ~
write_hiorzstr(- 135,-65,"0(-)",27);
write-horzstr(-5O,-112,"B *",3 1); /* B *
write -hlorzstr(-65,-124,"1(S)",27);
writejhorz str(50.-11I2,"D*", 31); /* D *
write-liorz str(35 ,- 124,"5(C)" ,27);
write_hiorzstr(1O5,-5O,"E*",3 1); 1* E *
write-liorz str(1 00,-62,"6(D)",27);
write-horzstr(50,17,"C*",3 1); 1* C ~
write-horz str(35 ,30,"4(B )" ,27);
write-horzchar(-90,-15,51,3 1); /* 3 *
write-horz chiar(-90,-75,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write-lhorzchar(O,-83,53,3 1); /* 5 *
write-horz char(80,-80,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write-horz-char(80,-1O,51,3 1); 1* 3 *
write-horzcar(O, 17,50,3 1); /* 2 *
write_horzchar(-63,-50,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write-lhorz-char(-5,-30,51,3 1); /* 3 *
write--horz char(55,-50,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write_horz str(-300,18O," The final graph is shown in the following"
"figure. In this figure the",3 I);
wtite_horz_str(-300,160," label on each vertex gives the distance"
" between it and S, and a path",3 1);
write_horz_str(-300,140," of this length can be found by"
" backtracking through the predecessors ",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,120," of the vertices. For example the"
"distance from S to E is 6, and tlie",3 1);










tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 3 3)/2;
gotoxy(tab,Iine);




struct _ onkeyjt *kblist;
char cli;
kblist=cligonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
if(_mouse&MSCURS) inshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,-210,"Quit proces-', are you sure (y/n)?",79);
cli = getch 0;
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch 9= n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (chi= 'N')))
write -horz -str(30,-210," Please type y orn"7)
ch =getch (;













chigonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *












DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1:





static void example_3_O (void);
static void confirm-graphb-exit(void);








if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);












drawLine (150,0,50,- 100,1 1);
LINE WIDTH = 1;
aspect = 1.0;
drawArc( 10 ,-40,73 ,3030, 1470,11 ,aspect);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
drawRect(-50,0,-150,- 100,1 1);







fill Oval (-5 0,100,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOvaI(- 1 50,-i 00,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval(- 1 50,0,3,1 6,aspect);
write-horz str(-300,180,"We have a great great deal of leeway"
" in drawing graphs. For instance,",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,I 60,"we readily accept the fact that"
"tthe two graphs in the following figure",3 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,140, "are the samne. The only difference"
" bet ween the graphs is the way the Iinie ",3 1)
write-lhorz str(-300,120,"representinig one of the edges is"
" drawn. The structure of a graph is captured",3 I);




/**********l -"* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** *)** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
int tab,width,line,mode;
m~ode = getMode(&width);




tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.Iiine);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_miouse&MS_-CURS) inshidecufo;
write-honz_str(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",3 1);
cli = getch (),I
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == 'n) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (cli 'N))
write_horz str(-80,190," Please type y or n",3 1);


















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. */










REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDI H=l;






static void example_3_31 (void);
static void ex_3_3 lcont I (void);
static void ex_3_31 cont2 (void);
static void ex 3 31cont3 (void);
static void ex_3_31cont4 (void);
static void confirmgraph-exit(void);





if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(l);











static void exarnple_313 (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the example3-31 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,exampe33 1,0);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the ex_3_31 cont 1 function *
setonkey(0x51I00,ex_3_3lIcontl1,0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,310,-200,1 1);
drawLine (-100,-100,-120,-170,11); /* AD */
drawLine (- 120,-170.-70,-130,11); /* DC *
drawLine (-70,130,4130,4130,1 1); /* CB *
drawLine (- t30,-130,-90,-170,1 1); 1* BE/
drawLine (-80,-170,- 100,- 100,11); /* EA *
aspect = 1.0.:
filOval(- 100,- 1 00,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval(- I 2 0,-17O,3,16,aspect);
fillOval(-70.- 130,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(- 130,- 130,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval(-80,- 170,3,16,aspect);
write_horzchar(- 100,-80,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz~..char(- 145,-130,66,3 1); /* B *
write-hon 
-char(-65,-130,67,3 1); /* C *
write-horz-char 
-135,-170,68,31y; /* D *
write-liorzchar(-75,-170,69,31); /* E *
write_horzchar(1 00,-80,80,3 1); /* P *
write-horzchar(55,-130,81,3 1); 1* Q ~
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write-horz char(135,-130,82,3 1); /* R ~
write-horz-char(65,-170,83,3 1); /* S *
write-horz char(1 25,-170,84,3 1); f* T *
drawLine (100,- 100,70,-130,11J); /* PQ ~
drawLine (70,-130,80,-170,11); /' S*
drawLine (120,-170,130,-130,1 1); /* TR ~
fillOval(100,-100,3 ,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(80,4 70,3, 16,aspect);
fillOva(l 130,-I 30,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(70,- 130,3,1 6,aspect);
fWIOval( 120,-i 70,3,1 6,aspect);
write-lhorzstr(-300, 180,"Now we will try to show that the graphs"
" ii the following figure are",3 1);
write_hiorz str(-300,160,"isornoiphiic. First, we have to"
"find a bijection f from the set I a, b, c, d, e) ",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,140,"to the set I p, q, r, s, t) "
"fthat preserves edges. We will describe",3 1);
write-borz str(-300,120,"the function as a table of the form",3 1);





write-horz str(-300,10,"where the entries in the second row"
" will give the image of each of the",3 1);




I static void ex_3_31I corn 1 (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the example-3-31 function *
setonkey(0x4900,example39 1,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the ex_-3_-3 1 cont2 function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,ex_313 cont2,0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cis(I);
drawRect(-309,210,3 10,-200,1 1);
cirawLie (-100,-100,-120,-170,1 1); /* AD */
drawLie (-120,-170,-70,-130,11); 1* DC *
drawLine (-70,4130,4130,4130,11); 1* CB *
drawLine (- 130,-130,-80,-170,11); /* BE *
drawLine (-80,-170,- 100,- 100,11); /* EA *
aspect = 1.0;
filOval(- 100,- 100,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval(- 1 20,- 170,3, 16,aspect);
fillOval(-70,- 130,3, 16,aspect);
filOval(- 130,-i 30,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval(-80,- 170,3,1 6,aspect);
write_borzchar(- 100,-80,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz char(- 145,-130,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horz-char(-65,-130,67,31I); /* C *
write-horz-char(- 135,-170,68,3 1); /* D *
writeliorz-char(-75,-170,69,3 1); /* E *
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write-horz char(100,-80,80,3 1); /* P *
write-horz-char(55,-130,81,31); 1* Q *
write-horz char(1 35,-130,82,3 1); /* R ~
write-horz-char(65,-170,83,3 1); /* S *
write-horz char(1.25,-170,84,3 1); /* T *
drawLie (100,-l100,70,-130,11); 1* PQ *
drawl-ine (70,-130,80,-170,11); /* QS *
drawL-ine (80,-170,120,-170,11); /* ST ~
drawLie (120,-170,130,-130,11); /* TR *
fill~val(100-100,3,16,aspect);
fillOval(80,- 70,3, 16,aspect);
fillOva(l 130,- 130,3,1 6,aspect);
fiIOvaI(70,-1 30,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval( 120,-I 70,3,1 6,aspect);
write-horz str(-300,180,"We start by arbitrarily assigning f(A)"
" = P. Now A is adljacent to D%,3 1);
write-horz str(-300,160,"and E, so P must be adjacent to"
" f(D) and f(E). This requires that",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,140," If(D),f(E)I= (Q,R I since Q and R are the"
"overtices adjacent to P. Arbitrarily, ",3 1)
write-horz str(-300,120,"we select f(D) =R and f(E) = Q. Then"
"tour table, so far, looks like ",3 1)
write_horz-str(-I100,65,"V A B C D E",3 1);







I static void ex_3_3lIcont2(void)





drawLine (-100,-.100,-120.-170,11); /* AD*~/
drawLine (- 120,-170,-70,-130,1 1); /* DC *1
drawLine (-70,-130,-130,-130,11); /* CB *
drawLine (- 130.-130,-80,-170,1 1); /* BE *
dr-awLine (-80,-170,- 100,- 100,11); 1* EA *
aspect = 1.0;
filOval(- 100,- 100,3, 16,aspect);




write_hlorz char(-1I00,-80,65,3 1); /* A*/
write_horz..char(- 145,-130,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horz clar(-65 ,-30,67,3 1); 1* C *
write_horzchar(- 135,-170,68,3 1); /* D *
write-horz char(-75,-l70,69,3 I); /* E *
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writehorz-char(l00,-80,80,31); /* P */
write__horz-char(55,-130,81,31); /* Q *1
writeliorz char(135,-130,82,31); /* R */
writehorz-char(65,-170,83,31); /* S */
writehorz char(125,-170,84,31); /* T */
drawLine (100,-100,70,-130,11); /* PQ */
draw-ine (70,-130,80,-170,11); /* QS */
drawLine (80,-170,120,-170,11); /* ST */
drawLine (120,-170,130,-130,11); /* TR *






write horzstr(-300,180,"Our remaining task is to map the set"
" (B,CI onto the set {S,Tj.",31);
write_horz_str(-300,160,"At this stage, our choices are limited."
" Observe that B is adjacent to C",3 I);
writehorzstr(-300,140,"and E. Since f(E) = Q, we must have fiB)"
" adjacent to Q. Vertices P and S",31);
write_horzstr(-300,120,"are adjacent to Q, but we already have f(A)"
" = P, so we are forced to take",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,100,"f(B) = S to be sure that f is a bijection"
". Then we have to let f(C) equal T.",3 1);
write__horz_str(-300,80,"The complete table is",3 1);
write horz_str(-100,45,"V A B C D E",31);




wait(" Isomoaphic graphs ");
ex_3_31cont3();
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static void ex_3_3lIcont3 (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the ex_3_3lIcont:2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,ex9313 cont2,0);
f* attach [Pagedown] to the normial-exit function ~
setonkey(0x5 I 0O,nonnal exit ,0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,3 10,-200,l 1);
drawLne (-100,-100,-120,-170,l 1); /* AD */
drawLine (- 120,-170,-70,-130,11); /* DC *
drawLine (470,4130,4130,-130,11); /* CB ~
(irawLine (-130,-130,-80,-170,11I); /* BE *
aspect = 1.0;
fiIOval(- 100,-i 00,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-1I 20,-170,3,16,aspect);
fllOval(-70,- 130,3,1 6,aspect);
fiIIOvaI(- 1 30,-I 30,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-80.- 170,3,1 6,aspect);
write-horz-char(- 100,-80,65,3 1); 1* A *
write-horz char(-145,-130,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horzchar(-65,-130,67,31I); /* C ~
write_horz char(- 135,-170,68,3 1); /* D *
write-horz-char(-75,-170,69,3 1); 1* E *
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write-horzschar( i 00,-80,80,3 1 ); /* P *
write-horz-char(55,-130,81,3 1); 1* Q *
write-horz-char(1 35,-130,82,3 1); /* R *
write-horz..char(65,-170,83,3 1); /* S *
write-horzschar(1 25,-170,84,3 1); /* T ~
drawLine (100,-100,70,-130,11); /* PQ *
drawLine (70,-130,80,-170,11); /* QS *
drawLine (80,-170,120,-170,11); /* ST *
drawLine (120,-170,130,-130,11); /* TR *





fillOval( 120,-i 70,3,1 6,aspect);
write-horz-str(-300,180, "While we used somne of the adjacency"
" information to construct",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,160,"f, we have not checked all the conditions"
"tnecessary for isomorphisrn.",3l);
write-horz-str(-300,140,"First, f is certainly a bijection. Next"
"twe need to check that the rnapping",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,120, "{U,V I -> (f(U),f(V)) is a bijection between"
" the sets of edges. We can",31);
write_horz str(-300,100,"chieck this by inspection in this case,"
"1since there are only five edges",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,80,"in each graph. The following table shows"
"1the correspondence between edges." ,3 1);
write_horz str(- 100,45, " f U,V I (f(U),f(V) J ",3 1);
write-horz str(- 100, 15," 1(A,D) (P,R)"3)
write_hiorz str(- 100,0," (A,E) IP,Q ) ",3 1I);
write-horz..str(- 100,- 15," 1 B,C) I S,T) ",3 1);
write_horz str(- 1 00,-30," (B ,E) I S,Q I ",3 1);
write-horz str(- 1 00,-45," 1 C,D) I T,R I ",3 1);
330
drawLine(- 110,25,1 10,25,11);p drawLine(-1 10,55,1 10,55,11);
drawLine(- 1 10,-65, 11 0,-65, 11);
drawLine(- 10,55,-1 10,-65,1 1);
drawLine(I 10,55,1 10,-65,1 1);









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,0);
writString(title,WHITE,0);
tab = (widlth - 3 3)/2;
gotoxy(tab~line);






kblist=chgotikey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_rouse&MSCURS) msbidecuro;
write horz str(-300,-2l0,"Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?',79);
cli = getch 0.
while (!((ch =='y') 11 (ch == 'n') 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
ID 331
wrile_horzstr(30,-210," Please type y or n",79);













chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
1* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */












DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an example about the "Paths and
Circuits".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=I;





static void exainple_3-32 (void);






if (adapt == 'V')
setMocle(Ox 12);
cis(ii:'
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
CIS(1;












drawLine (- 150,100,-100,150,11); /* BC *






fWlOval(- 100, 150,3, 16,aspect);
drawLine (100, 150,50, 100,11); 1* QP *
draw~ie (5 0, 100,110,0,11); /* PT *
drawLine k 10,0, 150, 100,11); I* TS ~
drawLine (150,100,100,150,11); /* SQ *
cirawLine (100, 150,200,140,11); 1* QR *
drawLine (200,140,110,0,11); I* RT *





write-horz-char (- 165,100,66,3 1);- /* B
write-horz-char (-165,0,65,31); /* A */
write-horz-char (-45,0,69,31); /* E */
write-horz-char (-45,100,68,3 1); /* D *
write-honz-char (- 100, 165,67,3 1); /* C *
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write_.horz_char (100,165,81,31); /* Q */
write horz_char (35,100,80,3 1); /* P*/
writehorz_char (115,-5,84,3 1); /* T */
write horchar (155,100,83,31); /* S */
write hor-_char (200,155,82,3 1); /* R */
write horz_char (-100,-20,71,31); /* G */
write horz_char (-93,-25,49,31); /* 1 */
write horz_char (110,-20,71,31); /* G */
writehorzchar (117,-25,50,31); /* 2*
write horz str(-300,190,"Let's show that the graphs G I and G2"
" are not isomorphic.",31);
write horzstr(-300,-45,"We cannot easily show this by inspecting"
"the graphs because each of the",3 1);
write lorz str(-300,-65,"graphs is connected and has five vertices"
" and six edges. However, before we",3 1);
write horz str(-300,-85,"start checking the 120 bijections of IA,B,"
"C,D,E) onto I P,Q,R,S,T), let's",31);
write hor-str(-300,-105,"look at the way the graphs are put"
"together. GI has a cycle B, C, D, B of',31);
write horzstr(-300,-125,"length 3. An isomorphism from GI to G2"
"must map this cycle, vertex by vertex,",31);
write horzstr(-300,-145,"onto a cycle in G2 of the same length. But"
"G2 has no cycle of length 3, so",31);
write horzstr(-300,-165,"there can be no isomorphism of G I onto"
"G2.",31);









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tabl = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,Iine);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* h-ide any existing hot keys *
if(mnouse&MSCURS) mshidecuroj;
write-lhorz str(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?W,3 1);
cli = getch ();
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == "Y') 11 (ch 'N')))
write-liorz str(-80,190," Please type y orn"3;

















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */








/* PROGRAM pql .c
AUTHOR Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION: This program contains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt. Ch;
int color = 2,
it LINEWIDTH=1;












ad apt = getAdaptero;
if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);







static void questionjI (void)
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,310,-200,1 1);
write-horz-str(-300,160," Determine if the graph in the following"





write-lhorz str(-300,30," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confirmgraph-exito;
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Chi == Wn) 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch -'N')))
write-horz str(0,30," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch =getch (;
if ((Chi == 'y') 11 (Chi = 'Y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch == 'N'))
write-horz-str(0,30," ",3 1);
switch (Cli)
case 'y' :write-horz-str(-30,30," y ",3 1);
write-horz-Str(-30,l0, " Yes, it is a graph that consists",3 I);
write-horz-str(-30,-10," of three distinct vertices but",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,-30," no edges.",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz -str(-30,30," Y ",31);
write-horz-str(-30,1O," Yes, it is a graph that consists",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-10," of three distinct vertices but",3 I);
write-honz-str(-30,-30," no edges.",3 1);
break;
case 'ni' :write-horz-str(-30,30," n ,3)
write-honz-str(-30,l 0," Yes, it is a graph that consists",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,1O," of three distinct vertices but",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-30," no edges.",3 1);
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break;
case 'N' :write-horz-str(-30,30," N ",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,lO, " Yes, it is a graph that consists ",3 1)
write-honz-str(-30,-lO," of three distinct vertices but",3 I);











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tabO);
writ Strinig(uitle,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tabjline);





kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(niouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write -hoon str(-300,- 210,,"Quit process, are you sure (yin)? ",79);
ch = getch 0
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while (!((chi == 'y') 11 (ch W='n) 11 (ch =- 'Y') 11 (ch 'N')))
write-horz str(30,-210," Please type y orn"7)I ch = getch ();










case 'ni':write_horz__str(-300,-210," ",3 1);
break;




chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normal tenmnation. The original screen and cursor *
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. *









DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION: This program contains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".
















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH= l;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(OxJ 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);











write-horz-Str(-300,160," Detennine if the niultigraph in the following"












write-lhorz str(-300,-30," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Chi = waitkeyo;
if(Ch=--ESC) confimigraph-exito;
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Chi == 9n9) 11 (Ch = 'Y') 11 (Chi = 'N')))
write-horz-str(0,-30,' Please type y or n",31I"
Ch = getch ();
if ((Chi == 'y') 11 (Ch = 'Y') 11 (Chi == Wn) 11 (Chi W N))
write-horz-str(O,-30,"",1)
switch (Ch)
case 'y' :write-horz-str(-30,-30," y ",31);
write-horzstr(-3e1,-50," No, it is not a graph because",.3 1)
write-honz-str(-30,-70," there are parallel edges.",3 1).
break-,
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case 'Y' :w'ite-lhorz-str(-30,-3O," Y ",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-5O," No, it is not a graph because",31);
write-horz str(- 30,-70, " there are parallel edges.-",3 1)
break;
case 'n' :write-horz-str(-30,-30," n ",31I);
write horz-sr(-30,-5O," No, it is not a graph because',3 1);
write horz str(-30,-7O," there are parallel edges.",3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-hox str(-30,-3O," N ",31I);
write horz str(-30,-5O,' No, it is not d graph because',3 1);











tab =(width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tabO);
writString'title,WHITEO);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.line);
writString(" Press any key to continue ...., W 1l TE,O);




struct _ onkey-t *kblist;
char cli;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
cli = getch ();
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch 'n'W) 11 (ch ='Y') 11 (ch =='N')))












case 'ni':write-lhorz-str(-300,-210," ",3 1);
break.




chgoiikey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys ~
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/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */










DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".
















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int L1NEWIDTH=I;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1).







LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,3 10,-200,1 1);
write-horz str(-300,160," Determine if the multigraph in the following"








write-horz str(-300,-30," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyU;
if(Ch==ESC) cofifinmgraph-exito;
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Chi == 'n) 11 (Chi == 'Y') 11 (Chi = 'N')))
write horz str(0,-30," Please type y or nl;,3 1);
Ch =getch (;
if ((Ch == 'y') 11 (Chi = 'Y') 11 (Chi == 'n) 11 (Chi = 'N'))
write horz sur(0,-30," ",3 1);
switch (Ch)
case 'y':write_horz-str(-30,-30," y ",31);
wri.'e-horz-str(-30,-50," No, it is not connected, because",3 I);
write-honz-str(-30,-70," there are two different components",3 1);
write-lionzstr(-30,-90," that are not connected to eachotlier",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz str(-30,-30,' Y ",31);
write-horz-str(-30,-50," No, it is not connected, because",3 1);
write-lionzstr(-30,-70," there are two different cornponents",3 1);
write-lionzstr(-30,-90," that are not connected to eachother",3 1);
break,
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case 'n' :write-horz -str(-30,-30," n ",3 1);
write horz str(-30,-50," No, it is not connected, because",3 1);0 write horz Str(-30,-70," there are two different cormponents",301;
write horz Str(-30,-90," that are not connected to eachothier" ,3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-horz -str(-30,-30," N ",3 1);
write horz-str(-30,-50," No, it is not connected, because',3 1);
write horz Str(-30,-70," there are two different components",3 1);











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tak 0);
writString(title,WIIHTE,0);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);





struct _ orkey2 *kblist;
char ch;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz -str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?",79);
ch = getch ();
while (!((chi =- 'y') 11 (ch = in') 11 (ch =='Y') 11 (ch ='N')))
write horz str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)
ch = getch ();
















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
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** *** *** *** * *** *** ** * *** **** ***** ** ** ***** *** **** ** ** ******* *** ** ** ***
1* this function handles normal termination. The original screen mid cursor */










DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This programn contains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCrIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LIhNEWIDTH=1;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(l);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(l);











write-horz str(-300,160," Determine if the multigraph in the following"











write-horz-str(-300,-30," Enter your choice as y or n --->",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confirm..graph-exito;
while (! ((Ch == 'y') I1 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'N'))){
write-horz-str(0,-30," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = getch 0;
if ((Ch == 'y')l11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'n) 11 (Ch == 'N'))
write-horz-str(0,-30," ,1;
switch (Ch) I
case 'y':write-horz str(-30,-30," y ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-50,' Yes, it is connected because",3 1);
write-honz_str(.30,-70," every two vertices of the graph",3 1);
write-horz_str(-30,-90," are connected to eachother',3 1);
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break;
case 'Y' :write-horz -str(-30,-30," Y ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-50, " Yes, it is connected because",3 1);
write_honz_str(-30,-70," every two vertices of the graph",3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-90," are connected to eachother",3 1);
break;
case 'n' :write-horz-str(-30,-30," n ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-50," Yes, it is connected because",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-70," every two vertices of the graph",3 1);
write_honz-str(-30,-90," are connected to eachother",3 1);
break;
case 'N' : write-horz -str(-30,-30, " N ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-50," Yes, it is connected because",3 1);
write_honz_str(-30,-70," every two vertices of the graph",3 1);











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);







kblist=chgonkey(NLJLL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
ifCmouse&MS_CURS) inshidecuro;
write -horz -str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (yln)?",79);
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))(
wite-horz-str(30,-2 10," Please type y or n"',79);

















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
360
pI
/* this finction handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */








/* PROGRAM : pq5.c
AUTOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE Feb. 4, 19,0
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program .o'niains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".
















GLOBAL VARIA3LES USED BY GKAPHICS FUNCTIG ,TS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH= 1;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(l);












drawRect(-309,2 10,3 10,-200,1 1);
write_horz-str(-300,160," Determine if the multigraph in the following"
" Figure has an Euler path. ",3 1);
drawLine(O, 100, 100, 100, 11);
drawLine(0,100,100,50,1 1);
drawLine(0, 100, 100,0, 1);
drawLine(100, 100,0,50,1 1);











write-horz str(-300,-30," Enter your choice as y or n -->, )
Ch = waitkeyO;
if(Ch==ESC) conf irmgraphexito;
while (!((Ch == 'y') It (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'N')))
write-horz-str(0,-30," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = getch 0
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if ((Ch = 'y') II (Ch == 'Y') II (Ch == 'n') II (Ch == 'N'))
writehorz_str(0,-30," ",31); }
switch (Ch) I
case 'y':write horz-str(-30,-30," y ",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-50," No, it does not have an Euler",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-70," path, because you cannot find a",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-90," path that includes exactly once",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-110," all the edges of the graph.",31);
break;
case 'Y' :write horz-str(-30,-30," Y ",31);
write-_horzstr(-30,-50," No, it does not have an Euler",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-70," path, because you cannot find a",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-90," path that includes exactly once",3 1);
writehorzstr(-30,-1 10," all the edges of the graph.",31);
break;
case 'n' :writehorz-str(-30,-30," n ",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-50," No, it does not have an Euler",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-70," path, because you cannot find a",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-90," path that includes exactly once",3 1);
writehorzstr(-30,-l 10," all the edges of the graph.",31);
break;
case 'N' :write horz-str(-30,-30," N ",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-50," No, it does not have an Euler",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-70," path, because you cannot find a",31);
writehorzstr(-30,-90," path that includes exactly once",31);
writehorzstr(-30,- 1l0," all the edges of the graph.",31);
break;











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WVHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);




struct -onkey- t *kblist;
char ch;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MS-CURS) mnshidecurO;
write_hon ~sa(- 300,- 210, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?",79);
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch ==n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
write-honz-str(30,- 2 10," Please type y or n",79);
ch =getch 0;











case 'n' :write-horz str(-300,-2 10," "t,3 1);
break;




chgonkey(kblist); 1* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *








/* PROGRAM : pq6.c
AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE : Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".

















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWlDTH= 1;






void question -6 (void);







if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(l);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);











writejhorzstr(-300,160," Determine if the multigraph in the following"
"Figure has an Euler path. ",3 1);
drawLine(- 110, 100,40 100,11); /* bc~
drawLine(-140,60,30,50,1 1); 1* n ~
drawLine(30,50,40, 100,1 1); /* p ~
drawLine(30,50,30,-40,1 1); /* f *
drawLine(30,-40,100,30,1 1); f* j *
drawLine(30,50, 100,30,1 1); /* e
drawLine(40,100,100,30,1 1); /* d ~
drawLine(30,-40,-140,25,1 1); 1* h ~















write_honz-char(30,-50,90,3 1); 1* Z *
write_honz-char(1 05,25,89,3 1); /* Y *
write_horz-char(1 0,70,88,3 1); /* X *
write -horz -char(50,110,87,3 1); /* W ~
write-horz-char(- 100, 115,86,3 1) /* V *
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write -horz - har(- 160,60,85,3 1); 1* U *
write-horzschar(- 150,25,82,3 1); /* R *
write -horzj- har(- 160,90,97,3 1); /* a ~
write-horzschar(- 120,80,98,3 1); /* b *
write_horzschar(-60,1 15,99,3 1); /* c ~
write-horzs har(80,75,100,3 1); f* d ~
write-horz-Char(60,35,101,3 1); /* e ''
write -horz - har(40,5,102,3 1); /* f *
write-horzschar(- 135,48,103,3 1); /* g ~
write -horz-Char(-45,-18,104,31); I* h *
write-horzschar(60,10,105,3 1); 1* i *
write-horzschar(1 60,10,106,3 1); /* j *
write-horzschar(75,150,109,3 1); /* m *
write -horz -char(-55,45,1 10,3 1); /* n
write-horz-char(40,75,112,3 1); /* p ~
write-horz-str(-300,-70," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confu-mgraphexito;
while (! ((Ch == 'y') I I (Ch == Wn) I I (Ch =='Y') I I (Ch =='N')))
write-honz-str(O,-70," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = getch ();
if ((Ch == 'y') I (Ch == 'Y') I I (Ch == Wn) I I (Ch == 'N'))
write-honz-str(0,-70," ",3 1);
switch (Ch)
case 'y':write horz-str(-30,-70," y ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Eulerian path,",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-1 10," now press a key to see how.",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," Y ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Eulerian path,",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-l 10," now press a key to see how.",3 1);
break;
case 'n' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," n ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has ar Eulerian path,",3 1);
write-honz-str(- 30,-l 10, " now press a key to see how. ", 3 1)
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break;
case 'N' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," N ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Eulerian path,",3 1);
















drawLine(40,100,100,30,28); /* d ~
delay_(36);






LINE WIDTH = 3;
drawLine(100,30,30,50,28); /* e ~
delay-3)
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drawLine(30,50,30,-40,28); 1* f *
delay..(36);
drawLine(30,-40,-140,25,28); 1* h *
delayj(36);
drawLine(-140,25,-140,60,28); /* g ~
delay_..(36);
drawLine(- 140,60,30,50,28); /* n
delay..(36);
drawLine(30,50,40, 100,28); /* p *
delay-(36);
write -horz-str(-30,-130," Namely, starting from vertex V,",3 1);
write-horz-str(-0,-150, " a, b, c, m, d, j, i, e, f, ",3 1);










tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,0);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);





kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write_horz str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?',79);
ch =getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') I I (eb = Wn) I I (ch == 'Y') I I (rh ='N')))
write-horz-str(30,-2 10," Please type y or n",79);











case 'n':write-horz-str(-300,-210," t",3 1);
break;





chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
374
/'* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor "1












DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".

















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;


































write-horz_str(-300,160," Determine if the graph in the following"
" Figure has an Euler circuit. ",3 1);
drawLine (100, 100,- 120,30,1 1); P* AD *
drawLine (120,30,-70,70,1 1); /* DC *
drawLine (-70,70,-130,70,1 1); /* CB ~
drawLine (- 130,70,-80,30,1 1); /* BE *
drawLine (-80,30,- 100, 100,11); 1* EA *
aspect = 1.0;
fillOval(- 100, 100,3,16,aspect);




write-honz-char(-l100, 120,65,3 1); /* A
write-honz-char(- 145,70,66,3 1); /* B *
wnite-honz-char(-65,70,67,3 1); f* C *
write-honz-char(- 135,30,68,3 1); /* D ~
write-honz-char(-75,30,69,3 1); /* E ~
write-horz-str(-300,-70," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch=-ESC) confimngaph-exito;
while (! ((Ch =- 'y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'N')))
write_honz-str(0,-70," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = getch 0);




case 'y':write-horz-str(-30,-70," y ",3 1);
write horz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Euler circuit,",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-I 10," now press a key to see how.",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," Y ",31);
writejhonzstr(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Euler circuit,",3 1);
write_honz_str(-30,-10O," now press a key to see how.",3 1);
break;
case 'n' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," n ",3 1);
write horz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Euler circuit,",3 1);
write_honz-str(-30,-l 10," now press a key to see how.",3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-horz str(-30,-70," N ",31);
write-honz-sIT(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Euler circuit,",3 1);




drawl-ine (-100,100,-120,30,28); /* AD *
delay_(36);
drawLine (-120,30,-70,70,28); /* DC *
delay(3 6);
drawLine (-70,70,- 130,70,28); /* CB *
delay_(36);
drawL-ine (-130,70,-80,30,28); /* BE ~
delay-(36);
drawLine (-80,30,-100,100,28); I* EA ~
write_honzstr(-30,-130," Namely, starting from vertex A,",31);
write_horz str(-30,-150," and following the vertices D, C",3 1);











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHJT,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);
writString("Press any key to continue ...... WHITE,O);
if(waitkeyo==ESC) confirmgraph-exito;
static void confirm-graphexit(void)
struct _ onkey-t *kblist;
char ch;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write_horz str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?",79);
ch = getch 0);
while (! ((ch = 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write-honz-str(30,-210," Please type y or n" ,79);
ch = getch ();











case 'n':write-horz-str(-300,-210," 1, )
break;




chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keyz *
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *








/* PROGRAM : pq8.c
AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE •Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5,1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains ar exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".

















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;







void delay- (unsigned duration);






if (adapt == 'V')(
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);}
if (adapt == 'E'){
setMode(16);
cls(l);










drawRect(-309,2 10,3 10,-200, 11);
write-horz-str(-300,160," Determine if the graph in the following"













write-honzstr(-300,-70," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confirnugraph-exito;
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'N'))){
write-horz-str(0,-70," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = getch ();
if ((Ch == 'y') 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch = 'N'))
write-horz-str(0,-70," ",3 1);)
switch (Ch) I
case 'y' :write_horz-str(-30,-70,"y ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-90,"No, it doesn't have an Euler",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-1 10,"circuit, because there is no path",31);
write-honz-str(- 30,- 130, "that includes exactly once all the",3 1);
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write_horz_str(- 30,- 150, "edges of the graph and has the same',3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-170, "initial and terminal vertices. ",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz-str(-30,-70,' Y ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-90,"No, it doesn't have an Euler",3 1);
write_honz_str(-30,-1 1O,"circuit, because there is no path",3 1);
write_honz_str(-30,- 130, "that includes exactly once all the",3 1);
write-honz-str(- 30,4150, "edges of the graph and has the same',3 1);
write-honz-str(- 30,- 170, "initial and terminal vertices. ",3 1)
break;
case 'n :write-horz-str(-30,-70," n "3)
write_honz str(-30,-90,"No, it doesn't have an Euler",3 1);
write-honz-st(-30,-1 1O,"circuit, because there is no path",31);
write-honz_str(- 30,- 130, "that includes exactly once all the",3 1);
write-honz_str(- 30,- 150, "edges of the graph and has the sanie",3 1);
write-honz_str(- 30,-170, "initial and terminal vertices.",3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-horz-str(-30,-70,' N ",31);
write-honz_str(-30,-90,"No, it doesn't have an Euler",3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-1 1O,"circuit, because there is no path",3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-130,"that includes exactly once all the",3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-150,"edges of the graph and has the same",3 1);













tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WI-ITE,O);
tab = (width -33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);





kblist=chg-.rkey(NLL); /* hide any, :xsting hot keys *
if(-mouse&MS-CURS) mshidecuro;
write_horz -str(-300,-210,"Quit process, are yon sure (yln)?",79);
ch = getch 0;
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
write_horz str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)
ch = getch ();



















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */











DATE •Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED :Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".

















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH= 1;


































write-horz-str(-300,160," Determine if the graph in the following"
"Figure has an Hamiiltonian cycle. ",3 1);
drawLine (- 100, 100,- 120,30,1 1); /* AD *1,
drawLine (-120,30,-70,70,1 1); /* DC *
drawLine (-70,70,-130,70,1 1); /* CB *
drawLine (- 130,70,- 80,30,1 1); /* BE ~







write-honz-char(-100,120,65,3 1); 1* A *
write-honz-char(- 145,70,66,3 1); /* B *
write_honz-char(-65,70,67,3 1); /* C *
writejhor_char(- 135,30,68,3 1); 1* 0 *
write-honz-Char(-75.30,69,3 1); /* E *
write-honz-str(-300,-70," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confimmgraph-exito;
while (! ((Ch == 'y') I I (Ch == Wn) I I (Ch = 'Y') I I (Ch == 'N')))
write-horz_str(0,-70," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = getch 0);




case I'y':write horz-str(-30,-70," y ",3 1);
write--horz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Hamniltonian cycle,",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,-1 10," as well as an Euler circuit.",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,-130," Now press a key to see how.",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," Y ",31);
write-horz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Hamiiltonian cycle,",3 1);
write-horz--str(-30,-1 10," as well as an Euler circuit.",3 1);
write-horz-str(- 30,- 130, " Now press a key to see how. ",3 1);
break;
case 'n' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," n ",31);
write-honz_str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Hamiltonian cycle,",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-1 10," as well as an Euler circuit.",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-130, " Now press a key to see how. ",3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-horz str(-30,-70," N ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," Yes, it has an Hamiltonian cycle,",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-1 10," as well as an Euler circuit.",3 1);




drawLine (- 100, 100,- 120,30,28); 1* AD *
delay_(36);
drawL-ine (-120,30,-70,70,28); /* DC *
delay_3)
drawLine (-70,70,-i130,70,28); /* CB ~
delay_(36);
drawLine (-130,70,-80,30,28); /* BE ~
delay_(36);
drawLine (-80,30,-100,100,28); /* EA ~
write-honzstr(-30,-130," Namely, starting from vertex A,",3 1);
write-honzstr(-30,-150," and following the vertices D, C",31);











tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WrHT,O);
tab =(width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);





kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write-horzstr(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?",79);
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
write-horz-str(30,-2 10," Please type y or n",79);



















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
I
/
************* ************ ******* ******* *** *** *** **** ** **** ********
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */










/* PROGRAM : pqlO.c
AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED : Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "Paths and Circuits".
















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;












if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);











write-horz..str(-300,160," Determine if the graph in the following"


















write-horz-sr(-300,-70," Enter your choice as y or n --- >",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyo;
if(Ch==ESC) confimgaraph-exito;
while (! ((Ch = 'y') I I (Ch == Wn) I I (Ch == 'Y') I I (Ch == 'N')))
write_horz_str(0,-70," Please type y or n",3 1);
Ch = getch 0




case 'y':write horz-str(-30,-70," y ",31);
write_horz -str(-30,-90," No, it does not have an Hamiltonian",3 1);
write -horz-str(-30,-1 10," cycle, because there is no cycle",3 1);
write-honz-Str(-30,-130," that includes each vertex.",3 1);
break;
case 'Y' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," Y ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," No, it does not have an Hamiltoninrl",3 1);
write.-honz-str(-30,-1 10, " cycle, because there is no cycle",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-130,' that includes each vertex. ",3 1);
break;
case 'n' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," n ",1)
write-horz-str(-30,-90," No, it does not have an Hamiltonian",3 1);
write-honz_str(-30,-1 10," cycle, because there is no cycle",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-130," that includes each vertex.",3 1);
break;
case 'N' :write-horz-str(-30,-70," N ",31);
write-honz-str(-30,-90," No, it does not have an Hamiltonian",3 1);
write-honz-str(-30,-1 10," cycle, because there is no cycle",3 1);













tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WVHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);





kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecurC);
write-horz-str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch 0);
while (%(ch == 'y') 11 (ch ==n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))){
write-horz-str(30,-210," Please type y or n",79);
ch = getch 0);










case 'n':write-horz-str(-300,-210," "13 1);
break;





chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */













REVISED :Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTrION :This program contains the tutorial for the "coloring a graph."
MACHINE/COMPILER :This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo C com-
piler Version 2.0.








#if defined(TIJrLRBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M_186) && !definedL..ZTC_) 1* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) -bios-keybrd(a)
#define findfirst(a,b,c) _dosfindfirst( a,c ,b)
#define tindae.-t(a) _dosfindnext(a)
#define ffblk fid-t
#de fine ff-namne name







/* function prototypes */
static void addshadow (void);
static void confirm-quit (void);
static void disp-sure-msg (void);
static void donothing (void);
static void errorexit (int ermum);
static void move_window (int nsrow, int scol);
static void norma!_exit (void);
static void press-a key (int wrow);
static void quit-window (void);
static void restorecursor (void);
static void shortdelay (void);
static void size_window (int nerow,int necol);
static void example-3_22 (void);
static void example-3_23 (void);
static void exaniple_3_24 (void);
static vAd example_3_25 (void);
static void example_3_26 (void);
static void exarnple_3_27 (void);
static void example_3 28 (void);
static void example_3.29 (void);
static void thi 3 6 (void);
static void thin 3 7 (void);
static void WelshPowell (void);
static void defimition_3_15(void);
static void exercises (void);
static void coloring (void);








static void Pex_3_22 (void);
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static void Pex_3_23 (void);
static void Pex-_24 (void);
static void Pex_3_25 (void);
static void Pex_3_26 (void);
static void Pex_3_27 (void);
static void Pex_3_28 (void);
static void Pex_3_29 (void);







static void follow ing25 (void);
static void following26(void);
static void following27(void);
static void following28 (void);
static void following29(void);
static void followingthm_36(void);
/* miscellaneous global variables *
static int *sa;escm crow ccol;
static WINDOW w[1O];
static char ssan[1OI;
/* error message table *
static char *error-text[l=
NULL, /* errnum =0, no error *
NULL, /* ermum =1, windowing error ~
"Syntax: CXLDFMO [-switchesj'n4t"
-c =CGA snow elimination~n"
't-b BIOS screen writing'\n"
'j-m =force monochrome text attributes",
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"Memory allocation error"









/* this function pops open a window and confirms that the user really */
/* wants to quit the demo. If so, it terminates the demo program. */
/
static void confirmquit(void)
struct _onkey t *kblist:
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys */
if(mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
if(!wopen(9,26,13,55,0,WHITEIBROWN,WHITEIBROWN)) error exit( 1);
add_shadowQ;







chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
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/* this function is used as a dummy function for




/* this function handles abnormal termination. If it is passed an error code of 1, then */
/* it is a windowing system error. Otherwise the error meqsage is looked up in the */
/*error message table.
I





/* this function handles normal tennination. The original screen and cursor */









/* this function displays a pause message then pauses for a keypress *














/* this function is called by the pull-down menu demo anytimre *








liaidle=wopen( 14,41,1 7,70,O,YELLOWIRED,WH1TEL RED);




















/* attach [Pageup] to the definition_3_15 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef -3_-15,0);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the example_3_22 function ~
setonkey(W I 00,Pex_3_220O);
if((w[lI =wopen(6, 10,10,70,3 ,LCYANI_MAGENTA,WIH1TEI_MAGENTA ))0=)
error-exit( I);
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wtitle("[To color a graph] ",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWVN);
whelpcat(W..WINTITLE);
wputsw(" To color a graph means to assign a color to each vertex such"






wputsw(" When a graph G can be colored with n colors but not vith a"
"tsmaller number of colors, G3 is said to have chromatic number"





1* attach [Pageup] to the definition_3_15 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pdef_-3_15,0);

















1* attach [Pageup] to the example9322 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex322,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the examnple_24 function *
setonkey(0x51I00,Pex_3 240O);
if((w[l1 =wopen(20,42,24,77,3 ,LCYANI RED,WHITEIRED))==0O)
error_exit(1);
whelpcat(1-LWINTITrLE);












/* attach [Pageup] to the example323 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pex9323 ,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example_3_25 function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,Pex_3_25,0);
if((w[ 1 ]=wopen(9, 10,15,70,3 ,LCYANIMAGENTA,WI-ITEINMGENTA))==0)
error-exit(l);
wtitle(" [Example 3.24]" ,TCENTER, LGREYIBROW~N);
whelpcat(H-WINTITLE);
w1 )utsw(" The complete graph Kn withi ., vcrtices can be ciored using"
tn colors. But since every vertex is adjacent to every other"
"vertex, a smaller number of colors will not work. Thus, Ku"





/* a-tach [Pageup] to the example324 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_24,0);
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/* attach [Pageupi to the example325 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_25,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the thin_-3_-6 function *
setonkey(0x5 Il00,Pthin_3_6,0);















/* attach [Pageupi to the example326 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex -326,O);

















/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_3_-6 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pthn3_6,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the theorem_3_7 function *
setoixkey(0x5IlO,Pthm_3_7,0);
if((w[l I )=wopen(20,42,24,77 ,3 ,LCYAN1_BLUEWHIT'FlBLUE))==0O)
error_exit( I);
whelpcat(H-WINTITLE);












/* attach [Pageup] to the example-3-27 function */
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_27,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example_3_28 function */
setonkey(0x5 100,Pex_3_28,0);
if((w[ I ]=wopen(5,10,10,70,3 ,LCYANIMAGENTA,WHITEI_MAGENTA ))==0)
errorexit(l);
wtitle(" [Theorem 3.7]" ,TCENTER ,_LGREYIBROWN );
whelpcat(HJWINTITLE);
wputsw(" For a graph G, the chromatic number of G cannot exceed one"




wtitle("[Proof of Theorem 3.7]",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" Let K be maximum of the degrees of the vertices of G. We"
"will show that G can be colored using k+1 colors CO,...,Ck."
"First a vertex V is selected and the color CO is assigned to"
"it. Next some other vertex W is picked. Since there are at"
"most k vertices adjacent to W and there are at least k+l"
"colors available to choose from, there is at least one color"
"(possibly many) that has not been used on a vertex adjacent"
"to W. Choose such a color. This process can be continued"






void foll owing28 (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_3_7 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pthm_3_7,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the Welsh_-Powell function ~
setonkey(0x5 I 00,PWelsh_Powell ,O);
if((w[ 1 =wopen(20,42,24,77,3 ,LCYAN I_OREEN,WHITEIGREEN))0O)
error-exit( 1);
whelpcat(HWlNTITLE);










void Wel shPowell (void)
0 415
/* attach [Pageupi to the example328 function ~
setonkey(0x4900,Pex_3_28,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exainple_3 _29 function *
setonkey(0x5 I100,Pex_3_29,0);
if((w( Ij=wopen( 1,2,5,74,3 ,LCYANIMAGENTA ,WH1TEIMAGENTA ))=0O)
error exit( I);
wtitle("[Welsli and Powell AlgorithrnJ",TCENTER, LGREYIBROWvN);
whelpcat(HWNT1'lLE);
wputsw(" This algorithmn gives a coloring of a graph by labeling the"
"1vertices according to their degrees.");
pressakey(2);
if((w[2J=wopen(6,2, 11,74,3 ,LCYANICYAN,WH1TEI_CYAN) )0=)
error-exit( 1);
wtitle("[Step 1 J",TCENTER, LGREYIBROWN);
whelpcat(H-WINTLTLE);
wputsw(" (label the vertices by degree). Label the vertices V1, V2,"
..... Vn such that deg(V I) >= deg(V2) >= .. deg(Vn).(Ties'
pressakey(3);
if((w[31=wopen( 11,2,1 7,74,3,LCYANI BLUE,WHIITEI_B LUE))==0) error-exit( 1).
wtitle("IIStep 2]" ,TCENTER_-LGREYtBROWN);
whelpcat(HVInT1LE);
wputsw(" (color first uncolored vertex and uncolored vertices adjacent"
"to it). Assign an unused color to the first uncolored vertex"
in the list of vertices. Go through the list of vertices in"
"order, assigning this new color to any vertex not adjacent to"
any other vertex with this color.");
pressacey(4);
if((w[4J=wopen( 17,2,21,74,3 ,LCYANI_LGREY WI-IITEILGREY)=O
error_ex it( 1);
wtitle( "[Step 3 J",TCENTER_-LGREYIBROWN ),
whelpcat(fIWIN~iTLE);
wputsw(" (graph colored?). If some of the vertices are uncolored, then"
return to step 2.");
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pressakey(2);




wputsw(" (done). A coloring of the graph has been constructed.");




/* attach [Pageupi to the Welsh_-Powell function ~
setonkey(0x4900,PWelshPowel,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise 1 function ~
setonkey(0x5 IlO,Pexercise 1,O);
if((w[ I =wopen(20,42,24 ,77,3 ,LCYANICYAN,WH1TEL-CYAN))==O)
error exit( 1);
whelpcat(H-WINTITLE);











void exercise 1 (void)
register int *scm;
/* attach [Pageupi to the example329 function*
setonkey(0x490(,Pex_329,O);















/* attach [Pageup] to the exercise 1 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise 1,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise3 function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,Pexercise3 ,0);
if((scrn=ssaveO)==NULL) error-exit(3);
if((w[ I]=wopen(20,42,24,77,3 ,MAGENTAIBLUE,WHITEIB L UE))=0-)
error-exit(1);
whelpcat(-WINTITLE);








/* attach IlPageup] to the exercise2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise2,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercise4 function *
setonkey(0x5 I0O,Pexercise4,0);













/* attach [Pageup] to the exercise3 function *
setonkey(0x4900,Pexercise3,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the normal -exit ~
setonkey(0x5 I O,normnal-exit,O);










/* this routine calls example 3_22 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *





/* this routine calls example9323 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *




/* this routine calls example-3_24 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *




/4. this routine calls example9_-25 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown ~





//* this routine calls example_3_26 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */
/





/* this routine calls example_3_27 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls example_3_28 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */







/* this routine calls example_3_29 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine calls theorem_3_6 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls theorem_3_7 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls definition_3_15 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls WelshPowell routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine calls exercise 1 routine whenever Pageup or */






/* this routine calls exercise2 routine whenever Pageup or */







/* this routine calls exercise3 routine whenever Pageup or */






/* this routine calls exercise4 routine whenever Pageup or */



















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;












if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox12);
cls(1);














drawLine (- 100,70,-150,30,1 1);
drawLine (-150,30,-150,-30,1 1);
























write-horz_char (-1 10,85,65,3 1); /* A*/
write_horz-char (-160,30,66,31); /* B *
writc--horz_char (160,-30,67,3 1); /* C ~
write-horz_char (1 10,-70,68,3 1); /* D ~
write-honz-char (-45,-30,69,3 1); /* E ~
write__honzchar (-45,30,70,3 1); /* F *I
write_honz-char (90,85,65,20); /* A*~/
write_honz-char (40,30,66,18); /* B ~
write_honz_char (40,-30,67,20); /* C *
write_honz.char (90,-70,68,18); /* D ~
write_honz_char (155,-30,69,20); 1* E *
write_honz-char (155,30,70,18); /* F */
write-horzstr(- 120,-90, "Figure (a)",3 1);
write horzstr(80,-90, "Figure (b)",3 1);
write horzstr(-300,180, "The graph in Figure (a) has chromatic"
" number 2 since the vertices A, C",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,160,"and E can be colored with one"
'color (red) and the other three vertices" ,3 1);
write horzstr(- 300,140, "with a second color (green)"
Vas shown in Figure (b). In general, if ',3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,120,"a cycle has even number of vertices"










tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonikey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
if(_mouse&MS-CURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(- 80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",3 1);
ch = getch ();
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
write_horz-str(-80,190," Please type y or n",3 1);

















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */






















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;
unsigned long int PATTERN--OxFFFFFFFF;
double aspect;
* FUNCTION DEFINITIONS *
void wait(char title[]);























LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,2 10,31 0,-200, 1);
drawLine (-100,70,-150,30,1 1);





















write-horz,-char (- 110, 85,65,3 1); /* A/
write-honz-char (-160,30,66,31); /* B *
write-honz-char (-160,-30,67,3 1); 1* C *
write-honz-char (-45,-30,68,3 1); /* D ~
write-honz_char (-45,30,69,3 1); 1* E ~
write-honz-char (90,85,65,20); /* A *
write-honz-char (40,30,66,18); /* B *
write-honz-char (40,-30,67,20); /* C *
write-honz-char (155,-30,68,18); /* D *
write-honz-char (155,30,69,30); /* E *
write-honz-str(- 120,-5O, "Figure (a)",31I);
write-honz-str(80,-50, "Figure (b)",31I);
write-honz-str(- 300,-70, "When a cycle has odd number of'
432
vertices, such as that in Figure (a)",31);
write.horzstr(-300,-90,"then 3 colors must be used. If"
"we try to alternate colors with the color",31);
writejhorzstr(-300,-1 10,"red assigned to vertices A"
"and C, then it is not possible to use",3 1);
write_horzstr(-300,-130,"either red or green for E. Using"
"three colors to color a cycle with an odd",3 1);
writejhorzstr(-300,-150,"number of vertices is illustrated"
"in the Figure above.",3 1);
wait(" Example 3.23 ");
/
void openjmatrix-paren(int xl,int yl,int x2,int y2,int color){
extern unsigned long int PATrERN;
drawLine (xl ,yl,xl+5,yl,color);
drawLine (xl ,yl,xl,y2,color);
drawLine (x ,y2,x 1+5,y2,color);
drawLine (x2 ,yl,x2-5,yl,color);














tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL);, /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?',3 1);
ch = getch 0);
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch = 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))){
write_honz-str(-80,190, t Please type y or n",3 1);

















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */)
/
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */
























GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH= 1;




static void example_3_25 (void);







if (adapt == 'V')
sefflode(Ox 12;
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);










drawLine (1 10,40,-150,20,1 1);
437
drawLine (1 10,40,-l 10,0,11);
drawLine (1 10,40,-70,20,1 1);
drawLine (-70,20,-70,-10,1 1);
drawLine (-1 10,0,- 150,-40,1 1);
aspect = 1.0;
fllOval(- lO,70,3,16,aspect);



















write-horz-char (-120,55,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horz-char (- 160,20,67,3 1); 1* C ~
write-horz-char (-65,20,68,3 1); /* D ~
write-horz-char (-65,-10,69,3 1); /* E *
write-horz-char (-105,0,70,3 1); /* F ~
write-horz-char (- 145,-40,71,3 1); /* G *
write-honz-char (90,85,65,20); /* A ~
write_honz_char (80,55,66,18); /* B ~
438
writechonz char (40,20,67,20); /* C ~
write-honz-char (135,20,68,20); /* D ~
write-honz-char (135,-10,69,18); /* E *
write-honz-char (95,0,70,20); /* F *1
write-honz-char (55,-40,71,18); /* G ~
write -honz-str(-130,-70,"Figure (a)",31);
writiehonz-str(80,-70, "Figure (b)",3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,160, "The graph in the following figure"
fcan be colored with two colors as",3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,140,"indicated in Figure (b).",3 1);
wait(" Example 3.25 )
.void open-matrix-paren(int xl,int yl,int x2,int y2,int color)
extern unsigned long int PATTERN;
drawl-ine (xl ,yl,xl+5,yl,color);













tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WH1TE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horzstr(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/ni)?",3 1);
ch = getch 0);
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write-horz-str(-80,190," Please type y or n",3 1);

















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
I
/
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */























GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;




static void example_326 (void);










if (adapt == 'E')
seMode(16);
cls(1);










drawLine(- 150,100,150, 100,1 1);
443
drawLine( 150,100,- 150,0,1 1);
drawLine(- 150,0,150,0,11);
drawLine( 150,0,- 150,- 100,11);








write,_honz-char(- 165,100,65,3 1); /* A *
writejhonz char(1 55,100,68,3 1); /* D *
write-horz-char(- 165,0,66,3 1); /* B *
write-horz-char(1 55,0,69,3 1); /
write-honz-char(- 165,-100,67,3 1); /* C *
write-horz-char(1 55,-100,70,3 1); /* F *
write-honz_str(-300,180, "The graph in the following figure"
" has chromatic number 2 since the",3 1);
write_honz_str(-300,160, "vertices on the left can be colorcl"
" with one color and the vertices",3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,140,"on the right can be colored with a"
second. ",3 1);
wait(" Example 3.26")
void open-matrix-paren(int xl ,int y l,int x2,int y2,int color)














tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WVlTE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); f* hide any existing hot keys ~
iff mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz..str(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",3 1);
ch = getch ();
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch ='N')))
write-horz-str(-80,190," Please type y or n" ,3 1);


















chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */










/* PROGRAM : thm3_6.c
AUTHOR : Yavuz BAS
DATE :Feb. 4,1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains a theorem about the "Coloring a
Graph".
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH=1;






static void thin_3_-6 (void);
static void thin_3_-6cont (void);







if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
IS
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(1);








/* attach [Pageup] to the thin_3_6 function *
setonkey(0x4900,thm_3_6,0);
/* ata.h [Pagedown] to the thin_3_6cont function *
setonkey(0x5 10,thni-3 -6cont,0);










drawArc (0,- 100, 100,900,1100,11 ,aspect);
drawArc (0,- 100, 100, 1200,1350,1 1,aspect);
drawArc (0,- 100, 100, 1420,1520,11 ,aspect);
drawArc (0,- 100, 100, 1580,1620,11 ,aspect);








wi~W~k$JLha(0,20,86,3 1); /* V ~








write_horzchar(-60,-50,63,31); /* ? */
write_horzstr(-300,190,"A graph G has no cycle of odd length"
"if and only if G can be colored",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,170,"with two colors.",31);
writehorzstr(-300,150,"Proof.",21);
writehorz_str(-250,150,"Let's assume that G has no cycles of'
"odd length. A vertex V is",31);
writehorzstr(-300,130,"selected and the color red is assigned to it."
"Then to each vertex adjacent",31);
writehorzstr(-300,1 10,"to V the color green is assigned. Now the"
"vertices adjacent to the recently",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,90,"colored green vertices are assigned the"
"color red. Can one of these red",31);
write_horzstr(-300,70,"vertices, say W, be adjacent to the vertex"
"V, which also has color red?",31);
writehorzstr(-300,50,"The diagram in the following Figure"





/* attach [Pageup] to the thm_3_6 function *
setonkey(0x4900,thm -3__6,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the dimn_3_6cont2 function *
setonkey(0x5 100,thm_-3_6cont2,0);
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);







drawLine(- 50,- 100,0,- 150,1 1);





















write-horzstr(- 110,- 160,"green", 18);
write-horz_str(- 10,- 160, "green", 18);
write-horz-str(40,-160,"green",l 8);
writehorzstr(90,-160,"green",18);
writehorzstr(-300,190,"We see that if V and W were adjacent"
", then there would be a cycle of length",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,170,"3. In a similar fashion, any"
"other vertex just colored red is not adjacent",3 1);
wntehorzstr(-300,150,"to any other with color"
"red, for otherwise there would be a cycle of odd",31);
writehorzstr(-300,130,"length. Next the vertices which are"
" adjacent to those just colored red are",3 1);
wntehorzstr(-300,1 10,"assigned the color green. Again"
"if any two vertices colored green were",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,90,"adjacent, then there would be a"
"cycle of odd length. Continue by coloring",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,70,"red the vertices adjacent those"
"colored green vertices. As before none of',3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,50,"these newly colored vertices can be"
"adjacent to a previously colored red",3 1);
writehorzstr(-300,30,"vertex. This process is repeated"
" until there are no uncolored vertices",31);





/* attach [Pageup] to the thrn_3_6cont function *
setonkey(0x4900,thm9...6cont,O);,
1* attach [Pagedown] to the normal_jexit function *
setonkey(0x5 100,norrnialexit,0);








drawLine(- 50,- 100,-i 00,- 150,1 1);
drawLine(-50,- 100,0,- 150,1 1);














write. hoz_char(1O, 15,86,3 1); /* V/
write-honz str(10,0,"zr~d",20);
write-honz-str(- 15,-50,"green", 18);




write-honz-str(- 110,- 160,"green", 18);
write-honzstr(- 10,- 160,"green", 18);
wite-honz-str(40,-160,"green", 18);
write-honz-str(90,-160,"green", 18);
write-honz-str(-300,170,"If the graph is not connected"
", then there will be vertices",3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,150, "that are not adjacent to any of the"
"tcolored vertices and hence are" ,31);
write-honz-str(-300,130, "uncolored. For these vertices the"
"tabove process is repeated again ",3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,1 1O,"using the colors red and blue."
" Eventually all the vI- 4Aices can be",3 1);









tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,0);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
454
gotoxy(tab,line);




struct _ onkeyj *kblist;
char ch;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,-210,"Quit process, are you sure (yln)?",79);
ch = getch 0);
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch:-'n') 11 (ch ='Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write-honz-str(30,-2 10," Please type y or n",79);







case 'n':write-horzstr(-300,-210," ",3 1);
break;




chgonkey(kblist); I* restore any hidden hot keys *
455
/* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor */























GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt,
mit color = 2;
hnt LINEWIDTH=1;
unsigned long int PATTERN=OxFFFFFFFF;
double aspect;
FUNCTION DEFINITIONS
void wait(char titlel I).
static void exmaiple_3 27 (void);
static void confinngraph-exit(void t;






if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1);
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
Cls(1)










(Irawl-ife( - 1 50,0,-50,0, 11),
(IrawLifle(-1I50,0,-1 90,-80,J 1):

















drawLinie( I 00,-80,1I50,-80, 11);
draw Line (100,-40,150,-40,1 1);
drawLine( I 50,0,150,-80, 11);
fillOval (5 0.0,3,1 8,aspect);
fill OvaI 150,0,3,1 8,aspect),
fiIIOv a1(50,-80.3,20, aspect);
fillOval(1 0,0,3,20,aspect);
fillOval( I 00, -80,3 ,20, aspect);
filOval( I 50,-80,3,1 8,aspect);
fillOva(I 100, 40,3,1 8, aspect);
f illOval( lSO,-4 0.3,20,aspect);
wr-ite-horz-char(-45,0,65,3 1); /* A *
write-horz-char(-J 110.-40,66,3 1); /* D *
write-lhorz-chiar(-110,-80,68,3 1)., /* B *
write-horz-char(- 160,-80,69,3 1 ); * E *
writeIiorz -char(-4 5,40.67.3 1); /* C *
writehorz-char(-I160,0370.3 1)- /* F ~
write-fiorz-cliar(-45,-80,71.3 1): /* G *
write-horz-char- 1I00, 15,86.3 1, /* V *
459
write-horz-char(1 55,0,65,18); /* A *
write-honz-char(90,-40,66,l 8); /* D *
write-honz-char(90,-80,68,20); /* B *
write-honz-char(40,-80,69,20); 1* E *
write-honz-char(155,-40,67,20); 1* C *
write-honzchar(40,O,70,18); /* F *
write-horz-chiar(155,-80,71,18); /* G *
write-lhonzchiar(100,15,86,20); 1* V *
write hion str(-300,180, "The coloring process is started by"
"tselecting a vertex V and coloring" ,3 1);
write hiorz str(-300,160,"it red. Then since, F, B, and A are"
" the vertices adjacent toYV, the",3 I);
write hon -str(- 300,140, "color green is assigned to them. Tile"
"tuncolored vertices adjacent to the",3 1);
wri te hon -str(- 300,120, "green colored vertices are C, D, and E
"and so the color red is assigned",3 1);
write hon -str(-300, I OO,"to themn. Finally the vertex G is an"
"uncolored vertex adjacent to red",3 1);














tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line);






kblist=chgonkey(NLILL); 1* hide any existing hot keys *
if(inouse&MS_CURS) inshidecuro;
wr-ite-lhorz-str(-80.210,"Quit process, are you sure (yin)?" ,31);
cli = getch (0;
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == Wn) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (cli 'N')))
write hiorz str(-80,190,' Please type y or n",3 1);
















cligonkey(kbist), /* restore any hidden hot keys *
461
/* this function handles normal termnination. The original screen and cursor *





















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt,
bit color = 2:
int LINEWIDTH=1;
unsigned long hit PATIERN=OxFFFFFFFF;
double aspect,
FUNCTION DEFINITIONS
**** ** **** ****** ***** ***** *** ** **** **** ********
void waitqchar title[]);
static void exaiple_3_28 (void);
static void confirm-graph exit(void);









if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16),
cls(I ):





static void e x arple3_28 (void)










fillOval(- 150,- 100,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval(-50,- 100,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(50,-1 00,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval( 1 50,-100,3,1 6, aspect);
write-lhorz str(-300,1I80,"Tlie procedure described in theorem"
" 3.7 may use more colors than are",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,160, "really necessary. The graph in the"
" following Figure has a vertex of %3 1);
wr-ite-lhorz str(-300,140,"degree 4, which is the maximum degree"
"and so by theorem 3.7 can be",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,120, "colored using 1 + 4 = 5 colors."
" However, we have already seen that",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,lI00,"it can be colored using two colors. ",3 1);
wait(" Example 3.28")
voidI open-natrixparen(int xl,int yl,int x2,int y2,int color)




drawL-ine (x2 .ylI.x2-5,yl .color);










tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,OX;
writString( title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2-!
gotoxy(tab.line);






kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecur(O;
write_hor7._str(-80,2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",3 1);
cli = getch 0;
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch =='Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write horz str(-80,190,' Please type y or n",3 I);

















chigonkey(kblist); 1* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles nonnal termination. The origial screen and cursor





















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt;
bit color = 2:
hit LINEWIDTH=1;





void wait(char title [])-
static void example-3_29 (void);
static void ex3_29cont (void);
static void ex 3 29cont2 (void);








if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
Cls(1):
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode(16).,







/* attach IPageupi to the exainple329 function *
setonikev(07.4900.exar-nple-3-29.0):
/* attach fWagedownj to the ex3_-29cont function ~
setonkey(0x5 I 00.ex3_29cont .0):
469
LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(1);
drawRect(-309,210,3 10,-200,1 1);
draw~ine(-100,-50,-150,-I00,1 1); /* AE *
drawLine(-150,-100,-150,-150,1 1); /* ED */
drawLine(- 150,-150,-50,-150,1 1); /* DC *
drawLine(-50,-150,-40,-100,1 1); 1* CB ~
drawLine(-40,-100,-100,-50,1 1); /* BA *
drawLine(- 100,-50,-100,-125,1 1); /* AG *
drawLine(- 100,-I 100,-I1 50,-l100.11I); /* FE ~
dr-awl-ine(- 00,- 00,-150,-150,1 1); /* FD *
aspect = 1.0.
filOval(- 100,-50,3,16,aspect);
fillOval(- 1 50,- 100,3,16,aspect);
fWlOval(- 1 50,-I 50,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-50.- 150,3, 16,aspect);
filOval(-40,- 100,3,16.aspect):.
fillOval(- 100,I 25,3, 16,aspect);
fEUOval(- 100,-I100,3, 16,aspect);
write-horz str(- 1 30,-1 65, "Figure (a)",3 1);
write-horz-char(- 'A00,-30,65,3 1); 1* A *
write-horz-char(-35,-100,66,3 1); /* B *
wr-ite-lhorz-char(-45,-150,67,3 1); /* C *
write-horz-char(- 165,-150,68,3 1); /* D *
write-horz-cliar(- 165,-100,69,3 1); /* E ~
write-horz-char(-95,-100,70,3 1); /* F ~
write-lhorz-char(-95,-125,71,3 1); /* G *
(Ira wlie(100,-50,50,- 100,11); /* AE *
drawl-ie(50,-100,50,-150.1I1); /* ED *
drawl-iie(50,-150,150,-150,1 1); /* DC *
(Irawl-ine( 150,-15O, 160,-100, 11); /* CB *
470
drawLine( I 60,-100,1 00,-50,1 1); f* BA *
drawLine(100,-50,100,-125,1 1); /* AG *
(trawl-ine(100,-100,50,-100,1 1); /* FE *




fillOval( I 60.-10,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(I 61002,3, 16, aspect);
fillOval( I 00,- 100,3,1I6,aspect);
write-horzchar(1 00,-30,86,3 1); /* V *
write-horzchar(107,-35,50,31); /* 2 *
write-horzchar(1 65,-100,86,3 1); /* V *
write-horzchar(1 72,-105,53,3 1); /* 5 *
write-horz-char(1 55,-150,86,3 1); /* V *
write-lhorz-clar(162,-155,54,31); /* 6 *
write-horzchar(35,150,86,3 1); /* V *
write-lhorz-cha(42,-155,52,3 1); 1* 4*
w rite-Ihor-zchar(3 2.-100,8 6,3 1); /* V *
write-lhorzchar(39,-105,51,31); 1* 3 *
write-horzchar(1 05,-100,86,3 1); /* V *
write-horz char(1 12,-105,49,3 1); /* I *
write-horz-char(1 05,-125,86,3 1); 1* V *
write-horz-char(I 12,-130.55,3 1); /* 7 *
write-horz str(70,- 65, "Figure (b)",3 1);
writeIiorz-str(- 300.200, "For the graph in Figure (a) vertex"
"F has the largest degree, narnely, 1,",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300, 180, "and so F is given the label VI. Vertices"
" A, D, and E have degree 3 and so",3 1);
write-horz_st r(-300,160, "are assigned labels V2, V3, and V4 in"
"1somne randomn manner. Likewise,",3 1);
w rite-horz_st r(- 300,140, "vert ices B and C with degree 2 are"
A71
" assigned labels V5 mad V6. Vertex G",31);
writehorz_str(-300,120,"is the only remaining vertex and is"
" assigned V7. This is shown in Figure (b).",31);
write_horz_str(-300,100," The adjacency list form of'
"representation is very convenient to use with",31 );
writeliorzstr(-300,8Q,"the Welsh and Powell algorithm."
" For the graph in Figure (b), the adjacency",3 1);
writehorz_str(-300,60,"list representation is given next.",31);
wait("...);
ex3_29conto;
stitlic ".'hid e70-20_ow ,id,
/* attach [Pageup] to the example3_29 function */
setonkey(0x4900,exarple-3-29,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the ex3_29cont function */




drawLine(- 100,-50.-150,- 100,11); /* AE */
drawLine(-150,-00,-150,-150,11); /* ED */
drawLine(- 150,-150,-50,-150,11 ); /* DC *
dr-awLhine(-50,-150,-40,-100,11I); /* CB *
drawLine(-40-00-1()00,-50, 11 1: /* BA */
drawLine(- 100.-50,-100.-125,11); /* AG */
drawLine(-100,-100,-150,-100,11); /* FE */





fi]1lv al(- 1 50,- 150,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval(-50.- 150,3,16,aspect);
fdlOval(-40.- 100,3, 16,aspect);
fiIOval(- 100,-i1 25,3,1 6,aspect);
filOval(- 100,-I 00.3,1 6,aspect);
write-liorz-str(- 130,- 165, "Figure (a)",31);
write-horzchar(- 100,-30,65,3l)1 /* A ~
wr-ite-lhorzcha~r(-35,-100,66,31)I /* B ~
wr-ite-lhorz-char-(-45,-150,67,3l1); /* C *
write-horz cliar(- 165,-150,68, 3 I); /* D *
write-horz-char(- 165,-100,69,3l1); /* E ~
wr-ite-liorz-char(-95,-100,70,3l1); /* F *
wr-ite-honz-char(-95,-125,71,3l), /* G '
(lraw Linle(5 0.-100,50.-150,111); /* ED *
diraw Line (5 0.4150,150.-15 0,11); /* DC *
draw.NLinie(150.-150,160,-100,ll1); /* GB *
dravl-ine( 160,-100,1I00,-50,1 1); /* BA *
clrawLine(l 00.--5 0,100,- 125,1 1); /* AG *
drawLine(1 00,- 100,50,- 100,11); /* FE *
drawl-ine(1 00,100,50,-150,1 1); 1* FD *
fiiI10val(l0,-5 0,3,16, aspect);
fillIOvalI(50.- 100,3,1 6,aspeco ;
filIOval( 5 0-150,3,1 6, aspect);
fill OvaI( I 0(),- 1 25,3,1 6,aspect);
fiIIOvaI( I 00.-I1 00,3.1 6.a-
473
write-horz-char(tO0.-30,863I1); /* V *
write horz char(107,-35,5O,3l1); /* 2 ~
write horz char(1 65,-100,8 6,3l)1 /* V *
write-lhorzchar(1 72,-105,53,3 1) 1*5 *
write-horz-char(155,-150,86,3l1); /* V ~
write-horz-char(1 62,-155,5 4 ,3l1); /* 6 *
write-horz-char(35,-150,86,31); 1* V ~
write horz char(42,-155,5 2 ,3 1); /* 4 *
write horz char(32,-100,86,31); /* V *
write horz char(39,-105,5l,3 1); /* 3 *
write horz car(105,-IO0, 8 6 ,3 l); /* V *
write horz cliar(1 12,-105,49,3 1); /* 1I*
write-horzchar(1 05,-125,86,3I1), /* V *
write-horz-char(1 12,-130,55,3 1); /* 7
w ri te_hiorz- str(70,-165, "Figure (b)",3 1);
write_horz str(-50,150,"V :V V ,V IN,,, 1); /***********
write -horz -char(-43,145,49,1 1); /* VI:V2,V3,V4,V7 *
write-horz char(- 18,145,50,11)MI,*
write horz char(7,145,5 1,11);
write horz char(32. 145,52,11)-.
write-horz char(57 ,145,55,il1);
write_liorz str(-50,130,"V :V ,V,V",l 1);
write -horz -char(-43,1 25,50,1 1); /* V2:V1 ,V3,V5 *
write_11017_-char(- 18, 125,49,11) **
write -hlorz-car(7,125,5l1,ll);
wrijteioi-z char(32, 125,53,1 1);
write_hiorz_str(-50,1 10,"V :V .V )V",1 1);
write -liorz -cliar(-43,105,5 1,1 1); /* V3:Vl ,V2,V4 ~
writeI orz -char(- 18,105,49,l1);**
write horz-char(7,105,50,1 I);/**
write -hot7 _char(3 2,t05,52,1lI)-
474
write-Ihorz str-(-50,90,"V N ,V ,V",l 1); f~
write-horzchar(-43,85,52,1 1); /* V4:VI ,V3,V6 *
write.-horz char(- 18,85,49,1 1); *
write-horzchar(7,85,5 1,11);
write-horz clar(32,85,54,1 1);
write-horz str(-50,70O,'V :V ,V',1 1);
write-horz chiar(-43,65,53,I 1). 1* V5:V2,V6 *
write-horzchar(- 18,65,50,11);1
write-horzchar(7,65,54,1 1);
write-lhorz_ str(-50,50,"V :V ,V", 11);
write-horz-chaf(-43,45,54,1 1); 1* V6:V4.V5 *
write-horzchar(- 18,45,5 2,11);
write-horz chm(7.45,53,1 1);
wvrite_horz _str(-50,30,"V NV", 11);
write-horz chiar(-43.25,55.1 1); /* V7:V1 *




/* attach Irageup] to the ex3_29cont function *
setonikey(0x4900.,ex3_29cont,O);
/* attach [Pageclown] to the ex_3_-29cont3 function *
setonkey(0x 5 1 00,ex_3_29cont3,0);




drawLiiie(-I- 100,,450,-ISO0,11); /* E*
drawLine(- 150,-100,-15,-15, 11); /* ED*
drawLine(-5O,-150,- 4O,-lO,lI1); 1* CB ~
,drawLine(-40,-1 00,-I 00,-5O, 11); /* BA *
drawLine(- 100,-5O,- 100,- 125,11); /* AG *
clrawLine(- 100,- 100,-1 50,-l 00,11); /* FE ~







fillOval(- 100,- 125,3, 16,aspect);
filOval(- 100,-i1 00,3,1 6,aspect).,
write_hiorz str(- 13 0,-465, "Figure (a)" ,31);
write -hoz -char(- 100,-30,65,3 1I); /* A ~
writeIiorz-char(-35-OO,66,3 1 ); /* B *
write-lhorz-cha-(-45,-lSO,67,3l1); /* C *
write -horz cliar(-165,-lSO,68,3 1); /* D *
write -horz -cliar(-165,-1OO,69,3 I); 1* E *
write -horz -char(-95,-100,70,3l1); /* F *
write-horz-char(-95,-125,71,3 1); /* G ~
drawLine(1 00, -50.4.-00,1 1); /* AE *
draw~ie(50,-100,5O,-51SO1); /* ED *
(Irawl-irie(50-150.150.-lSO,I 1); /* DC *
drawLinet 160.-100,100,- 5 0.11), I"' BA *
drawLitne(100,- 150,0,1~ I); /* AGE*







fillOval( 100,-i1 25,3,1 6,aspect);
fillOval( 100.- 1 00,3,1 6,aspect);
write-lhorz-char(1 00,-30,86,3 1); /* V *
write_horzchar(1.07,-35,50,3 1); 1* 2 *
write-horz-char(1 65,-100,86,3 1); 1* V *
write_horzchar(1 72,-105,53,3 1); f* 5 *
wr-ite-lhorz-cha(155,-150,86,31); /* V *
write_horzchar(162,-155,54,31); /* 6 *
write-honz-char(35,-150,86,31I); /* V *
write_horzchar(42,-155,52,3 1); 1* 4
write_horzchar(32-,-100,86,3 1); /* V *
write-horz char(39,105,51,3 1); /* 3*
write_horzcrhar(1 05,-100,86,3 1); /* V *
write-horz char(1 12,-105,49,3 1); 1* 1I*
write-horz-char(1 05,-125,86,3 1); 1* V *
wite-horz-char( 12,-130,55,3 1); /* 7*
write-lhorz-str(70,- 165 ,"Figur-e (be'",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,200,"In the Welsh and Powell algorithmi"
1the first uncolored vertex in the list",3 1);
write_horz str(-300,180,"V I, is given the color red. Then we go"
"downi the list looking for the",31);
write_hiorz str(- 300,160, "next vertex which is not adjacent to Vi"
"that is, for the lowest" ,31);
write-lhorz-str(-300,140,"niuniber-ed vertex that is not in the list"
" folowing VI. This is the vertex V5",31);
write _honrz_st r(- 300,1 20,"which is assigned the color red. We"
"1continue down the list looking for the ",3 1)
wr-ite_hion-_str(-300.l00,"next vertex which is adjacent to neither'
"VI nor V5. Since there are none. we ",3 1~
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write_horz str(-300,80,"go back to the top of the list and find"
"the first uncolored vertex, which is'*,3 I);0
write_horz str(-300,60,"V2, and assign it the color gret-n. Iien"
" the next uncolored vertex is found",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,40,"which is not adjacent to V2. This"
" is V4 and it is given the color" ,3 1);
write-horz str(- 300,20, "green. Continuing in this same manner"
twe find that V7 is the next" ,3 1);
write_hiorz str(-3 00,0, "uncolored vertex adjacent to necither"
"V2 nor V4, and so V7 is assigned",3 1);
ex_3_29cvnt3O:-
static void ex_3_29cont3(void)
/* attach [Pageupi to the ex_3_29cont2 function *
seton)ikey(0x4900,ex_3_29cont2,0).,





drawl-ine(- 150,4100,-150,150,11); /* ED ~
drw-n( 150,- ! 50,-50,-150.J1) /* DC *
dlraw Line(- 5 0,150.-40, 100,1 1); 1* CB ~
drawLine(-40,- (00,-I0O,-50,l1 ); /* BA ~




filOval(- 15(.',- 100,3, 1 6,aspect):,
filOval(- 150,-I 50,3.1 6,aspect);
fiUlOval(-50.-150,3. 16,aspect);
filI10val(-40,- 00,3, 16,aspect);
fillOval(- 100,-I1 25,3,1 6,aspect);
fiIIOval(- 100,-I1 00,3.1 6,aspect);
write-honz_str(-130.-I6SP"Figure (a)",3 1);
write-horz-char(- 100,-30,65,3 1 ); /* A *
wr-ite-hor-z-char(-35,-J00.66,3JI); /* B *
write-lhorz-chiar--45.-150,67,3 I1); /* C *
writeIlorz char(- 165,-150,68,3 1); I* D *
writeIwrz-cliar(- 165,-100,69,3 1); /* E ~
write-hoz_Cliar(-95,-100,70,31I); /* F ~
wr-ite-lhor_chair(-95,-125,71,3 1), /* G *
(Irawl-ine(I 00,-50,50,- 00,11); /* AE *
drawLine(50,-100,50.150,1 1); /* ED *
drawlnhie(50.-150,150,4150,1I).- /* DC *
draw~le(150,-150,160,-100,1 1), 1* CB *
drawl-ine( 160,-I100, 100,-50,1 1); /* BA *
dx-awie(I00,-50,100,.125,11); /* AG *
dItawl-rne(1I00,-I00,50,-I00,I 1); /* FE *
dr!,wLinie(I0,-100,50,-150,11j) /* FD *
fiIIOvaI 00,5-0.3. 1 6aspect);
filOvaI(50.-100.3,16,aspect).
fillIOvalI(5 0.45 10,16 aspect),
fill~va(I 50-lSO,316,aspect).
fifOvaI(l 6 0 .-IOO.3 .16,aspect);
fillOval( 100,-i 125,3,1 6, aspect);
filIOvalI 00,.-lO.3,16.aspect).
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writehorz char( 100,-30, 8 6 ,3 1); /* V */
write horz char( 107,-35, 5 0,3 1 ); /* 2*!
write lolz char(165,-l10,86,3 1); /* V */
write horz char(172,-105,5 3 ,3 1); /* 5 */
write horz char(155,-150,86, 3 1); /* V */
writeIiorz-char(162.-155,5A,31); /* 6*,
write horz char(35,-13.,6<,31); /* V */
write horz cha(42,-155,52, 31 ); /* J *
wiite horz char(3 '00,86,31); /* V */
write horz char(39,-105,51, 3 1); /* 3 */
write horz char(105,-100, 8 6,1); /* V */
write horz char(112,-105,49, 3 1); /* 1 */
write_lorz char(105,-1 2 5 .8 6 ,3 '); /* V */
write ho-zchar(112,-130,55. 3 1 ); /*7*/
writehozstr(70,-! 65,"Figure (b)",3 I );
writelhorz str(-30o.l90 "the color green. Since all the uncolored"
" vertices are adjacent to green",31 ):
write_horz str(-300.160,"vertices, we go back to the top to"
" find the next uncolored vertex, which".31 ).
write_horz str(-300,1 4 0,"is V3. and assign the color yellow."
" Since V6 is uncolored and not",31 )
write_horzstr(-300,120,"adjacent to V3, it is assigned the"
" color yellow. So the",31 );
writehorz str-300.100,"graph can be colored with 3 colors.",31 ):
iiorlal exit):
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void wait(char i Aefl)
int !ab,width,lie,mnode;
mode = getMc(1&width);




tab = (wi(It'' - strlen(title))/2-
g ot ox y(tab .0).
writSt rigtitleWHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.line);
writStirng( 'Press any key to continue ...... WHITE,());





kblist=ch ;onkey(NULL); /* hide any existig hot keys *
if(_nuse&MS_-CURS) mnshidecuro;
write-horz_str-(-300,-2 10,"Quit example, are you sure (y/n)?",79),
cli = getcli 0;
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == 'n') il(ch == 'Y' ) 11 (clih 'N')))
write-horz-str(30,-2 10," Please type y or n",79);
cli = getch (-
write lhorz-str(30,-210," ".31);
switch (cli)
case 'y': normal exito;
bre A.




DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED :Mar, 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an exercise for the "coloring a
graph. "















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
ri-ar adapt. Chi.
int color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH1l;
unsigned long 'Ht PATTERN=OxFFFFFFFF;




case 'n':write-horz-str(-300,-2 10," ",3 1);




cligorikey(kbist); 1* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normial ten-nination. The original screen and cursor *



















if (adapt == *V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(1):
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
ClI):











write-lhorz-str(-300, 160," Find the chromatic number for the following"
tgraph." ,3 1);
dIrawRect(-25 .75,25,25,1 1);
draw Line(- 25,75,25,25,1 1);




draw Line (50.5 0,0, 100,1 1);
aspect = 1 .0;
filOval(0, 100,3,1 6,aspect);
filJOval (0,50.3,1I6,aspect);
fillI0v al (-25,75,3,1I6, aspect);
fillOval(-50,50,3,I 6,aspect);





write-lhorz str(-300,50," Choose one of the followings:",3 1);
write_horz str(-300.30," a) 3",3 1);
write__horz str( -300,10," b) 4" ,3 1);
write-liorzstr(-300,10," c) 5",3 1);
write-horz-str(-300,-30," d) 9".31I);
write-horz st'-(-300,-60," Type the letter of which you believe"
" is true --- >" ,3 1);
Chi = waitkey();
if(Ch==ESC) confirngf aph exito;
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while (! ((Chi ==W'a) 11 (Ch == 'b) 11 (Ch == 'c) 11 (Clh == Vd) )
write-horz str(O,-80," Please type one of a, b, c, or d",3 1);
Chi = getch 0;
if ((Ch == I'a') 11 (Ch == 'b) 11 (Ch == 'c) 11 (Chi ==V)
write-lhorz-str(O,-80," ",3 1);
switch (Ch)
case 'a' :write-horz-str(90,-60," a "3)
write-lhorz-str(-300,-120," Yes, because the graph can be"
1colored with 3 colors but not with a",3 1);
write-lhorzstr(-300,-140," smaller number of colors. Press"
"1a key to see how. ",3 1)
break-,
case Wb :write-horz-str(90.-60," b ",3 1)
write-horz-str(-300,-120," No, the answer must be 3 because"
"1the graph can be colored with 3 colors",31);
write-lhonzstr(-300,-140," but not with a smaller number of'
Icolors. Press a key to see how.",3 1);
break-,
case Vc :write-lorzstr(90,-60," c ",3 1);
write-horz-str(-30,-120." No, the answer must be 3 because"
"1the graph can be colored with 3 colors",3 I);
write-honz-str(-300,-140," but not with a smaller number of'
"1colors. Press a key to see how. ",3 1)
break;
case 'di' :write-horz-str-(90,-60," (1 ",31I);
write-honz-str(-300,-120," No, the answer must be 3 because"
"1the graph can be colored with 3 colors",3 I);
write-honz-str(-300,-140," but not with a smaller number of'




getcho;I fiRl~val(0, 100.3 .20,aspect);
filOval(0,50.3 ,20,aspect);











mode = getMode(& width);




tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab.0);
writ String(title,WHITE,0);
tab = (width - 33)/2.
gotoxy(tab,I ine);
writStringf' Press any key to continue ...... WITE,0);
if(waitkey( ==ESC) confirm~graplexito;
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static void confinn a~e Itvod
struct _onkey-t *kblist;
char cli;
kblist=chgonkey(N"ULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(niouse&MAS_CURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz str(-300,- 210, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?",79);
ch = getch 0:
while (!((chi == 'y') 11 (ch = 'n') 11 (ch = 'Y') 11 (ch 'N'))
write -horz -str(30,-210," Please type y orn"7)











case 'n':write_horz_str(-300,-210," ",3 1);
break:




chgonkey(kblist); I* restore any hidden hot keys *
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/"* this function handles normal termination. The original screen and cursor *
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. *










REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains an exercise for the "coloring a
graph."
MACHINE/COMPILER This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo














GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt. Ch.
hit color = 2
hit LB'4EWIDTH= I:













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12);
cls(l):
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(l).











write-honz_str(-300,160," Find the chromatic number for the following"
Igraph.",31);
drawl-ine (0, 100, 100, 100, 11);
drawLine(0, 100, 100,50,1 1);
(IrawLlne(0, t100,1t00,0, 11 );
drawl-ine( 100. 100,0,50,11);












wr-ite-horz_str(-300,50," Choose one of the followings: ",3 1);
write-honz_str(-300,30,' a) 3Y,3 1);
write-honz_str(-300,10," b) 5",31 );
write-honz-str(-300,-10,' c) 2",3 1);
write-honz-str(-300,-30," d) 4",3 1);





while (! ((Ch ==W'a) 11 (Ch == 'b) 11 (Ch == 'c) 11 (Ch == Vd) )
write-horz str(O,-80," Please type one of a, b, c, or (1",31);
Chi = getch ();
if ((Ch == Wa) 11 (Ch == Vb) 11 (Ch =- Vc) 11 (Ch = )
w-rite_horzstr(O,-80,"",1)
switch (Ch)
case VC :write-horz-str(90,-60," c ",3 1);
write-lhorz str(-300,-120," Yes, because the graph can be"
".colored with 2 colors but not with a",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-140," smaller number of colors. Press"
"1a key to see how.", 3 1)
break,
case 'I-' :write-horz-str(90,-60," b ",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,120," No, the answer must be 2 because"
"1the graph can be colored with 2 colors",3 I );
write-horz str(-3OO,-4O0," but not with a smaller number of'
"1colors. Press a key to see how. ",3 1)
break,
case 'a' :write-horz-str(90,-60," a ",31I);
write-horz str(-300,-120," No, the answer must be 2 because"
"1the graph can be colored with 2 colors",3 I);
write-lhorz str(-300,-140," but not with a smaller number of'
"1colors. Press a key to see how. ",3 1)
break-,
case 'd' :write-horz-str(90,-60." d ',31);
wr-ite-lho-rz-str(-300,-120," No, the answer must be 2 because"
1the graph can be colored with 2 colors",3 1);
write-horz str(-300,-140," but not with a smaller number of'





f iROval(0, 100.3 ,20,aspe'zt);








mode = ge tMode(& width);




tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(t-.b.O);,
writString title,WHITE.0):
tab = (width - 33 IN")
gotoxy(tab.l oe );
writStringC' Press any key to continue ..... WHITE,0);




khlist=chgonkey(NULL); 1* hi~e any existing hot keys *
if(_nouse&MS_-CURS) mnsbidecur');
write _horz _str(-300.-2J 0,"Quit process, are you sute (01n)?",79),
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ch = getch )
while (!((chi 11*')I (ch == Wn) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
write-hou-str(.30,210," Please type y orn,7)

















cligonkey(kblkt)-; /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* this function handles nornial termination. Thie original screen and cursor *
/* coordinates are restoredl before exiling to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0.
static void nonia] _exit(void)
sieStoret savescrnl);
gotoxv (crowx.col).;






DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contains an exercise for the "coloring a
graph."
















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt, Ch,
bit color = 2;
int LINEWIDTH= ;











if (adapt == 'V')
setMocle(Ox 12);
cls(1):
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);
cls(lb.











write-hot str(-300,160," Color the graph using the Welsh and Powell"
" algoritlun.",3 1);
drawl-ine (100,40,-120,-30,11); /* AD *
drawLine (120,-30,-70,l10,11); /* DC *
drawL-iie (-.70,10,-130,10,1 1); /* CB *
drawLine (- 130,10,-80,-30,1 1); f* BE *
drawL-ine (-80,-30,-100,40,11); /* EA *






write_liorz_str(-300,- 100," Press a key to see the coloring.",3 1);
if(waitkey( )==ESC) confirin...graph-exito;
fillOval(- I00.40,3,20,aspect);
fiIOval(- I 20.-30,3 ,30,aspect);
fillOv aI(-70. 10,3 ,20,aspect);




void wait(char title[ I)
int tab,widtlijline,rnode;
mode = getMode(&width);




tab =(width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab.O);
writString(title.WHITE,O);
tab =(width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab,line):
writString( Press any key to continue ...... WHITE,O);
;f( waitkey( )==ESC) confinngraph-exito;
static void confumgraph-exit(void)
struct _onkex _t *kblist;
char ch;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
write-horz_str(-300, -210, "Quit process, are you sure (y/n)?V,79);
ch = getch 0-,
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == 'n') 11 (ch 11' I (ch =='N')))
write-lhorz-str(30,-2 10," Please type y orn"7)












case 'n':write-horz-str(-300,-21 0," ",31I);
break:




chigotikey(kblist); 1* restore any hidden hot keys ~
/* this function handles normal termnination. The original screen and cursor *










DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Mar. 5, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program contain- an exercise for the "ccloring a
graph."
















GLOBAL VARIABLES USED BY GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS
char adapt. Ch;
int color = 2;
inl LINEWIDTH= 1;













if (adapt == 'V')
setMode(Ox 12),
if (adapt == 'E')
setMode( 16);








LINE WIDTH = 3;
cls(l);
drawRect(-309,2 10,3 10,-200,l 1);
write-horz str(-300,160," Color the graph using the Welsh and Powell"











wfite-lhorz str(-300,-l00,' Press a key to see the coloring. ",3 1);
Ch = waitkeyQ;
if(Cli==ESC) confirmngraph-exitQ;
fill 0v a] (-5 0.130,3,.20, aspect);
fillOval (-5 0.50,3,l 8,aspect);
fillIOvalI(50, 130,3,1 8,aspect);












tab = (width - strlen(title))/2;
gotoxy(tab,O);
writString(title,WHITE,O);
tab = (width - 33)/2;
gotoxy(tab.jine);





kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(mj-ouse&MSCURS) inshidecuro;
write-hon ~str(-300,-2 10, "Quit process, are you sure (yin)? 1179);
cli = getch (),
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (chi= 'N')))
write-horz str(30,210," Please type y orn"7;

















chgonkey(kblist). I* restore any bidden hot keys *
/* this function handles normnal termiination. The original screen and cursor *
/* coordinates are restored before exiting to DOS with ERRORLEVEL 0. *









DATE Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED) Apr. 16, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the tutorial for the basic tree
properties.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.








#if defined(_TURBOC-) /* Turbo C *
#includIe <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> 1* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M_186) && !defmedQZTC_) /* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) _ bios-keybrd(a)
#dlefine findfirst(a,b,c) -osfindfirst(a,c,b)
#define findnext( a) _dos_findnext(a)
#define ffblk find t
#define ff-name name
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/* function prototypes *
1* Utility functions *
static void add-shadow (void);
static void confirm-quit (void);
static void disp-sure msg (void)-,
static void error -exit (int ermum);
static void initialize (void);
static void move-window (int nsrow, int scol);
static void normal -exit (void);
static void Pageup (void);
static void Pagedown (void);
static voidI press-a key (int wrow);
static void prehelp (void);
static void quit-window (void);
static void restore -cursor(void);
static void sliort-delay (void);
static void size-window (int nerow,int necol);
/*'Furiam procedIures *
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static void prop-of trees (void);
static void defiition_4_1 (void);
static void example41 (void);
static void theorem_4_1 (void);
static void proof_4_1 (void);
static void theorem_4_2 (void);
static void proof_4_2 (void);
static void theorem_4_3 (void);
static void proof_4_3 (void);
static void theorem_4_4 (void);
static void proof 4 4 (void);
static void theorem_4_5 (void);
static void proof 4_5 (void);
static void PI (void);
static void P2 (void);
static void P3 (void);
static void P4 (void);
static void P5 (void);
static void P6 (void);
static void P7 (void);
static void P8 (void);
static void P9 (void);
static void PIO (void);
static void PI 1 (void);
static void P12 (void);
static void P13 (void);
static void exercises (void);
static void exerl (void);
static void exer2 (void);
static void exer3 (void);
static void exer4 (void);
**************5**********************************************************
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/* miscell-aneous global variables */




/* error message table */
/*****'************************* *******************
static cha; *erlor-text[J=
NULL, /* -rmum 0, no error */
NULL, /* eram u 1, windowing error
"Syntax: CXLDEMO [-svitchesj\ N"
'% -c = CGA snow elimination\n"
'"t -b = BIOS screen writing\n"
'" -in = foice monochrone text attributes",
"Memory allocatior error"
/* miscellaneous defines */
#define SHORTDELAY 18
#define HWINTITLE 33




/* this function pops open a window and confirms that the user really *
f* wants to quit the demo. If so, it terminates the demo program. *
static void confirm-quit(void)
struct _onkey-t *kblist;
kblist=clgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
if( !wopen(9,26, 13,55 ,,WHITEIBROWYN,WHITEIBROWiN)) error exit( 1);
acI(IshadowU:
wputs('Ni Quit demo, are you sure? \033A\156Y\b" );
clearkeysj;
showcuro.




chigonikey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *




/* this function handles abnormal termination. If it is passed an "1
/* error code of 1, then it is a windowing system error. Otherwise */
/* the error message is looked up in the error message table. */
static void error exit(int ermum)
if(ermum)
printf('Nl%s\",(errnum= I )?werrmsgO:error text[ermum]);
exit(ermum);
/* this function initializes CXL's video, mouse, keyboard, and help systems *1
static void initialize(void)







/* attach [Alt-X] to the confirm_quitO function */
setonkey(Ox2dOO,confumn-quit,O);
/* attach [Ctrl Pageup] to the Pageup( function */
setonkey(0x8 4 00,Pageup,0);
/* attach [Ctrl Pagedown] to the Pagedown() function */
setonkey(0x7600,Pagedown,O);







/* this function handles nornal termination. The original screen and cursor *







/* this function displays a pause message then pauses for a keypress *
static void press-a-key(init wrow)
register int attnl;
register int attr-2;
attn l=(YELLOW )I((_wiifo.active->wattr 4)«<4);
attr2=(LGREY)I((winfo. active ->w attr>4)<<4);
wcenters(wrow.attrl 1,"Press a key");






/" This routine causes short dealys during execution "1
** ** *** ** * **** ** ******** * ** *** *** **** ** ** *** ** **** **** *** * *** ** * *****
static void short-delay(void)
delay_(SHORT_DELAY);
/* this function is called by the pull-down menu demo anytime */









wputs(" Quit takes you back to the\n demo program's main menu.");















/* enlarges or shrinks the windows */




/ moves the active window to a given screen coordinates "1
static void movewindow(int nsrow,int nscol)
if(wrnove(nsrow,nscol)) error-exit(l);
shortdelay0)




/* this routine that calls definition 4 1 r-lutine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *1




/* this routine that calls prop-of-trees routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine that calls example_4_1 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine that calls theorem_4_1 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine that calls theorem4_2 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine that calls theorem_4_3 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine that calls theorem_4_7 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */




/* this routine that calls theorem_4_8 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *[




/* this routine that calls exercises routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine that calls exercises routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine that calls exercises routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine that calls exercises routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *]




/* this routine that calls exercises routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* This routine tells about the basic properties of the trees. It gives the *!













wputsw(" Trees are very important class of graphs. They have a very clean"
" set of properties, which are sununarized in Theorem 4.5. In tenns"
"of applications, tree structures appear naturally as a representation"
"vehicle for expression evaluation in sorting and searching problems,"
"and in numerous situations where hierarchical representations are"







/* Dunmmy function to call the actual definition 4.1
void defmnition4_ (void)
/* attach IlPageup] to the prop__ofjrees() function ~
setonkey(0x4900,P2,0);














/* Dummy function to call the actual example 4.1
voidI example_4 I (void)
f* attach [Pageup] to the definition4j() function *
setonkey(0x4900,P 1.0);
/* attach I Pagedowni to the theorem 4_10( function *
setoiikey(Wx I 0O.P4,0);
if((w[3j=wopen(5 .15,11,65,3 ,WHITEIBLACK,WHITEILGREY ))0=)
error exit(1);




wputsw(" The following figure shows some graphs that are trees"








/* This routine gives the first theorem about the trees. Besides, if the user
/* wants, it gives the proof for this theorem. *
void theorem4l (void)
struct _onkeyjt *kblist;
/* attach [Pageup] to the example4_ () function *
setonkey(0x4900,P3 ,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the theoremn4_2() function *
setonkey(0x I100,P5,O);
if((w141=wopetn(2,4,9,7 1,3 ,LCYANIGREEN,Wi IITEI_LGREY))=--O)
error _exit(1);




wputsw("Ln a tree is exactly one simple path between any '-vo,.'ertices.");
press- a key(5);
kblist=chigonkey(NULL); /* hiide any existing hiot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_-CURS) nishidecuro;
if( ! wopen(9.20, 13.55 ,O,BROWVNICYANREDI_BLACK)) error exit( 1);
add-shadow( )














1* This rautine g" "Is the proof to the theorem_-4_1.*
static void prooL4-1(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the example4-() function *
setonkey(0x4900.P3 ,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the theorem42() function *
setonkey(0x-' 100 P5,0);
if((w[5 1=wopen(9,4. 19,71.3 .LCYANI_RED,WHITTEI_ GREEN))==0) error exit( 1);




wputsw(" Suppose T is a tree. Thus, by Theoremn 3.3 theic is a simple path"
between any two vertices. We will make our proof by way of'
"contradiction. Now suppose that there exist 2 distinct simple paths");
wputs(" U U1 U").Uk :n)
wputs(" U, VI1, V2,..., Vm, AV\,n");
wputsw(" Now consider the following graph.");
press_a-key(8);
spa wn (P- WAIT, "e x anp42.exe ",NULL);
.'clrscin(LGREYIBiLUE)-,
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/* This routine gives the theorem_-4_-2 about the trees. Besides, if the user *
/* wants, it gives the proof for this theorem.
void theorem-42(void)
struct _ onkey2 *kblist;
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_-4_10) function *
setonkey(0x4900,P4,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the theorem_493() function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00.P6,0);
if((wf6_1=wopen(3 ,4, 10,71 ,3,LCYAN_-GREENWHITEILGREY ))=0)
error exit(1);
wI itle( "IProper-ties of Trees - Theor-em-4_2]" ,TCENTUER,_MAGENTAIWHITE);
add-shadowo:
whelpcat(HWINT1TLE);
wputs(-\N Theorem -4 \n");
wputsw(" In a tree T with more than one vertex there are at least two vertices"
.of degree 1.7;
pressa -key( 5);
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* h'de any existing hot keys *
iftinouse&MSCURS) mishidecuro;
if(! wopen(9.20, 13,5 5,0,B ROWN ICYAN,REDI_B LACK)) error exit( 1);
add-shadowo:














/* This routine gives the proof to the theorem_4_2. *1
static void proof4-2(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_4_l() function */
setonkey(0x4900,P4,O);








wputsw(" Since T is a connected graph with at least two vertices, there is a"
"simple path with at least two distinct vertices. Suppose the simple path"
"with the maximal number of edges, is say from U to V, where U and V are"
"disthict. If U has degree more than 1, then since T has no cycles,"
"a longer simple path would exist; we can make the same argument"





/* This routine gives the theorem_4_3 about the trees. Besides, if the user
/* wants, it gives the proof for this theorem. *
static void theorem_4-3(void)
struct _onkeyjt *kblist;
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem42() function *
setotikey(0x4900,P5 ,O);
/* attach tragedowni to the theorem_4A4() function *
setonkey(0x5 I100,P7,O);
if((wI 8 =wopen(2 .4,7,71,3 ,LCYANIGREEN,WH1TEILGREY))==O)
error exit(1);
wtitle( "[Properties of Trees - TheoremA9] 3" ,TCENTER, MAGENTAIWHITE);
add__shadowO.)
whielpcat(l-WINTITLE);
wputs( 'Nn Theorem -4_3\j");
wputsw(" A tree with n vertices has exactly n - 1 edges.");
press~akey(3);
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_-CURS) mshidecur();
if( !wopeni(9,20, 13,55 ,,BROWYNICYANREDIBLACK)) error exit( 1);
add-shadow s),















/* This routine gives the proof to the theorem_4_3. */
/****** l****************************************************************
static void proof4_3(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem4_2() function */
setonkey(0x4900,P5,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the theorem_4_4() function */
setonkey(0x5 I 00,P7,O);
if((w [91=wopen(8,4,23,71,3,LCYANIRED,WHITEIGREEN))==O) errorexit( 1);




wputsw(" Suppose T is a tree. The proof will be done by induction on n,"
"the number of vertices. We will first consider the base case,"
where n = 1. Because since this graph is a tree there may not"
"be any loops in the graph. Hence there can I- o edges in a tree"
with only one vertex, the theorem holds when = L.");
wputs('Nn" ");
wputsw(" Now assume t' . theorem holds for a tree which have k vertices."
This is our induction hypothesis. Now for the inductive step"
we will prove that the theorem holds for a tree T with k + V
vertices. We know that by Theorem 4.2 there is a vertex V which"
has degree 1. Now suppose we remove the vertex V ajid the edge on"
V from the graph T to obtain a new graph T'. To see the graphs...");






/* This routine gives the theorem_-4_-4 about the trees. Besides, if the user
/* wants, it gives the proof for this theorem. *
static void theorem_4A4(void)
struct _onkey-t *kblist;
/* attach [Pageup] to the theoremA9-() function *
setonkey(0x4900,P6,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the theorem_4_50) function *
setonkey(0x5 I100,P8,O);
if((w [ 1 OJ=wopeni(3,4, 12,71,3 ,LCYANIGREENWHITEILGREY))0O)
errorexit(1);




wputsw(" (a) When an edge is removed from a tree (leaving all the vertices),"
1die resulting graph is not connected and hience is not a tree.");
wputs('NjI .);
wputsw("(b) When an edge is added to a tree (without adding additionai vertices),"
"1the resultinig graph has a cycle and hence is not a tree.");
pressa -key(7);
kblist=chigonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_-CURS) mnshidecuro;
if( ! wopen(9,20, 13,55 .O,BROWNICYAN,REDIB BLACK)) error-exit( 1):
add-shiadow():















/* This routine gives the proof to the theorem_4_4. */
static void proof_4_4(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem4_3() function *I
setonkey(Ox4900,P6,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the theorem_4_50 function */
setonkey(0x5100,P8,O);
if((w[ II ]=wopen( 13,4,21,71,3,LCYANIREDWHITEI_GREEN))==0)
error exit(l);




wputsw(" If an edge is added or removed from a tree, the resulting new graph"
"can no longer be a tree by Theorem 4.3. Since removing an edge cannot"
create a cycle nor adding an edge disconnect the graph, both parts"





/* This routine gives the theorem_4_5 about the trees. Besides, if the user
/* wants, it gives the proof for this theorem. */
void theorem_4_5(void)
struct _onkeyt *kblist;
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem4_4() function */
setonkey(0x4900,P7,O);








wputs("(a) T is a tree' 4");
wputsw(" (b) There is exactly one simple path between each two vertices in T.");
wputs('NI");
wputsw(" (c) T is connected and the number of vertices is one more than"
" the number of edges.");
wputs('Nn");
wputsw(" (d) T is connected and removing any edge disconnects T.");
wputs('In");
wputsw(" (e) T has no cycles and the number of vertices is one more than"
" the number of edges.");
wputs('Nn");
wputsw(" (f) T has no cycles and adding any edge creates a cycle");
press a key(17);
kblist=chgonkey(NULL). /* hide any existing hot keys */
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if( - ouse&MS_-CURS) mshidecuroQ;
if(! wopeni(9,20,13,55,O,BROWNICYANREDIBLACK)) error-exit(1);
addShadowo;














1* This routine gives the proof to the theorem_4_5. *
static void proofA45(void)
register int *scm;
/* attach IlPageup] to the theoremA44() function *
setonkey(0x4900,P7 ,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exercises() function *
setonkey(0x5 IOO,P9,O);
if((scr-n=ssave ( )==N ILL) error -exit(3);
if((wj 131=wopen(,36,9,79,3,LCYANI_-RED,WHITEICYAN))==O) error-exit(1);




wputsw(" We will prove only three of the required implications, and"
"wait you to prove the others. The important thing to get from"
the theorem is an intuitive feel for tile various equivalent"
"statements. Drawing several graphs will be helpful.");
pressa - ey(7);
wcloseo;
if( (w[ 141=wopen(O,36, 15,79,3 ,LCYANIREDWHITEI_CYAN))==O) er-
ror-exit( 1):




wputsw(" This implication follows from two seperate statements about"
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connected graphs and acyclic graphs. The first is that T is"
"connected if and only if there exists at least one path between"
"any pair of vertices in T. The second is that T contains a cycle"
"if and only if there exist vertices U and V with two paths between"








ifk(w[ I 51=wopen(0,36,24,79,3,WHITEIRED,REDI_LGREY))==O) error-exit( 1);




wputsw(" If there is exactly one path between any pair of vertices in T,"
"then T is connected. To show that the number of vertices is one"
"more than the number of edges, we will use induction argument on"
"the number of vertices in T, and we will denote it by n. To do"
so. we let P(n) be the following assertion, for n >= 1;");
wputs(',n.n" ):
wputsw(" P(n): If T has k vertices, 1 <= k <= n, and if there is"
exactly one path between any pair of vertices, then the number"
of edges in T is k - 1.");
wputs('%1\n" ):
wputsw(" For the base step, observe that if n = 1, T has 0 edges, P(I)"
"holds. For the induction step, assume that P(n) is true for "
some n >= 1. Let T be a graph with n + I vertices and suppose"
"there exists exactly one path between any pair of vertices."








if((w [ 161=wopen(0,36,12,79,3,WHITEI REDREDI_LGREY))=--O) error ex it( 1);




wputsw(" Assume that (f) is true. We need to show that T is connected.
"Suppose U and V are vertices. If we add the edge I U, V I to"
"graph, our hypothesis implies that we have created a cycle."
"Because, since T is a tree and U and V are in the T, there"





/* This routine makes a small quiz about the basic properties of trees. *
void exercises(voidl)
registei int *screen,
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem-4_5( function *
setonkey(0x4900,P8 ,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exerl() function ~
setonkev(0x5 I 00,P 10,0);
if((w[ I 71=wopeni(5,15,10,65,3 ,LCYANIGREENWHITEIRED))=0)
error-exit( 1);




wputsw(" We have completed our presentation of this section. Are"






/* if mouse exiss, turn on full mouse support ~
if(insbuit() I




/* Dummny function to call the actual exercise 4.1.1 *
static void exerl (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem_4_5() function ~
setonkey(0x4900,P8 ,0);
1* attach liPagedowni to the exer2O) function *
setonkey(0x5 I 0O,Pl 1,0));
if((w[1I8]=wopeni(5,15,1 0,65,3 ,LCYANIGREEN.,WHITEI RED ))0=)
error-exit(l)











1* Durnmy function to call the actual exercise 4.1.2
static void exer2(voicl)
/* attach [Pageup] to the exerl() function *
setonkey(0x4900,PI 0,0);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the exer3() function *
setonkey(0x5 100,P1 2,0);
cclrscrn(LGREYI -BLUE);
if((w [1 9]=wopeni(5 ,15,10,65,3 ,LCYANI_GREEN,WH1TEI-RED))==0)
error-exit(1);












/* Dunmmy function to call the actual exercise 4.1.3 *
static void exer3(void)
/* attach (Pageup] to the exer2() function *
setonkey(0x4900,PI 1,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exer4O) function ~
setonkey(0x5 100,P13,O);
cclrscrn( LGREYI -BLUE);
if((w [20]=wopen(5,15 .10,65,3 ,LCYANIG3REEN,WHITEI RED) )0-)
error-exit(1);












/* Dummy function to call the actual exercise 4.1.4
static voidI exer4(void)


















DATE :Apr. 15, 1990
REVISED :Apr. 15, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This routine contains examples for graphs which are
trees/not trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER : This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(TURBOC-) /* Turbo C *
iclude <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif













/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void initgraph (void);
static void confirm_.graphexit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register drivers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void example_41 (void);









mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void register_drivers(void)
i
if(registerbgidriver(CGA driver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAvGA driver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(ATT driver) < 0) exit(l);
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if ((graphmode == CGAH-I) 11 (graphmode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =















bar(3*x12,23*y, 17 9 *4/2 ,9 7 *y/4 );
setcolor(quitcolor);
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
outtextxy(3*x/2,24*y, "Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n");
ch = getch ();



























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
I* --------------------------------------------------------------- *1














outtextxy(ij,">>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE<<");
if(waitkeyo==ESC) confirm-graph_exito;
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/* main routine that calls exer routine *
void main()
example4O;







outtextxy(5*x,5*y," Graphs that are trees");
pieslice(7*x, 1 *y,O,359,2);
pieslice(1O*x, 13*y,0,359,2);
pieslice( 1 5*x, 1 3*y,0,359,2);
pieslice( 1 8"'x, 10*y,0, 3 5 9 ,2 );
pieslice(!8, 1. 16 *y,0,3 5 9,2 );
pieslice(7*x, l6*y,O,359,2);
pieslice(32*x, iO*y,0,359,2);
pieslice(37*x, lO*y,0, 3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(35*x, 1 6 *y,0, 3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(39*x, 16 *y,0, 3 59 ,2 );






moveto(32*x, 1 *y); lineto(35*x, 16 *y);




outtextxKy(MaxX/2+6*x,5*y," Graphs that are not trees");
pieslice(MaxX/2+ 5*x, lO*y,0,3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(MaxX/2+1O*x, l2 *y,0, 35 9 ,2 );
pieslice(MaxXt2+1 O*x, 14 *y,0,3 5 9 ,2 );
pieslice(MaxX/2+15*x, I O*yO0, 3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(MaxX/2+5*x, 16 *y,0,3 5 9 ,2 );





pieslice(MaxX/2i 27*x, 1 2*y,0,359,2);
pieslice(MaxX/2+35*x, 16 *y,0,35 9 ,2 );




moveto(MaxX/2+30*x, 1 *y); lineto(MaxX/2+27 *x, 12*y);
lineto(MaxX/2+30*x, 16 *y);, lineto(MaxX/2+30*x, 1 *y);





outtextxy(MaxX/2+x,22*y," Not connected"); /* reasons why the graphs *
outtextxy(MaxX/2+25*x,22*y," Has a cycle"); /* that are not trees. ~
Pause (30* x,24* y);
closegrapho;
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/* PROGRAM :examp,4 2.c
AUTFHOR :Atilla BAKAN
DATE :Apr. 16, 1990
REVISED Apr. 16, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This routine contains examples for graphs which are
trees/not trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER : This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if deffiied(ITLRBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#mclude <dur.h>
#el se
ticlude <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif
#if definecl(M-186) && !defied(_ZTC_) /* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) _bios-keybrd(a)











/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void init graph (void);
static void confmn_graph_exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, hat j);
static void register-drivers (void);
extern void setv- - (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void example 4_2 (void);








itvt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/*--------------------------------------*
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
/*--------------------------------------*
static void register drivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGAdriver) <0) exit(l);
if(registerbgithiver(EGAVGAdriver) < 0) exit( 1);
if(iegisterbgidriver(AGdriver) < 0) exit(l);
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if ((graphniode =- CGAHI) 11 (graphinode MCGAMED) 11 (graphirode














bar(3 *x/2,47 *y/2, 179*x12,97 *y/4);
setcolor(quitcolor);
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(nouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
outtextxy(3*x/2.24*y,'Quit! Are you sure (yin)?');
ch = getch (9:'
while (M(cli == 'y') 11 (c W= n) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,2 4 *y," Please type y or n)
cli = getch ();
if((chI v='') 11 (ch == 'n') 11 (ch =='Y') 11 (chi= 'N'))
set color(backcul or);
bar(3 I *x.47*y/2,69*x,97*y/4);






case 'Y': closegraph( ;
cas;e 'n': set colmr( backcolor):
b ar( 4 x/3 ,47*Y/2,320*x,97*y/4 ,











chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys ~
/* ----------------------------------------------------




.set I iiestyle(O0.4,3 );
settextjustify HORJZDIRCENTERTEXT);
/* ---------------------------------------------------- *




()uttextxy(,j. >PRESS A KEY TO CONTIN.UE<");
if(waitkey( ==ESC) conifirmlngraph-exit.)











out textxy(3 8*x,y/2,' EXAMPLE 4-2")-,




pieslice(55*x.3*y,O,359,2); /* Uk *
Pieslice( 65 *x,*y,0,359,2);
pieslice(35*x,7*y,O,359,2); /* VI *
pieslice( 50*x.7*y,O,359.2);
pieslice(55*x.7*y.O.359,2); /* Vin*
pieslice(65*x.5*y,O.359,2). /* V */




rnoveto(50*x.3 *y). 1eto(55*x.3 *y), lineto(65 *x.5*y);
nloveto( 25*x.S*):) lineto(35*x.7*y); lineto(40*x,7*y);
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putpixel(42*x.7*y,2);
putpixel(45 *x.7 *y,2 );
putpixel(48 *x.7 *y ,2);
nmoveto(5O*x,7*y); Iineto(55*x,7*y); lineto(65 *x,5 *y);
outtextxy(23 *x.5 *y"U");
outtextxy(35 *x,3 *y/2," U 1I)
outtextxy(55 *x,3 *y/ 2 ." Uk");
outtextxy(35 *x,8 *y,"V I ");
outtextxy(57*x,8*y,"Vm");
outtextxy(67 *x,5 *y,"V");
outtextxy(2*~x, IO*y," If all Ui = Vj then U, Ul1, ... , Uk, V , Vm, V I, U is a cycle
which is a");
outtextxy(2*x.1 I*y," contradiction to the definition of a tree.");
outtextxy(2*x.1I2*y," Now think about the other case, where existence of an
vertice such that this");
outtextxy(2*x,13*y," vertice is not equal to UI or V,")
pieslice(20*x, I7*y,O,359,2); /* U *
plcslice(30*x. I 5*y,0,359,2); /* U 1*
pieslice(30*x. I 9*y,0, 3 59,2); /* Vi *
p-ieslice(75*x/2,17*y,O,359,2); /* V *
pieslice(60*x.1I5*y,O,359,2); /* Uk *
pieslice(60*x, 19*y,0,359,2); 1* Vin *
pieslice(70*x. I7*yO,359,2);
pieslice(I 05 *x/2,I7*y,0,359,2);
pieslice(45*xj. 9 *y,0, 3 5 9 ,2 );
pieslice(45 *x. 15 *y,0,359,2);
mioveto(20*x. I7 *y); liineto(30*x, l5*ky);
moveto(20*x. I7*~y); lieto(30*x, I9*y)-,
sefliiiestyle(3 .0, 1),1
moveto(1O*x.1I5"'y); Iineto(45*-,l9*y); lineto(60*x,15*y);
nioveto(30*x.1I9*y); lieto(45*x, 1 5 *y); lineto(60*x,19*y);
setliiestyle(0.0,3 ),
nboveto(60*x. l9*y); lineto(70*x.I7*~y );
Inoveto(60*x.15*SY),- Iineto(70*,-.1I7*y ),
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outtextxy( 18 *x. I *,U)
outtextxy(27*x,29*y/2,"U I");
outtextxy(63 *x,29*y/2," lUk");
outtextxy(33 *x, I 7*y,"'Ui");
outtextxy(41 *x,17*y,"Vj");
ouitextxy(27*x,19*y,"V V );
outtextxy(63 *x, I 9*y ,"Vm");
outtextxy(72*x,I 17*y,"V");
outtextxy(2*x,21*y," Let Ui = Vj as shown above. Then again U, UI,., Ui, Vj-1,
..Vi, U is");
outtextxy(2*x.22*y," a cycle. This contradicts with the definition of the tree.");







DATE Apr. 16, 1990
REVISED :Apr. 16, 1990
DESCRIPTION Th17is program draws the example graph for the proof of
theorem 4.3.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.
/* header files *
#include <graphics.h>
iclude "cxldef.h"
#if defined(-TURBOC-) /* Turbo C ~
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif













/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void initgraph (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void registerjdrivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void graph (void);







mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void register drivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGAdriver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGAdriver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(ATdriver) < 0) exit(l);
5
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if ((graphmode == CGAI) 11 (graphmode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =




































pieslice(30*x, 1 2 *y,0, 35 9 ,2);
pieslice(25*x, 14 *y,0,3 5 9 ,2 );
pieslice(25*x, 10*y,0, 35 9 ,2);
pieslice(35*x, 10*y,0, 35 9 ,2);
pieslice(30*x, 1 O*y,0,359,2);


















outtextxy(4*x,16*y,"Now consider these graphs. The graph T' has k vertices and
still is a tree.");
outtextxy(4*x,17*y,"By the induction assumption T' has k - 1 edges. But then
T has k edges.");









DATE Apr. 16, 1990
REVISED Apr. 16, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This routine draws the example graph for the proof of
the first part of theorem 4.4.
MACINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.
/* header files *
#include <grapbics.h>
#iclude "cxldef.hi"
#if (lefined(__TURBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others ~
#endif
#if defined(M_186) && !decfined(ZTC_) 1* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) _bios-keybrd(a)




#elif (Iefinecl( ZTC__) 1* Zortech C/C++ *
#deflne fflhlk FIND





/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void initgraph (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register-drivers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void graph (void);
/* graphic initialization variables */







int x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void register-drivers(void)
if(iegisterbgidriver(CGAdbiver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA driver) < 0) exit(l );
if(registerbgidriver(ATT_driver) < 0) exit( );
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if ((graphlode == CGAHI) 11 (graphinode ==MCGAMED) H (grap!Unode =
ATT400MED) 11 (graphi-node == MCGAHI) 11 (graphmiode =A'IT400HI) I









































I incto(35 *x~, 4 *y); lineto(55 *x,4*y);
lineto(6 5 *x,6*~y); line to(70 *x,6*y);
moveto(25 *x.6*~y); lineto(35 *x,8 *y);
lineto(55 *x~,8 *y); lineto(65 *x,6*y);
moveto(35 *x 4 *y); lineto(55 *x,8*y);
outtextxy~ I 8*x,(6*y,"U"),
outtextxy(72*x,6*y,"V");
t-uttextxy(2*x.I 15 y," Observe that U and V need not be part of the cycle. Hence,
if T is connected");








DATE Apr. 16, 1990
REVISED Apr. 16, 1990
DESCRIPTION: This routine draws the example graph for the second
part of the proof for the theorem 4.5.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if define(_TIRBOC_) 1* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#iniclude <direct .h> 1* all others *
#endif
#if defiined(M_186) && !defined(ZTC_) /* MSC/QuickC *
#dIefine bioskey( -t) _bios-keybrd(a)
#define findfirst(a,b,c) dosfindfrst(a,c,b)
#define findnext(a) _dos -findnext(a)
#define ffblk find-t
#define ff-name name
#elif define(__ZTC_) 1* Zortech C/C++ ~
#dlefine ffblk FINDii
#define ff-name name
#de fine ff-attrib attribute
#end if
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#define _GRAPH T DEFINED
/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions "1
static void init_graph (void);
static void confirm-graph exit (void);
static void Pause (it i, hit j);
static void register-drivers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void graph (void);








mt x, y. MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code
static void register drivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGA driver) <0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGAdriver) < 0) exit(] );
if(registerbgidriv'- ATTdb iier < 0) exit(1);
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if ((graplunode == CGAHI) 11 (graplunode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphimode =
















kblist=chgonkey(NULL); 1* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_nouse&MSCURS) mnsludecuro;
out textxy( 3 *x/2, 24 *y, "Quit! Are you sure (y/n)?");.
ch = getch 0:
while (!(ch == 'Y) 11 tch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch = 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y." Please type y or n");
cli = getch ();
if((ch == Y') 11 ch == Wn) 11 (chi= 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))
setcolor(backcolor),











bar(4*x/3, 4 7*y/2,30*x,97 *y/4);












chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- *1












outtextxy(i,j,">>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...<<");
if(waitkey()==ESC) confirmgraplexito;
/* *-------------------------------------











outtextxy(3 8*x,y/2," EXAMPLE 4-5");
pieslice(20*x.4*yO.359,2);
pieslice(25*x 4 *y 0,.1359, 2);
piestice(35 *x.6*y,0,359,2);
pieslice(45 *x 6*y,0.359,2);




pies]lice(20 *x. 8 *y,0,3 59,2);
pieslice(25 *x,,*y0359,2);
i-oveto(20*x ,4 *y); ieto(25 *x.4 *y);
lineto(35 *x,6*y); lineto(45*x,6*y);
I ineto(50'x ,4 *y); lineto(55 *x,3 *y);
moveto(20*x .8 *y); ieto(25 *x,8 *y); lineto(35 *x,6*y);
moveto(45 *x (*y); Iineto(52*x ,8 *y);
nioveto 50*x,4*yy; lineto(58 *x,6*y);
outtextxy(33*x,6*y."U");
outtextxy(47*x ,6*y,"V");







outtextxy(2*x.lO*y,"Let e =fU, V ) be an edge ir, T. Since there is only one path
from U tu V,");




nioveto(35 *x ,(*y); lirneto(45 *x,6*y); /* delete e
setcolor(forecolor):
seilinestyle(3O, t);
mioveto(35*x,6*y); line M45 *x,6 *y);
outtextxy(2*x.1 1 *y,"renioving e from the graph T disconnects T (as you see),
creating a graph T'");
outtextxy(2*x.12*y,"withi two components and one less edge. Let T I and T2 these
componets.");





outtextxy(2*x.13*y,"Suppose TI has ni vertices and ml. edges, and suppose T2
has ni2 vertices and");
outtextxy(2x,,i4"y,"m2 edge-, The number of vertices in T' is n = nI + n2, and the
number of edges");
outtextxy(2*x. 15*y,"in T' is mlI + m2. Both TI and T2 are subgraphs of T, so any
pair of vertices in");
outtextxy(2*x.1I6*y,"each connected by exactly one path. Applying the inductive
hypothesis P(n), we");
outtextxy(2*x. I7*y,"conclude that ml = n I - 1 and m2 = n2 - 1. Now T' has one
less edge than T.");
outtextxy(2*x. I 8*4 y,"Then ");
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outtextxy(1 4*x,20*y,"rn =the number of edges in T') + I"),
outtextxy(14*x21*Iy," = ml + mn2 + I = ni - I + (n2 - 1) + V);
outtextxy(14*x,22*y," = nI + n2 - I =n - 1");





/* PROGRPA'. q4! Lc
AIJT' It Atilla BAKAN
DijE Mar. 20. 1990
REVISED Apr. 16, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This programn contains the first exercise about proper-ties
of trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER :This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defiried( _TI IRBOC__ , Turbo C *
#else
#iclude <ditrect.hi> /* all others ~
#end if
#If defined(M-186) && !Iefie(ZTC_) 1* MSC/QuickC ~
#defiiie bioskey( a) hbios-keybrdta)
#de fine findfirst( ab~c) __(ks_findfitst( a,b)
#define findlle.t( a) -dos-findnext( a)
#define ftblk findt
#defane ff name namne
#ehif dIefinled(. ZTC __) /* Zortech C/C++ *
#define ffblk FIND





/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void hiit-graph (void);
static void confumgraphexit (void)-
static void Pause (bit i, int j);
static void registerdrivers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void).








int x, y, MaxX. MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void registerdrivers(void)
if(registerbgidi 1ver(CGAdriver) < 0) exit(1);
if(registerbgiriver(EGAVGA_driver) < 0) exit( 1)
if( registerbgidriver(ATF-driver) < 0) exit( 1);
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if ((grapuniode == CGAHI) 11 (graphrnode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphniode =
ATT400MED) 11 (graphmode == MCGAHI1) 11 (graphr-node =ATT400H-l))(















kblist=chgoikey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(mi-ouse&MSCURS) nishidecuro;
ou ttextxy(3 *x/2,24 *y," Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
ch = getch 0:
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == Wn) 11 (cli == 'Y') 11 (cli == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y,' Please type y or n)
cli = getch ();
if((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (chi= 'Y') 11 (ch ='N'))
setcolor(backcolor);
bar(3 I *x ,23 *y,69*x,97*y/4);
























cligonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *















fmain routine that calls exer routine *
void inain()
exer(),
/* Routine that asks the question, then depending on the user's answer *


























outtextxy (18 *x,2*y, "Which one of the following graphs is a tree ?)
outtextxy( 18 *x,lV' ',"Enter your choice here --- >)
Ch = getch ();
if(Ch==ESC) confinn-graph-exito;
while (!((Ch == 'a) 11 (Ch =- 'b) 11 (Ch = Vc) 11 (Ch == V)
outtextxy(48*x,18*y," Please type a,b,c, or d");
Chi = getch 0);
if( Ch==ESC) confinn...graphsexito;









outtextxy(55 *x, 18 *y,"Sorry! It cannot be a tree,");
outtextxy(55 *x, 1 9*y,"because it has a cycle.");
outtextxy(55*x,20*y,"The correct answer was 'a.");
br-eak;
case 'c: outtextxy(50*x,18 *y,"c");,
outtextxy(55 *x, 18 *y,"Sorry! It cannot be a tree,");
outtextxy(55*x,l9*y,"because it is not connected.");




outtextxy(55 *x, 18 *y,"Sorry! It cannot be a tree,");
outtextxy(55*x,19*y,"because it is not connected.");








DATE Mar. 20, 1990)
REVISED Mar. 20, 1990
DESCRIPTI1ON :This programn contains the second exercise about properties
of trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER :This programn is written with IBM PC by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(__TRBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#includle <dir.h>
#else
#includIe <direct.h> 1* all others *
#en(Iif
#if defined(M 186) && !defined(ZTC_) 1* MSC/QuickC *
#dlefine bioskey(a) _biosjkeybrd(a)











/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void init-graph (void);
static void confinn_graph-exit (void);
static void kause (nt i, mnt j);
static void registerdrivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);








nt x, y, MaxX. MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code
static void register drivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGAdriver) <0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGAdriver) < 0) exit();
if(registerbgidriver(ATG_driver) < 0) exit(1);
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if ((grapluniode == CGAHI) 11 (graplunode MCGAMED) 11 (graphr-node =
AT1400MED) 11 (graphmode == MCGAHI) If (graphmnode ==ATT400HI))















kblist=cbgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) rnshidecuro;
outtextxy(3 *x/2,24*y," Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
ch = getch ():
while (!((cli= 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == '')
outtextxy( 32*x,24*y," Please type y or n)
if((ch == 'y) 11 (ch == ) 11 (chi= 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))
setcolor(backcolor);












bar (4*x/3.23 *y, 30I*x,97*Y/4);












chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *









outtextxy(ij, >>PRESS A KEY TO CONTIN4UE...<<");
if lwaitkey( )==ESC) confi n-igraph-ex ito;
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/* main routine that calls exer routine *
void main()
exero;
/* Routine that asks the question, then depending on the user's answer















pies Iice( So *x .Q*y,0,3 59,2);
pieslIice(60*x .9 *y,O, 3 59,2);
rnoveico(3f1 *x.5*y); lineto(40*x,9*y); lineto(50*x,5*y); Iineto(60*x,9*y);
moveto(30*x.9*y). jneto(40*x,5*y), lineto(50*x,9*y); 1ineto(60*x,5*y);
outtextxy(32*x-.2*y,"Is this graph a tree ?");
outtextxy( I 8*x. I 8*y,"Enter your choice here --- >")
Chi = getch 0
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it(Ch==ESC) confrnngraph-exit();
while (!((Ch == 'y') 11 (Chi == 'n) 11 (Chi == 'Y') 11 (Ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(48*x.18*y," Please type y or n");
Chi = getch 01-
if(Ch==ESC) confirni-graph-exito;
if((Ch == *y') 11 (Chi='' I I (Chi ='Y') I I (Chi == 'N'))
setcolor(backcolor):,




outtextx v(55*x 18*y."No. If you examine the graph"):,
outtextxv( 55*x,1I9*y,"carefully, you'll see that it"),
outtextx.-,NF55*x .20"'>',"is not connected.").
break,
case 'Y'. outtextxy(50*x,18*y,"Y",,):
outtextxv(55 *x. 18*."o If you examine the graph"):
o-utIextx(55*x,19*y,"carefully., you'll see that it");
ottex t~v(55 *x,20*, '1s not conniected.").
break:
case 'n: oUttextxy(50*x.l8*y,"n").
outtextxv( 55*x .18*y,"You are right! Conratulations.");
break-,
case 'N' out textxv(50*x, 18 *y,"N"):








DATE Mar. 20, 1990
RE VISED Mar. 20, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the third exercise about properties
of trees.
MACHINE/COMP[LER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(-TURBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others ~
#endif













/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions *1
static void init-graph (void);
static void confirmgraph-exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register drivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);
*** ** *** ******** ******** ** * ***** * *** *** * **** * ******* * *** ** **** ** ** ** ****








mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void registerjdrivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGA driver) < 0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA driver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(ATldriver) < 0) exit( 1);
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if ((graphmode == CGAHI) 11 (graphmode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =
















kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
outtextxy(3*x/2,24*y,"Quit! Are you sure (yin)?');
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch 'n'W) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N'))){
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n");
ch = getch 0);



























chgonkey(kblist); 1* restore any bidden hot keys *









outtextxy(ij,">>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINE. ..<<<s<);
if(waitkeyo==ESC) confirm__graphexito;
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/*" main routine that calls exer routine* ** 1
void main()
exero;
/* Routine that asks the question, then depending on the user's answer *












moveto(35*x,5*y); lineto(55*x,5*y); lineto(55*x,9*y); lineto(35*x,5*y);
moveto(35*x,9*y); lineto(55*x,5*y); lineto(55*x,9*y); 1ineto(35*x,9*y);
outtextxy(32*x,2*y,"Is this graph a tree ?)
outtextxy( 8 *x, 18 *y, "Enter your choice here --- >");
Ch = getch ();
if(Ch==ESC) confirm...graphexito;
while (! ((Ch == 'y') 11 (Ch == Wn) 11 (Ch == 'Y') 11 (Ch =='N')))I









case 'y': outtextxy(50*x,l1 *y,"y");
outtextxy(55*x,18*y,"No. If you examine the graph");




outtextxy(55*x,l8*y,"No. If you examine the graph");
outtextxy(55*x,19*y,"carefully, you'll see that it");
outtextxy(55 *x,20*y, "has a cycle.");
break;
case Wn: outtextxy(5O*x,18*y,"n");
outtextxy(55*x, 18*y,"You are right! Conratulations.");
break;
case 'N: outtextxy(50*x,1 8*y,"N");






/* PROGRAMv 0q14 .c
AUTHOR Atilla BAKAN
DATE Mar. 20, 1990
REVISED Mar. 20, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the fourth exercise about properties
of trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER :This program is written with IIBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(__TURBOC-) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <dire ct.h> f* all others ~
#endif




#define ffbik find t
#define ff-name name







/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void initgraph (void);
static void confirmgraph-exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void registerdrivers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);








mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This functio-i is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void registerjdrivers(void)
iftregisterbgidriver(CA driver) <0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGAdriver) < 0) exit( 1);
if(registerbgidriver(ATT_driver) < 0) exit( 1);
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if ((graphmode == COAHI) 11 (graphrnode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =














bar(3 *x12,23 *y,1 79*x12 ,97 *y/4);
setcolor(quitcolor);
kblist=chigonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
if(-mouse&MS_-CURS) mshidecuro;
outtextxy(3*x/2,24*y,"Quit! Are you sure (yi)?");
cli = getch ()-
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch = 'n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n)
ch = getch 0);
if((ch == 'y') 11 (cli == 'n') 11 (chi= 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))
setcolor(backcolor);
bar(3 I *x,23 *y,69*x,97*y/4);























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* This function sets the text default values *








outtextxy(i,j, ">>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINSUE..<)
if~ waitkey( == USC) confirrm..graphexit();
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/* main routine that calls exer routine *
void main()
exero;
/* Routine that asks the question, then depending on the user's answer *







outtextxy (3 8 * x.y/2,' EXERCISE 4");
pieslice(1I5*x.7*y,0,359,2);
pieslice(20*x,7*y,0,359,2);
pies lice(25 *x .7 *y .0,3 59,2);
pieslice(45 *x.7*y,0,359,2);








outtextxy( 29*x/2. 13 *y/2,'A");
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outtextxy( 39*xP ,13 *y12,"B");
outtextxy(49*xt2,lI3 *y/2."C");
outtextxy(43 *x.7 *y 2'C");
outtextxy(51 *x,7*y,"B" );
outtextxy(49*x,9*y/2,"A");






outtextxy(1 8*x,l Il*y,"Which one of the following statements is true 7)
outtextxy(20*x,13*y,"a) (I) and (11I) are the same.");
outtextxy(20*x.14*y,"b) (1) and (HI) are the same.");
ouittextxy(2O*xi5*y,"c) All three are the same.");
outtextxy(20*x, I 6*v',"d) All three are distinct.");
outtextxy( I 8"'x, I 8*y,"Enter your choice here --- >)
Chi = getch ():
if(Ch==ESC) cotifirm...graph-exito;
while (!((Ch == 'a) 11 (Ch == 'b) 11 (Ch == 'c' 11 (Ch W))
outtextxy(48*x,18*y," Please type a,b,c, ord;
Chi = getch ();
if(Ch==ESC) confinm.graph...exito;





case Wa: outtextxy(50*x,1 8*y,"a");
outtextxy(55*x. 18*y,"Sorry, that's not tr-ue!");
outtextxy(55*"x,lI9*y,"because, they do not have");
outtextxv( 55*x,20*y ,"tlie same set of edges. For");
outtextxyv(55*x,21 *y,"exaiiple JA,C J is an edge of');
outtextxv(55*x,22*y,"(Illl but not of the tree (1)");
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outtextxy(55*x,23*y,"The answer is Wb.");
break;
case Wb: outtextxy(50*x,18*y,"b");
outtextxy(55 *x 8 *y ,"Correct. You are doing fine"');
break;
case VC: outtextxy(50*x,1 8*y,"c");
ourtextxy(55*x,18*y,"No. Because (1) and (111)");
outtextxy(55*x,19*y,"do not have the same set of");
outtextxv(55 *x,20*y ,"edges. For example I A,C) is");
outtextxy(55 *x,21 *y."an edge of (1-1I) but not of (1)");
outtextxy(55*x,22*y."The answer is V.");
break-,
case 'F: outtextxy(50*x.1 8*y,"d"y;
outtextxy(55 *x, 18 *y,"No. Because, although their"),
outtextxv(55*x.l 9*y,"topology are different. (1)");
outtextxy(55*x.20*y,"and (11) both have the same');
outtextxv( 55*x.2lA*y,"set of edges. namely. IA. B)").
ottttextxv(55*x.22*y,"and I(B. C).");
outtextxv(55*x.23*y," So, the answer is 'b");
break;,
default :break;





DATE :Feb. 4, 1990
REVISED Apr. 17,1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the tutorial for rooted trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER :This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.








#if definedQ.YURBOC-) /* Turbo C *
#include '<dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M-186) && !definedL.ZTC-) 1* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) -bios -keybrd(a)











/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void addshadow (void);
static void confirmquit (void);
static void disp-sure-msg (void);
static void errorexit (int errnum);
static void initialize (void);
static void movewindow (int nsrow, int scol);
static void normalexit (void);
static void Pageup (void);
static void Pagedown (void);
static void press-a-key (int wrow);
static void pre-help (void);
static void quit-window (void);
static void restore_cursor(void);
static void shortdelay (void);
static void size_window (int nerow,int necol);
/* Tutorial procedures
static void rooted-trees (void);
static void definition 4 2 (void);
static void definition_4_2_2(void);
static void example-4A21 (void);
static void example 4 422 (void);
static void example 4 2-3 (void);
static void P1 (void);
static void P2 (void);
static void P3 (void);
static void P4 (void);
static void P5 (void);
static void P6 (void);
static void P7 (void);
static void P8 (void);
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static void P9 (void);
static void PIO (void);
static void P I (void);
static void theorem_4_6 (void);
static void prof4_6 (void);
static void exercises (void);
static void exerl (void);
static void exer2 (void);
static void exer3 (void);
static void exer4 (void);












mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
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**** ********************** **** ************* ******** ********** * *** ****
/* error message table */
static char *errortextf,= (
NULL, /* errnum = 0, no error */
NULL, /* ermum = 1, windowing error
"Syntax: CXLDEMO [-switchesl\n\n"
'V -c = CGA snow elimination\n"
'N -b = BIOS screen writingn"
'V -m = force monochrome text attributes",
"Memory allocation error"
/* miscellaneous defines */
#define SHORTDELAY 18
#define HWINTITLE 33





/* this function pops open a window and confirms that the user really *
1* wants to quit the demo. If so, it terminates the demo program. *
static void confirmi-quit(void)
struct _onkeyjt *kblist;
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
if(! wopen(9,26,1I3,55,O,WVHrIEBROWVN,iHITEI_BROWN)) errorexit( 1);
add_shadowQ;







chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *




/* this function handles abnormal termination. If it is passed an */
/* error code of 1, then it is a windowing system error. Otherwise */
/* the error message is looked up in the error message table. */





/* this function initializes CXL's video, mouse, keyboard, and help systems */
static void initialize(void){








/* attach [Alt-X] to the confirm quit0 function */
setonkey(Ox2dOO,confirmnquit,O);
/* attach [Ctrl Pageup] to the Pageupo function */
setonkey(0x8400,Pageup,O);
/* attach [Ctrl Pagedown] to the Pagedown0 function */
setonkey(0x7600,Pagedown,O);










/* this function is called anytime to switch back to next window. */


















/* this function displays a pause message then pauses for a keypress *















/* this function is called by the pull-down menu demo any dme









wputs(" Quit takes you back to the\n demo program's main menu.");
I






/* enlarges or shrinks the windows */





p / moves the active window to a given screen coordinates */
**************************************************** ******* ***
static void movewindow(int nsrow,int nscol)(
jf(wmouvi.(pqernw n., r-nl er pyjt(l ).
short_delayO;}
****************************************************
/* this routine that calls ro-'tedtrees routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */
/* keys are pressed. */






/* this routine that calls definition 4-2-1 routine whenever Pageup or */
/* Pagedown keys are pressed.





/* this routine that calls definition 4-2-2 routine whenever Pageup or */






/* this routine that calls definition 4-2-2 routine whenever Pageup or "1





1* this routine that calls theorem_4_6 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown "1





/* this routine that calls example 4-2-3 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





* * ** ** * *** * ** ** *** **** ** *** * **** **** * **** ** *** * ***** * ****** * ** ** ** ** ****
/* this routine that calls exercises routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine that calls exerl routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine that calls exer2 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */






/* this routine that calls exer3 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *1






/* this routine that calls exer4 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */





/* this routine that calls example 4-2-2 routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown *1











/* This routine tells about the rooted trees. It gives the definitions,
/* examples and theorems about the trees. */
static void rootedtrees(void)
cclrscm(LGREYIBLUE);







wputsw(" In previous chapter we introduced the special type of relation"
", tree, which is exceptionally useful in a variety of computer science"
applications, and which is usually represented by its digraph. "
"These relations are essenial for the construction of data bases"
"and language compilers, to name just two important areas. Now we"
"will talk about a type of tree, which is called rooted tree, because"






wtitle("[Rooted Trees - Example] ",TCENTER,-LGREYIBROWN);
add_shadowO;
whelpcat(HWINTITLE);
wputsw(" Although we are talking about its use in computer science"
"applications, for the sake of simplicity our example will be"
"from daily life. We all know that people have always been"
"interested in learning about the descendants of historically"
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important individuals. To assist in these investigations a"









1* This routine gives the definitions of rooted trees *
void definition_4_2_1 (void)
1* attach [Pageup] to the rooted-rees() function ~
setonkey(0x4900,P1 ,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exa npleA42jO( function ~
setonkey(0x5l1OO,P3,O);













wputs("\n Definition_4_2_1 : Rooted tree\nrn");
wputsw(" Given a digraph T, is a rooted tree satisfying the following"
"conditions :");
wputs("\n\n 1. The underlying graph of T is connected\n\n");
wputsw(" 2. There exist exactly one vertex R of T such that the indegree"
"of R is 0 and the indegree of any other vertex is 1.");





1* This routine gives an example about converting a suitable graph into a
/* rooted tree. *
void exainple..A2j (void)
/* attach IlPageup] to the definition4.2-10 function *
setonkey(0x4900,P2,0);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the deflnitionA..2-2() function ~
setonkey(0x5 l00,P4,O);






















/* This routine gives the definitions of concepts related with rooted trees */
/* (i.e. parent, child, ancestor, descendent, etc. */
******************************************************
void definition_4_2_2(void)(
/* attach [Pageup] to the example_4_2_10 function */
setonkey(0x4900,P3,0);
**************************** ***************** *************** ***




wtitle("[Rooted Trees - Definition_4 2_2]",TCENTER,_CYANIBROWN);
add_shadowO;
whelpcat(HWINTITLF-);
wputs("\n Definition 4 _22 : Rooted tree\n\n");
wputs(" In a rooted tree : ");
wputs('\n\n 1. If (u,v) is an edge then\n\n");
wputs(" a) u is the parent of v.\nn");
wputs(" b) v is the child of u.nn");
wputs(" 2. If there exist a simple directed path from u to v, then :\nkn");
wputs(" a) u is ancestor of v.\n'n");
wputs(" b) v is descendent of u.\nM");
wputs(" 3. A terminal vertex ( or leaf ) has no children. \nn");






/* This routine gives an example graph to show the relations that are in
/in the definition_4_2_2.
void exampe42_2(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the definition 4-2-2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,P4,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the theorem_4.-6() function *
setonkey(0x5 100,P5,O);













1* This routine gives the theorem about the rooted trees. Besides, if the *
/* user wants, it gives the proof for this theorem. *
void theoremA46(void)
struct _onkey-t *kblist;
f* attach (Pageup] to the example 4-2-2 function *
setonkey(0x4900,P 12,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the example42-() function *
setonkey(0x5l1 0,P6,0);
if((w[ 1 ]=wopen(1 ,4, 13,71 ,3,LCYANI_-BLACK,REDILGREY))==-O) errorsexit( 1);




wputs("In a rooted tree with root R~i\n");
wputs(" (a) The number of vertices = number of arcs + 1.\nj");
wputs(" (b) There are no directed cycles in T.\nWn);
wputsw(" (c) There is exactly one simple directed path from R to every
"other vertex.");
press-akey( 10);
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); 1* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
if(! wopen(9,20, 13,55,0,BROWtNICYAN,REDIBLACK)) errorsexit( 1);
add-shadowO;










chgonkey(kblist); 1* restore any hidden hot keys *
wcloseo;











/* This routine gives the proof to the theorem_4_6. */
static void proof_4_6(void)
I
/* attach [Pageup] to the example 4-2-2 function */
setonkey(0x4900,P 12,0);








wputsw(" When the directions on the directed edges are ignored and"
" T becomes a tree, the proofs of (a) and (b) follow immediately."






/* This routine gives an example about given a graph finding out if it's *
1* a rooted tree. *
void exampleA2-3(void)
register iflt *scflI;
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem 4-6 function *
setonkey(0x4900,P5,O);
/* attach [Pagedowni to the exercises() function *
setonkey(0x5l1OO,P7,O);




wputsw("'Let A= a, b,c, d, e,f,g, h, i,j ) and let T (b, c),"
(b, a), (d, e), (d, f), (e, h), (f, g), (d, b), (g, i),"


















wputsw(" Since no paths begin at vertices a, c, h, i, and j, these vertices"
"cannot be roots of a tree. There are no paths from vertices f, g,"
"b, and e to vertex d, so we must eliminate these vertices as possible"
"roots. Thus if T is a rooted tree, its root must be vertex d. It is"
"easy to show that there is a path from d to every other vertex."
"For example, the path d, f, g, i leads from d to i, since (d, f),"
"(f, g), (g, i) are all in T. We draw the digraph of T, beginning"
"with vertex d, and with edges shown downward. You will see the result"
"in the following figure. To see the figure ");
press ackey(12);
wcloseallO;





1* This routine makes a small quiz about the rooted trees. *
void exercises(void)
register int *screen;
P* attach [Pageup] to the exampleA..2_30 function *
setonkey(0x4900,P6,O);
/* attach jiPagedown] to the exerlO) function *
setonkey(0x51 O,P8,O);






wputsw(" We have completed our presentation of this section. Are"












/* Durmmy function to call the actual exercise 4.2.1 *
static void exeri (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the exampeA429O0 function *
setonkey(0x4900,P6,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exer2O) function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,P9,O);













1* Dummy function to call the actual exercise 4.2.2 *
static void exer2(void)
1* attach [Pageupi to the exeri 0( function *
setonkey(0x4900,P8,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exer3() function *
setonkey(0x5 100,P 1O,O);













1* Dummy function to call the actual exercise 4.2.3 *
static void exer3(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the exer2() function *
setonkey(0x4900,P9,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exer4O) function ~
setonkey(0x5 100,P1 1,0);
if((w[ 1 8]=wopen(5, 15,1 ,65,3,LCYANIGREEN,WHITEI-RED))==0O)
error-exit(1);











/* Dummy function to call the actual exercise 4.2.4 *
static void exer4(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the exer3O) fuaiction *
setonkey(0x4000,P1 0,0);















DATE Apr. 16, 1990
REVISED Apr. 17, 1990
DESCRIPTION: This routine draws the examiple graph for
MACHINE/COMPILER: This programn is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(-TIRBOC-) /* Turbo C *
#include <zdir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M 186) && !defined(ZTC-) 1* MSC/QuickC *
#tdefine bioskey(a) -biosjeybrd(a)











/* function prototypes *O
/* Utility functions
static void init-graph (void);
static void confirm-graph-exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register-drivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);








int x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code
static void register_drivers(void)
if(registerbgidiver(CGA driver) < 0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGAdriver) < 0) exit( );
if(registerbgiriver(ATTjdriver) < 0) exit( 1);
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if ((graphrnode == CGAHI) 11 (graphimoce =MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode
















kblist=chgonkey (NULL); 1* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) inshidecur();
outtextxy(3 *x/2,24 *y, "Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");-
ch = getch 0;,
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == 'n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n)
ch = getch ();
if((cli == 'y') 11 (ch =- 'n) II (ch =='Y') 11 (ch =='N'))


















bar(4*x/3 ,23 *y,30*x,97 *y/4);






chigonkey(kblist); 1* restore any hidden hot keys *





/* Equivalent of press-akey function for graphics screen *
void Pause(ij)
in t i, j;
settexto;
outtextxy(i,j,">>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...<<<");
if(waitkey( )==ESC) confirm__graph-exito;
/* main routie that calls exer routine *
exer(),
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inoveto(30*x .8*y); Iineto(28*x.l0 *y);
mnoveto(33 *x.8*y); lineto(39*x, 1 *y);
moveto( I 6*~x. I 2 *y); lineto(I 2*x, 14*y);
rnoveto(20*x.lI2"'y); lineto(24*x, 14*y);,
outtextxy( 15*x,5*y/2,"John').
outtextxy(3 *x 13 *y/2,"Ed");
outtextxy( 15 *, 13*y/2, "Judy");
outtextxy(28 *x 13 *y/2,"Majy");
outtextxy(2*x,21 *y/2,7Sam");
outtextxy(7*x .21 *y/2,"Hajf');
outtextxy(1I6*'x,2 I *y/2 ," Liz1');
outtextxy(25 *x,21 l"y/2 ,"Tom");
outtextxy(9*x .29*y12," Don");
outtextxy(2 I *x,29*y/2,'Denlise );
outtextxy(3*x. 17 *y,"An example of these charts is drawn above, where for sinIplic-
ity only");
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outtextxy(3 *x,18 *y, "first names are used. It is understood that the downward lines
lines");





outtextxy(3 *x,22*y, "This chart can also be represented by the next graph in which
vertices");
outtextxy(3 *x.23 *y,"represent individuals and edges begin at a parent and end at a
child.");
pieslice(71 *x.4*y.O,359,2); /* John *
pieslice(59*x.6*y,O,359,2); 1* Ed *
pieslice(7 I *x.6*y,0359,2); /* Judy *
pieslice(83*x.6*y,O,359,2); /* Mary *
pieslice(52*x. IO*y,O,359,2); /* Sam *
pies] ice(62*x,1IO*y,O,3 59,2); /* Hal *
pieslice(71 I *, 0 ,359,2); /* Liz *
pieslice(8 I *x, lO~y ,,359,2); /* Torni~
pieslice(89*x, I O"y,,359,2); 1* Albert *
pieslice(65 *x,1 4 *y ,O,359,2); /* Don *
pieslice(77*x, I 4 *y,0, 3 59,2 ); /* Denise *
rnoveto(71I*x,4*y); liineto(59*x,6*y);
lnoveto(71*x,4*y); lmneto(71 *x,6*y);
iiioveto(7 1*x, 4 *y); Iinieto(83 *x,6*y);-
rnoveto(59*x.6*y); lieto(52*x,1O*y);
rnoveto(59*x .6*y); lineto(62*x, lO*y);
rnoveto(71 *x.6*y ); lineto(71 *x,lO*y);
rnoveto(83*x.6*y); lineto(8 I*x,10*y);
nioveto(83*x.6*y); lineto(89*x,IO*y);











outtextxy( 83 *x,2 1 *y/2,"Mjjert");
outtextxy(62 *x,29*y/2," Don");
outtextxy(74 *x,29*y/2, "Denise");






DATE Apr. 16, 1990
REVISED Apr. 17, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This routine draws the example graph for
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.
*/





#if defined(TURBOC_) /* Turbo C */
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others */
#endif





#define findnext(a) dos findnext(a)
#define ffblk find t
#define ffname name







/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void init-graph (void);
static void confirmgraphexit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register-drivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);
/* graphic initialization variables








mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
* ** * ** ** ** ** ** * ** ****** ***** * *** ** **** ** * **** * ** ** ** ** *** ** ** ** * *** *****
static void registerjdrivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGA driver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA driver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(ATr_driver) < 0) exit(l);
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if ((graphmode == CGATI) 11 (graphmode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =

















kblist=chgonkey(NULL); f* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecurxQ;
outtextxy(3*x12,24*y,"Quit! Are you sure (yin.)?");
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) HI (ch == 'Y') (( (ch == 'N')))(
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n)
ch = getch 0);



























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *









outtextxy(i,j,'>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...«<)
if(waitkeyo==ESC) confirmgraphexito;











pieslice(1 5*x,4*y,O,359,2); f* B *
piesli'ce(25*x,7*y,O,359,2); /* A *
pieslice(15*x,1O*y,O,359,2); /* C *
pieslice(27*x,1O*y,O,359,2); /* D ~
pieslice(35*x,7*y,O,359,2); /* F *
pieslice(40*x,4*y,O,359,2); /* G *
pieslice(30*x,4*y,O,359,2); /* E *













outtextxy(7*x,14*y,'The graph above is a rooted tree with root A since");
outtextxy(7*x,16*y,"(l) when the directions on the edges are ignored, the'),
outtextxy(7*x,l7*y," resulting is a tree, and");
outtextxy(7*x,19*y,"(2J A has indegree 0, and all the other vertices have"),-
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outtextxy(7*x,20*y," indegree 1.");
outtextxy(7 *x,22*y, "Now press any key to follow how we draw the usual tree.");








































DATE Apr. 16, 1990
REVISED Apr. 17, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This routine draws the example graph for the exercise 4_2_3
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined( -TURBOC-) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M-186) && !defied(ZTC_) 1* MSC/QuickC *
#definie bioskey( a) -bios -keybrd(a)
#define findfirst( a,b,c) _dos-fuidfirst( a,c,b)
#define findnext(a) _dos_findnext(a)
#de fine ffblk find _t
#define ff-nanie name







/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void initgraph (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void registerdrivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);
/* miscellaneous global variables
hit in_theexercise = 1;







int x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for includhig drivers to the executable code */
static void registei_ divers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGA-driver <0) exit(1),
if(registerbgidriver(EGA VGAdriver) < 0) exit( );
if(registerbgiduiver(ATTdriver) < 0) exit( l),
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if ((graAnode == CGAHI) 11 (graphrnode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmnode =
ATf400MED) 11 (graphmnode == MCGAHI) 11 (graphmode ==ATT400HI))




















/* mnain routine that calls exer routine *










outtextxy(38 *x,y/2," EXAMPLE 4-2-3");
pieslice(45 *x .4 *y,O,359,2); /* R *
pieslice(35*x.7*y,O,359,2); /* a
pieslice(55*x.7*yO,359,2); /* b *
pieslice(45*xjO*y,O,359.2); /* c*
pieslice(65*x.lO*yO,359,2); /* d ~







Inoveto(55*x,7*y); lineto(65*x, I O"y);
outtextxy(23*x,13*y,"b is the parent of c and d");
outtextxy(23*x.15*y."c and d are children of W"),
outtextxy(23*x,17*y,"R is the ancestor");
outtextxy(23*x. I9*y,"c (or d) is the descendant of R");








REVISED Apr. 16, 1990
DESCRIPTION: This routine draws the example graph for exercise 4_2_4.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM PC by using Tt'rbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(__TURTOC_) /* Turbo C *
#iclude <dirnh>
#else
#include <clirect.h> /* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M_186) && !definedQZTC_) /* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) _bios-keybrd~a)
#define fidfirst(a,b,c) _dosfndfirst( a,c ,b)
#dlefine findniext(a) _ dos -findnext(a)
#defbie ffblk finld t
#define ff-nanie namne
#elif define(ZTC-) /* Zortech C/C++ *
#define ffblk FIND





/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void init-graph (void);
static void confini-graph-exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register-drivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions **
static void exer (void);
static void example (void);
static void show-ag (void);
static void step-solution (void);
static void conipare_solutions (void);
static void confirmexit (void);
/* miscellaneous global variables */
bit in tile exert1 ie = 1;








mt x, y, MaxX, Ma' Y;
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/* This function is used for including dIrivers to the executable code *
static void register-drivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGA-driver) < 0) exit( 1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA -driver) < 0) exit( 1);
if(registerbgidriver(ATT-driver) < 0) exit(1);















if ((grapl'imode == COAHI) 11 (graphrnode ==MCGAMED 11 (graphinode =
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kblist=chgoiikey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCUTRS) nishidecuro;
outtextxy(3*x/2,24*y,'Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
cli = getch 0.:
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == 'n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y,' Please type y or n1");
ch = getch 0;,
if((ch == *y') 11 (cli == 'n') 11 (ch =='Y') 11 (ch =='N'))
setcolor( backcolor);
















case 'N': set color(backcolor);
bar(4*x/3 ,23 *y ,30*x,97 *y/4);






chigonikev(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
/* This function sets the text dlefault values





/* Equivalent of press-akey function for graphics screen *
void Pause(ij)
settexto;
outtextxy(i,j.'">>PRESS A KEY TO CONTIINUE...«')
if(waitkey( ==ESC) confirrngraph-exito;
/* main routine that calls exer routine *
void wnain(
exer().





rectangle(x .y .NaxX-x.,MaxY -y/ 2 );






outtextxy(28 *x ,7 *y,""'p;










pieslice(55 *x 9*y,O.359,2 );
outtextxy(57*x,9*y,"~h');




rnoveto(30*x.7 *y ); lineto(25 *x,9*y);
Pause(30*x, 24*y).
pieslice(20*x. I I*y,O,359,2);
outtexrxy( 18*X, I I * y, "j' );
inoveto(25*x.9*y); Ijieto(20*x,1 I*y);
Pause(3O*x, 24*y);
pieslice(30*x. I I *y,O,359,2);
outtextxy(28 *x, I I *y,"j");
inoveto(25*x.9*y); Iineto(30*x, I I*y);
Pause(3O,*x. 24 *y),








outtextxy(4*x,1 8 *y," A quick inspection of this graph shows that paths from vertex
d to every");
outtextxy(4*x.19*y," other vertex are unique, and there are no paths from d to d.
Thus T is");







DATE Mar. 21, 1990
REVISED Apr. 17, 1990
DESCRIPTION: This progrm contains the first exercise about rooted
trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if (Iefifled(_TURBOC__) /* Turbo C *
#include <duj.h>
#else
#include <(Irect.h> /* all others ~
#endif
#if defined(M_186) && !defmedQZTC-) /* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) -bios-keybrd(a)











/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void init-graph (void);
static void confirngraph exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void registerdrivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);
static void example (void);
static void show-alg (void);
static void step-solution (void);
static void compare_solutions (void);
static void confirm_exit (void);
/* miscellaneous global variables */
int intheexercise = 1;








int x, y, MaxX, MaxY:
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/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code
static void register-drivers(void)
ifregisterbgidriver(CGA -diver) < 0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA -driver) < 0) exit( 1);
if(registerbgidtriver(ATT'-river) < 0) exit( 1);















if qgraphmode -- r' AM'1) II ( viCGAltJ))
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kblist=chigonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
outtext xy(3 * x12,24*y ," Quit! Are you sure (yin)'?");
cli = getch (0,
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == 'n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n");-
ch = getch ();
if((ch == *y) 11 (ch == 'ni') 11 (chi= 'Y') 11 (ch 'N'))
setcolor( backcolor),

























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *











outtextxy(ij,">>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...<'";
if(waitkey()==ESC) confmngraph exit9;




/* Routine that asks the question, then depending on the user's answer *







outtextxy(38 *'x .y/2,"EXERCISE t ");
pieslice(35*x.5*y,0,35'9, 2 );
pieslice(30*x.7*y,O, 3 59 .2);
Pieslice(40*x,7 *y,(),359, 2 'j;
pieslic-e(55 *x .5*y,o.359,2 );
pies lice(50 *x ,7 *y,O, 3 5 9 ,2 );
pieslice(60*x .7 *y ,0,359.2);
moveto(35*x.5*y); lineto(30*x,7*y);
moveto(35 *x.5 *y); lineto(40*x ,7 *y);
moveto(55 *x .5 *y); Iineto(50*x,7*y);
inoveto(55*x,5*y); lifleto(60*x,7*y);
outtextxy(29*x,.2*y,"Is this graph a rooted tree ?");
outtextxy( 15*x,18*y,"Enter you.- choice here --- ')
Ch = getch k)-
if(Ch==ESCi confinngraph -ex ito;
while ( !((Ch =='y') 11 (Ch == 'n) 11 (Chi == 'Y') 11 (Ch 'N')))
outtextxy(48*x. l8"y," Please type y orn;
Chi = getch ();
if( Ch=ES C) confirm-graph-exito;






case 'Y: outtextxy(47*x, 18*y,"'y");
ouffext:Ky(52*x, I 8*y,"No. Bec~ause, it does not satis-"):
outtextxy(52*x,19*y,"fy any one of the properties of")
ouhtextxy(52*x,20*y,"a rooted tree. First it is not a");
outtextxy(52*x,21 *y,"tree (it is not connected) and");
outtextxy(52*x,22*y,"and it has more than one vertex");
outtextxy(52*x,23 *y ,"with indegree of 0.");
t-reak;
case 'Y': outtextxy(47*x,18*y,'Y');
outtextxy(52*x, I8*y,"No. Because, it does not satis-");
outtextxy(52*x,19*y,"fy any one of the properties of")
outtextxy(52*x,20*y,"a rooted tree. First it is not a");
outtextxV(52*x,21' *y,"tree (it is not connected) and");
outtextxv(52*x.22*y,"and it has more than one vertex');
outtextxv(52*x.23*y,"with indegree of 0.");
brea;
case 'n*: outtextxy(47*x,1 8 *y,'n").
outtextxv( 52*x,1I8*y."You are right! Conratulations.");
break.
case W: cuttextxy(47*x,18*y,'N").









REVISED Apr. 17, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This program -.ontains the second exercise about rooted
trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER : This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.
*/





#if defined( TURBOC ) /* Turbo C */
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others */
#endif












#define _GRAPH T DEFINED
/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void initgraph (void);
static void confirm.graph-exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void registerdrivers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);
static void example (void);
static void show-alg (void);
static void stepsolution (void);
static void compare-soluLions (void);
static ,oid confirmexit (void);
/* miscei!aneous global variables */
int intheexercise = 1;









mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
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1* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code *
static void register drivers(void)
(reitrgdie(G rvr )ei~)
if(registerbgidriver(CGVGAsl river) < exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(EA VGjriver) < 0) exit( 1);















if ((graphmode == COAHI) 11 (graphmode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =
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kblist=chgorikey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
outtextxy(3 *x12,24*y,t'Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
ch = getch 0);
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N'))){
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n");
ch = getch ();



























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *











outtextxy(ij,">>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...'<<");
if(waitkeyo-ESC) confirm_.graph-exito;
I




/* Routine that asks the question, then depending on the user's answer *
































outtextxy(18*x,1 1*y,"Which one of the following statements is false ?)
outtextxy(20*x,13*y,"a) F is left child of A.");
outtextxy(20*x,14*y,"b) I is descendent of C and H and A.");
outtextxy(20*x,15*y,"c) G is root of C's left subtree.");
outtextxy(20*x,16*y,"d) H is a terminal vertice.");
outtextxy(I 8*x,l 8*y,"Enter your choice here --- >");
Ch = getch 0);
if(Ch==ESC) confirmgraph-exito;
while (! ((Ch ==W'a) 11 (Ch = 'b) 11 (Ch == 'V) 11 (Ch == 'd)))
outtextxy(48*x,18*y," Please type a,b,c, or d");
Ch = getch 0);
if(Ch==ESC) confimn-graph-exito;
if((Ch == 'a) 11 (Ch == 'b) 11 (Ch == Vc) 11 (Ch == Vd))
setcolor(backcolor);




outtextxy(55*x,18*y,"No. That's true, so you are");
outtextxy(55 *x, 19*y, "wrong. The answer is 'b' ");
outtextxy(55*x,20*y,"bec.ause I is descendent of');
outtextxy(55*x,21*y,"C and A but not H.");
break;
case 'b: outtextxy(50*x,l18*y,"b");
outtextxy(55*x,l8*y,"Correct. You found the false one.");
break;
case 'V: outtextxy(50*x. 18*y,"c");
outtextxy(55*x, I8*y,"No. That's true, so you are");
outtextxy(55 *x,1I9*y, "wrong. The answer is 'b,")
outtextxy(55*x,20* y, "because I is descendent of');
outtextxy(55*x,21 *y,"C and A but not H.");
break;
case 'V: outtextxy(50*x, 18*y,"d");
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outtextxy(55*x,18*y,"No. That's true, so you are");
outtextxy(55*x,l9*y,"wrong. The answer is Vb, ");
outtextxy(55*x,20*y,"because I is descendent of');








DATE Mar. 20, 1990
REVISED Apr. 17, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the third exercise about properties
of trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(TURBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#include <zir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M_186) && !definedQZTC-) 1* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) _bios -keybrd(a)
#define findfirst(a,b,c) _dos-findfirst(a,c,b)
#define findnext(a) _dos_findnext(a)
#define ffblk find t
#define ff-name name
#elif defined(ZTC_) /* Zortech C/C++ *
#define ffblk FIND





/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void init-graph (void);
static void confimgraph-exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void registerdrivers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);
static void example (void);
static void show alg (void);
static void step-solution (void);
static void comparesolutions (void);
static void confimiexit (void);
/* miscellaneous global variables */
* *** ************* ******** ***** ** ******* ***** *** ***************** *** ****
hit intheexercise = 1;
******* *** ******** ** ************* ***** * ********* *************** ******








mnt x, y. MaxX, MaxY;
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/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code *
static void register-drivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGA -driver) < 0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA -driver) < 0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidr-iver(ATT driver) < 0) exit( 1);




graph(h iver = DETECT;










if ((graphrnode == CGAHI) 11 (grapiode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphinode =
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strict _oinkev _t *kblist;
char ch;
setcolor( backcoloi-)-
bal.(3*x/2.23*y,l 79*x/2,97*y/ 4 );
setcolor~quitcolor);
kblist=chgonkey(NUL.L); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
if(_inouse&MSCURS) inshidecuro;
outtextxy( 3 *x/2,24 *y," Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
ch = getch ().
while (!((chi == 'y') 11 (ch =- 'n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n)
ch = getch 0);
if((ch == 'y) 11 (ch == 'n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (clih 'N'))
setcolor(backcolor);

























chgonkeykblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *











outtextxy(i,j,">>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...<<<");
if(waitkeyo==ESC) confrm_graphsexito;
/************************************* ***********************************




/* Routine that asks the question, then depending on the user's answer *
/* makes necessary explanations *








Pieslice( I 3 *x.5*yO0359,2);
pieslice(1 8*x,7*y.O,359,2); /* a
pieslice( 13*x,9*y,0,359,2);
moveto(1I3 *x S*y ); Iineto(1I3*x,9*y),
movetoA8*x.7*y);l lieto(I 8*x,7*y);-




pieslice(25*x.7*y,0,359,2); 1* b *
Ipieslice( 3 5*x, 7 *yO03 5 9 ,2);
pieslice( 40*x. 7 *y.0.3 9 2);
pieslice(30*x.(Q*y.O,359,2).
pieslice( 3 5 *x.9*y,0359.2V.
pieslice(40*x.9*y.O.359.2);
Inoveto(25*x.5*v); lineto(25*x,7*y); iineto(40*x,7*y); linetot40*x,5*y );
mOveto( 3 0*.- 5 *y ). Iineto(35*x.5*y); lineto(35*x,9*y); lieto(40*x.9*y);
rnoveto(3Q*x.r)*y): Iineto(35*x,9*y);
pieslice(4 5 *x.5 *v.0359.2).
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Ipieslice(55 *x.5 *y,0, 3 5 9 ,2 );
pieslice(45 *x.9*y,O, 3 59,2 ); /* C ~
pieslice(55 *x,9*y,0359,2);
iioveto(45 *x,5 *y); lineto(55*x,5 *y), lineto(55 *x,9*y);
lineto(45 *x,9*y); lineto(4S *x,5*y);
pieslice(65 *x.5 *y,o,3 59,2 );
pieslice(75*x,5*y,O,359, 2 );
pieslice(85 *x,5 *y,0,359,2);
pieslice(65*x.9*y,O, 3 59,2 ); /* d ~
pieslice(75*x.9*yO,359, 2 );
pieslice(85 *x.9*y.O.359.2);
rnoveto(65 *x.5 *y); lineto(85 *x,5 *y);





outtextxy( 74*x, I 2 *y, "(ri)");
outtextxy(15*x,2*y,"Which one of the following graphs is a rooted tree ?)
outtextxy(l 15* 18 *y ,"Enter your choice here --- >;
Ch = getch (),
if(Ch==ESC) confirrn-graph-exito;
while (!((Ch == 'a') 11 (Ch == Wb) 11 (Ch == Vc) 11 (Ch == '')
outtextxy(45*x,18*y," Please type a,b,c, ord;
Chi = getch ();
if( Ch==ES C) confirrngraph-exitU);





case 'a': outtextxy(47*x,1 8*y.'a")-;
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outtextxy(52*x,1I8*y,"Sorry! It cannot be a rooted");
outtextxy(5 2*x, 19*y, "tree, because it has more than");
outtextxy(52*x,20*y,"on vertex with indegree of 0,");
outtextxy(52*x,21*y,"moreover, since it is not con-");
outtextxy(52*x,22*y,"nected, it is not even a tree.");
outtextxy(52*x,23*y,"The answer is V.X");
break;
case Wb: outtextxy(47*x,l8*y,"b");
outtextxy(52*x,J 8*y,"Sorry! It cannot be a rooted'");
outtextxy(52 *x, 19 *y, "tree, because it has more than");
outtextxy(52*x,20*y,"on vertex with indegree of 0.");
outte;xtxy(52*x,21 *y,"The answer is 'd'");-
break,
case VC: outtextxy(47*x,l18*y,"c");
outtextxy(52*x,l8*y,"Sorry! It cannot be a rooted");
outtextxy(5 2*x, 19*y, "tree, because it has a cycle.");
outtextxy(52*x,20*y,"The answer is Vd.");
break;
case ': outtextxy(47*x, 18 *y ,"(I"),








DATE .Mar. 20, 1990
REVISED Apr. 17, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the fourth exercise about rooted
trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if (ieffe(I(TURBOC-) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif





#define ff name name
#e~if defied(ZTC-) /* Zortech C/C++ *
#define ffbtk FIND
#define ff-namie name




/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void init-graph (void);
static void confirmgraph-exit (void);
static void Pause (hat i, int j);
static void registerdrivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);
static void example (void);
static void show-aIg (void);
static void ,Iep-solution (void);
static void comparesolutions (void);
static void confimnexit (void);
/* miscellaneous global variables *[
lit inthe-exercise = 1;








mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
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/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code *
static void register-drivers(void)
iflregisterbgiuriver(CGA -driver) <~ 0) exit~i);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA -driver) < 0) exit( 1);
if(registerbgidriver(ATT._driver) < 0) exit(1);















if ((graphrnode ==CGAHI) 11 (graphmnode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphrnode =
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bar(3 *x/2,23 *y, I 79*x12,9*7*y14);
setcolor(quitcolor);
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS -CURS) mshidecuro;
outtextxy(3*x/2,24*y,"Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
cli = getch 0:
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch ='n') 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n)
cli = getch 0);



























chgorukey(kbist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *











outtextxy(i,j,">>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...<<<");
if(waitkey(-)==-ESC) confum_graph-exito;




/* Routine that asks the question, then dependinig on the user's answer *







outtextxy(38 *x.y/2," EXERCISE 4");
outtextxy(15*x,8*y,"In a rooted tree the level of a vertex is defined");
outtextxy( 5 *x,9*y,"to be the length of the simple directed path from");
outtextxy(l5*x~lO*y,"the root to that vertex. What is the level of the");
outtextxy(l l5 *xI I *y"roo ?");
outtextxy(15*x,13*y," a) I ");
outtextxy(15*x,14*y," b) 0 ");
outtextxy( 18 *x. 18 *y, "Enter your choice here --- >)
Ch = getch 0:
if(Ch==ESCi confinngraph - xito;
while (!((Chi == 'a) 11 (Ch = , 'b')))I
outtextxy(48*x,18*y," Please type a or b");
Ch = getch (0:
if(Ch==ESC) confirmgraphiexito;





case aW: outtextxy(50*x,18 *y,"a");
outtcxtxy(55*x, 18*y,"No that's not true. Consider");
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/* This routine gives an example ahout the level of root in a rootedI tree *
static void1 example(void)
pieslice(40*x.3 *y,0, 3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(28*x,5*y,O,359,2);
pieslice(40*x,5 *y,O,359, 2 );
pieslice(52*x,5 *y,o,359,2);




pieslice(62*x .9 *y.O.35 9,2 );
n-ioveto(20*x ,7 *y); liiete(28 *x,5 *y); lineto(40*x,3 *y);
fiieto(52*x,5*y); lineto(60*x, 7 *y); lfieto(62*x,9*y);
!noveto(28*x.5*y); lineto(36*x,7*y);












outtextxy(5*x.13*y,"As we said earlier we measure the level of a vertex with its
simple");
outtextxy(5 *x,14 *y, "directed path from the root. And length of a path is determined
by");
outtextxy(5 *x.15 *y,"the number of directed edges in the path. For example the
level of');
outtextxy(5*x.16*y,"vertex F in the example graph is two, because its simple
directed");
outtextxy(5*x.17*y,"path consists of two directed edges, namely (C, A) and
(A, F). So,");
outtextxy(5*x.l8*y,"if the level of vertex F is 2, then with similar approach, the
level");




DATE Mar. 18, 1990
REVISED Apr. 18, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This program contains the tutorial for spanning trees
It also covers the breadth-first search algorithm which
is used for finding spanning trees in graphs.
MACHINE/COMPILER :This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.








#if defied(_TURBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#include <difli>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif







#define ffbtk find t
#define ff-name namne




#Ceiine ff attrib attribute
#endif
#def'nt _GRAPHTDEFINED
/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void addshadow (void);
static void confimrnquit (void);
static void disp-sure-msg (void);
static void error exit (int ermum);
static void initialize (void);
static void move_window (int n-row, int scol);
static void normalexit (void);
static void Pageup (void);
static void Pagedown (void);
static void press a key (int wrow);
static void pre help (void);
static void quitwindow (void);
static void restore-cursor(void);
static void short-delay (void);
static void sizewindow (int nerow,int necol);
/* Tutorial procedures
static void spaiing_trees (void);
static void definition_4_2_3 (void);
static void exspan-l (void);
static void breadthfirst (void);
static void breadth_first _tree (void);
static void exspan_2 (void);
static void ex_span_3 (void);
static void exspan_4 (void);
static void ex_span_5 (void);
static void theorem_4_7 (void);
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static void proof_4_7 (void);
static void exercises (void);
static void exerI (void);
static void exei 2 (void);
static Voio P1 (void);
static .oid P2 (void);
static void P3 (void);
static void P4 (void);
static void P5 (void);
static void P6 (void);
static void r'7 (void);
static void PS (void);
static void P9 (void);
static void PIO (void):
static void PI 1 (void);
static void P12 (void);




/* error message table
static char *eITortext[]=
NULL, /* ermum = 0, no error */
NULL, /* ermum == 1, windowi',g e ror
'Syntax: CXLDEMO I-switchesjNiqn"
't -c = CGA snow elimination\n"
''t -b = BIOS screen writhig\n"
',t -m = force monochrome text attributes",
"Memory allocation error"
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/* miscellaneous defines *
#define SHORTDELAY 18
#define HWINTITLE 33
/* this function will add a shadow to the active window *
static void add-shiadow(void)
wshiadow(LGREYIBLACK);
/* this furction pops open a window and confirms that the user really *
/* want-, to qu it the demo. If so, it tenniates the demo programn.
static void confirmn-quit~void)
struct _onkev-t *kblist:
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-niouse&MS_CURS) mishidecuro;
if(!Iwopen(9,26, 13,55 ,,WHITEIBROWN,WHITEI_BROW~N)) error-ex it( ();
add-shadow{l):
wputs( 'qi Quit demo, are you sure? "V33A\1 56Y\b' );
clearkeyso;
showcur( ;




chgonkey(kbist); /*,restore any hidden hot keys1
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/* this function is called by the pull-down demo for a prompt */
static void disp-suremsg(void)
wprints(0,2,WHITEIBLUE,"Are you sure?");
/* this function handles abnormal termination. If it is passed an */
/* error code of 1, then it is a windowing system error. Otherwise
/* the error message is looked up in the error message table. */
static void error exit(int errnum)
ifternim){
pritf('\n%s\n",(ennum== 1 )?wemnsg( )errortext [errnuin);
exit(errnum);
/* this function initializes CXL's video, mouse, keyboard, and help systems */
static void initialize(void)









/* attach [Aht-XI to tile confimquitO function *
setonikey(Ox2dOO,confim...quit,O);
/* "-t=t-h "Ctrl Pag-nup] to the PageujpO function *
setonkey(0x8400,Pageup,0);
/* attach [Ctrl Pagedown] to the Pagedowno) function *
setonkey(0x7600,Pagedown,O);



















/* this function handles normal tenmination. The original screen and cursor *







/* this function displays a pause message then pauses for a keypress *
static void press a-key(int wrow)
register int attyl;
register int attr2;
attr I =(Y ELLOW )I(-w info. act ive->wattr> 4)<<4);
attr2=(LGREY )I((-winfo.active->wattr >4)«<4);
wcenters(wrow, attrl 1,"Press a key");
wpnits(wrow.0,LGREYI RED,"Pgup/Pgdn");
hidecwur;




/* This routine causes short dealys during execution */
* ** * *** ** ** ** ** *** * ** * *** * *** ** ** ****** * ** ***** ** ** * ****** ** * *** ********
static void short-delay(void)
delay_(SHORTDELAY);
/* this function is called by the pull-down menu demo anytime









wputs(" Quit takes you back to the'ii demo program's main menu.");
/* shows the cursor again if it has been hidden *1




/* enlarges or shrinks the windows "1
static void sizewindow~int nerow,int necol)
wsize(nerow,necol);
shortdelayO;
/* moves the active window to a given screen coordinates
static void move window(int nsiow,int nscol)
if(wmove(nsrow,nscol)) error exit(l );
short-delayo(
/* this routine calling spaningtrees() routine whenever Pageup or Pagedown */




/* this routine calling exspan_ () routine whenever Pageup or */





/* this routine calling definition_4_2_3 routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calling ex-span2() routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calling breadthfirstO routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calling breadthfirsttree routine whenever Pageup or *1





/* this routine calling ex-span_5 routine whenever Pageup or "1
/* Pagedown keys are pressed. */





/* this routine calling ex-span_6 routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calling theorem_4_7 routine whenever Pageup or */




/* this routine calling exercises routine whenever Pageup or */





/* this routine calling exert routine whenever Pageup or */





/* this routine calling exer2 routine whenever Pageup or */









/* Routine which calls definition, example and algorithm routines about */












wputsw(" Suppose an oil company wants to build a series of pipelines"
" between six storage facilities in order to be able to move"
oil from one storage facility to any of the other five."
Because the construction of pipeline is very expensive, the"
"company wants to construct as few pipelines as possible."
"For environmental reasons it is not possible to build a"








/* This routine gives an example about a spanning tree *
static void ex-spani (void)
/* attach [Pageupi to the spanning-rees() function *
setonkey(0x4900,P 1,0);
f* attach [Pagedowni to the definition_4_293() function ~
setonkey(0x5 I 00,P3 ,0);
if((w[2I=wopei( 14,15,18,65,3 ,LCYANI_BLACK,BLACKILGREY))=0O)
error exit( 1);
wtitle(" (Sparming Trees " ,TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWVN);
add-shadow();
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" The following graph shows the pipelines that can be built.");
press-a-key(2):.
wcdoseall(;




/* This routine gives the definition of a spanning tree. *
static void defiition_4_2_3(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the exspanil() function *
setonkey(0x4900,P2,O);




wtitle(" [Spanning Trees] ",TCENTER,-LGREYIBROWN);
add-shacdowo ).
whelpcal(H_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" The later graph in the example takes us to the idea of'




if((w [21=wopein(6, 15,11,65,3 ,LCYANIBLACK,BLACKI_CYAN))==O)
error exit( I);
wtitle("[ Definition - Spanning Trees] ",TCENTER,_LGREY IBROWN);
a(I(Ishadow();
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" A spanning tree of a graph G is a tree (fonned by using edges"







/* This routine gives an example illustration of obtaining a spanning tree */
/* from a given graph */
static void exspan_2 (void)
/***************************************************************
/* attach [Pageup] to the definition_4_2_3() function */
setonkey(Ox4900,P3,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the breadth_first() ftuction */
setonkey(Ox5 IOO.P5,O);
if((wl I I=wopen(5,15.13,65,3,LCYANIBLA( 'K,BLACKICYAN))==O)
error exit(l );
wtitle("[Spaiming Trees - Exaiple_3]",TCENTER,_LGEYBROWN);
add_shadow ( )
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" There are several ways to find a spanning tree for a graph"
"One way is to remove an edge from each cycle. This method"
"is used to find the fundamental system of circuits in an"










/* This routine explains and illustrates the implementation of the breadth */
1* first search algorithm. .1
static void breadth first(void)
1* attach [Pageupi to the exspan_2() function */
setonkey(0x4900,P4,O);




wtitle("1 Breadth First Search]",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN );
addshadc vo:
whelpcat(H_WINT1TLE);
wputsw('" The method we described above is not the only way to find"
a spamig tree. There are many others, aid some of these"
are easier to program on a computer because they do not"
"require that cycles be found. One of these methods is"
"based on the idea of breadth-first search, which was"
discussed in earlier sections.");
press a-key(9);
wslide(O.0)





wputsw(" Recall that in breath-first search algorithm we stat"
"with a vertex S. Then we frind the vertices adjacent to S and"
assign them the label 1. Next we look at the unlabeled"
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vertices that are adjacent to those with label 1. These"
newly found vertices are then given the label 2. We continue"
by finding unlabeled vertices adjacent to the vertices with"
"label 3. This process is repeated until there are no uore"
"unlabeled vertices adjacent to labeled vertices. In this"
"procedure there are edges that lead from a venex with label"
"k to vertex with label k + I that for a spanning tree for"









wputsw(" The formal specification of the breadthfirst search algorithn"




if((w[ 1J=wopen(0, 15,24,65,3 ,BLACKI_GREEN,BLACKICYAN))-=O)
errorexit(l);
wtitle("[Breadth First Search Algoritlun]",TCENTER,BLUEILGREY);
addshadowo;
wputsw(" This algorithm will find a spanning tree, if it exists,"
"for a graph G with n vertices. In the algorithm, L is the set"
of vertices with labels and T is the set of edges connecting"
"the vertices in L.");
wputs(',n");
wputsw(" Step 1 (start with a vertex). Pick a vertex U and assign"
" U the label 0. Let L= (x },T=0, andk =0");
wputs('");
wputsw(" Step 2 (L has n vertices). If L contains all the vertices"
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of G, then stop; the edges in T and the vertices in L fomV"
a spaming tree for G.");
wputs("N"\);
wputs(" Step 3 (L has fewer than n vertices). If L does not contain"
all the vertices of G, find the vertices not in L that are"
adjacent to the vertices in L with largest label number k."
If there are no such vertices, G has no spanning tree. "
"Otherwise, assign these newly found vertices the label k + 1"
and put them in L. For each new vertex with label k + 1,"
place in T one edge connecting this vertex to a vertex with"
label k. If there is more than one such edge, choose one"





wtitle("IBreadth First Search - Example_4]",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
add__shadow( ):
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);








/* Another example about a Breadth First Search Algorithm implementation */
static void breadthfirst tree(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the breadth_first0 function */
setonkey(0x4900,P5,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exspan4() function *[
setonkey(0x5 100,P7.0);
if((w [1 J=wopen(2,15,14,65,3,LCYANIBLACKBLACKIG REEN))==O)
error exit(l);
wtitle("[Breadth First Search] ",TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWN);
addshadow( );
whelpcat(HWINT1TLE);
wputsw(" The construction process in Step 3 of this algorithm"
"guarantees that the edges in T and the vertices in L form"
"a connected graph. Furthermore, each edge in T joins"
"two vertices labeled with consecutive integers, and no"
"vertex in L is connected by an edge in T to more than one"
vertex with smaller label.Therefore, no collection of edges"
"in T forms a cycle. Thus, after each iteration of Step 3"





/* Another examiple about a Breadth First Search Algorithmi implementation *
static void ex-spanA4 (void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the breadthi-first-tree() function *
setonkey(0x4900P6,O);




wtitle("lBreadthi First Searclij" ,TCENTER,_LGREYIBROWYN);
add-shadow( )
whelpcat(H_WINTITLE);
wputs("\n Now we will show you one more example.");











wputsw(" A spanmning tree constructed by means of the breadth-"
"first algorithm is sometimes called a ' shortest path tree"'
"because of the path from U to any other vertex using"







/* This routine gives an example illustration of a graph which does not have
/* a spanning tree *
static void ex-spaii.5 (void)
/* attach Ilrageup] to the ex -span-5() function *
setonkey(0x4900,P7,0);
/* attach I Pagedowni to the theorem_-4j7() function *
setonkey(Wx 1 00,P9,O);
if((w[ I I=wopeii(8 ,15,13 ,65,3,LCYANBLACKWHITEIBLUE))=0O)
error-exit( 1);
wtitle('tBreadth First Searchl",TCENTER,_LGREYIBRO. . N);
add-shadowo;.
whielpcat(HJWINTrTLE);
wputsw(" In the examples so far, the graphs have had spanning trees."








/* This routine gives the theorem_4_7 about the spanning trees. Besides,
/* if the user wants, it gives the proof for this theorem. *
static void theorem_-47(void)
struct _ onkeyjt *kblist;
/* attach [Pageup] to the ex_span-6() function ~
setonkey(0x4900,P8,O);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exerciseso function *
setonkey(W 0x5IO,PIO,O);
if((w[ 1 ]=wopen(5 ,15,l1,65,3 ,LCYANIBLACK,WHITEIRED))==O)
error-exit(l);
wtitle(" [Breadth First Search]" ,TCENTER, LGREYIBROW~N);
add_ shadowo;
whelpcat(l1_WINTITLE);
wputsw(" In the examples we have seen that the existance of a"
"spanning tree is related to the connectedness of the graph."










wputsw(" A graph G3 is conniected if and only if G has a spanninig tree.");
press a -key(3);














cligonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *
wcloseo;
exerciseso;
/* This routine gives the proof to the theorem_4_7 *
static void proof_4_7(void)
1* attach [Pageup] to the ex_span-6() function ~
setonkey(0x4900,P8 ,0);
/* attach [Pagedownj to the exercises() function *
setonkey(0x5 I 00,P 10,0);
if((w[2]=wopen(8 A ,20,7 1,3 ,LCYANI_-RED,WHITEIGREEN) )==0) error-exit( I);




wputsw(" Since this is an if and only if statement we have make our"
" proof in both ways. We will first prove the statement :");
wputs("Nn A graph G is connected => G has a spanning tree.");
wputs('q\,nProof :");
wputsw(" Suppose that the graph G has a spaining tree T. Since T is"
"connected graph containing all the vertices in G, for any two"
"vertices U and V in G there is a path between U and V using"
"edges from T. But since the edges of T are also edges of G,"












wputsw(" Now we will go the other way around, and give a proof to"
" the statement :");
wputs(' \n G has a spanning tree => A graph G is connected.");
wputs('i\nnProof :");
wputsw(7 Supposc G is connected. Applying the bradth-first search"
spanning tree algorithmn to G yields a set L of vertices with"
"labels and a set T of edges connecting the vertices hi L."
"Moreover, T is a tree. Since G is connected, each vertex of'
"G is labeled. Thus, L contains all the vertices of G and"






i i I I I
/* This routine makes a small quiz about the spanning trees. *
void exercises(void)
register int *screenl;
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorem-4jl() function ~
setonkey(0x4900,P9,0);
/* attach [Pagedown] to the exeri () function *
setoi ikey(0x5 I 00,P 11,0);
if((w[ I J=wopeni(5,15,10,65,3 ,LCYANI GREEN,WHITEIRED))0--)
error-exit( 1):




wputsw(" We have completed our presentation of this section. Are"






/* if mouse exists, turn on full mouse support *
inssupport(MS-FULL);
rnsgotoxyI 12,49);




1* Dummy function to call the actual exercise qs 4 2_1
static voidI exeri (voidi)
/* attach [Pageup] to the theorei4j() function
setoiikey(0x4900,P9,0);
/* attach [Pagedowml to the exer2() function ~
setonkey(0x5 Il00,P 12,0);
'f((wjj 1 I=wopen(5. 15,10,65,3 ,LCYANIGREEN,WHTEIRED))0=)
error -exit( 1);
wtitle(" tSpanninlg Trees I " ,TICENTIER,_LGREYIBROWVN);
whielpcat(1-_WINTITLE);
add-shadowo.







/* Dummy function to call the actual exercise qs - 2 *12
static void1 exer2(void)
/* attach [Pageup] to the exerl () function *
setonkey(0x4900,P 1,0);
if((w [I J=wopen(5,15,10,65,3 ,LCYANIGREEN,WHITEIRED))--=0)
error exit(1);













DATE Apr. 18, 1990
REVISED Apr. 18, 1990
DESCRIPTION : This routine draws the example graph for spanning trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.
*/





#if defined( TURBOC_) /* Turbo C */
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others */
#endif















#define _GRAPH T DEFINED
/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void init.graph (void);
static void confirmgraph-exit (void);
static void Pause (nt i, int j);
static void registerd& ers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void)-








mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers io the executable code */
static void registerjdrivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGAdriver) <0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA river) < 0) exit();
if(registerbgidriver(AT Adriver) <0 exit(l);
)
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if ((graphmode == COAHI) 11 (graphmode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphinude
















kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MS_CURS) mshidecuro;
outtextxy(3 *x12,24*y, "Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
ch =getch (;
while (! ((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N'))){
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n");
ch = getch ();



























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys ~









outtextxy(ij, '5>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...'z<)
if(waitkeyo==ESC) confirm-graph-exito;











pieslice(3*x,l14 *y,0,3 5 9 ,2 );
piestice(33*x, 12 *y,0,3 5 9 ,2 );
pieslice(43*x, I 8*y,0,359,2);
pieslice(8*x, 1 8 *y,0, 35 9 ,2);
pieslice(23*x,5 1 *y/4,o,359,2);
pieslice(28*x, 1 8*y,O,359,2);
moveto(3*x,14*y); lineto(23*x,5 1*y/4 ); lineto(33*x, I2 *y);
lineto(43*x, 8-y); lineto(8*x,1I8"'y); Iineto(3*x, 14 *y);






outtextxy(l 5*x, l6*y,T ');
outtextxy(7*x,lI 6*y, "h");
outtextxy(28*x, 1 6*y,"g');
outtextxy(2 *x,2*y, "The task is to find a set of edges which, together with vertices
incident on");
outtextxy(2*x,3*y, "these edges, form a connected graph containing all the vertices
and having no");
outtextxy(2*x,4*y,"cycles.This will allow oil to go from any storage facility to any
other with-");
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outtextxy(2*x,5*y, "out unnecessary duplication of routes and, hence, unnecessary
Paus(30x,24y);building cost.");
pauslie(40*x,4*y;39,)
pieslice(48*x, 1 4 *y,0, 359 ,2 );
pieslice(78*x, 12 *y,0,3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(53*x,l18 *y,0,3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(68*x,5 1 *y/ 4 ,0,3 5 9 ,2 );
pieslice(73*x, 1 8 *y,0, 3 59 ,2 );
moveto(48*x, 14*y); lineto(68*x,5 1*y/4 ); lineto(78*x, 12*y);
lineto(88*x, 1 8"y); lineto(53*x,1 8 *y); lineto(48*x, 14*y);











moveto(53*x, 18*y); lineto(48*x, 14*y);













outtextxy(2*x,7*y,"Now in the next graph you see an example of this type of a
graph. The edges");








DATE Apr. 18, 1990
REVISED Apr. 18, 1990
DESCRIPTION: This routine draws the example graph for spanning trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER : This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defied(_TIJRBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> 1* all others ~
#en(Iif
#if defined(M_186) && !defined(ZTC_) 1* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) 
_bios -keybrd(a)




#define ffblk fin d t
#define ff-namne namne
#elif defined(ZTC-) /* Zortech C/C++ *
#dIefine ffbtk FIND





/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void init-graph (void);
static void confirm_graphexit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register drivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);








mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
***************************************************** ,-*****************I
1* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code *1
static void registerjdrivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGAdriver) < 0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGAdriver) < 0) exit( )
if(registerbgidriver(ATT driver) <0) exit(l );
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if ((graphm-ode == CGAHI) 11 (graphmode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =
ATT400MED) 11 (graphrnode == MCGAI-HI) 11 (graphrnode ==A'T400HI))















kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
iftiouse&MSCURS) rnshidecuro;
outtextxy (3 *x/2,24 *y ,"Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
cli = getch ().
while (!((ch == 'y') 11 (ch == 'n) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch -- 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,2 4*y," Please type y or n)
cli = getch 0);



























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys 1




settextjustify( H ORIZ DLR,CENTERTEXT);




outtextxy(i,j," >>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE..c)
if( waitkey( ==ESC) confirin-grapluexitQ;










outtextxy(38 *x,y/2,"EXAMPLE SPAN 2");
pieslice(3*x. 14*y,0,359,2);
pieslice(33*x. 12 *y,O,3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(43*x, 18*y,0, 35 9 ,2 );
pieslice(8*x. 18*y,0, 35 9,2 );
pieslice(23*x.5 1 *y/4.0,359,2);
pieslice(28*x. I 8*yO,359,21);
moveto(3*x.I 4*y); lineto(23*x,5 1*y/ 4 ); lineto(33*x,12*y);
lineto(43*x,18*y); lineto(8*x,18*y); lineto(3*x,14*y);













pieslI ce(68 *x.5 I *y/ 4 ,0,359,2);
pieslice(73*x, 18*y,O, 3 59 ,2 );
moveto(48*x. 14*y); lineto(68*x,5 I*y/4 ); lfiieto(78*x,I 2*y);
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lieto(88*x,l 8*y); lineto(53*x,18*y); lineto(48*x,14*y);










inoveto(53*x.1 8*y); lineto(48*x,I 4 *y);
,noveto(5 3*x. 18 *y); Ilineto(68 *x,5 I *y/4);
nioveto(53*xl 8 *y); lineto(73*x,1 8 *y);
Inoveto(7 3*x, 18*y); Iineto(88 *x,J 18 *y);







moveto(68*x.51I*y/4); Iineto(78*x,1 2 *y);
setlinestyle(0,O,3);
outtextxy(2*x.2*y,"In this example the dashed edges in the graph on the right
hande side forms a");-
outtextxy(2*x.3*y."a spaninig tree.");
Pause(30*x.24*yy.
outtextxy(2*x.5*y,"If the graph G is a tree, then its only spanning tree is G itself
.As you ").-




mInoveto(48*x. J4*v); Iifleto(68*x,5 1*y/4 );
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inoveto(78*x,12*y); lineto(88*x,18*y):
moveto(68*x ,5 1*y/4); lineto(73 *x,1I8*y);-
moveto(3*x, 14 *y); lineto(23*x,5 1*y/4);
nioveto(33 *x. l2 *y); lineto(43 *x, I8*y);
moveto(23 *x ,5 I *y/4); Iineto(28 *x, 18 *y);
setcolon forecolor);
Pause(30*x,24*y);




moveto(3 *x,I 14 *y); Ilineto(23 *x,5 I *y/4 );
inoveto(33 *x, 12 y), I ieto(43 *x, J 8 *y);
moveto(23*x,51I*y/4); lineto(28*x,1 8*y);
outtextxy(2*x.g*y,"A graph may have more than one spanning tree. For exarnple,
the edges ");
outtextxy(2*x.9*y,"h, a, e, b, d also form a spanning tree.");
setcolor(backcolor),
movtto(53*x,18*y); lineto(48*x,14*y);







Inoveto(48*x, 14*y); lineto(68*x,5 j *y/4);
nmoveto(53*x. I8*y); liineto(73*x,I 8*y);
lnoveto(73*x.I 8*y); lineto(88*x.1 8*y);







DATE :Apr. 18, 1990
REVISED Apr. 18, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This routine draws the example graph for spanning trees.
MACHINE/COMPILER :This program is written with IBM pc by using Tui bo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(__TURBOC_) /* Turbo C *
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif
#if defined(M_186) && !definedLZTC_) /* MSC/QuickC *
#define bioskey(a) _bios-key'brd(a)
#define findfirst(a,b,c) _d)s~findfirst(a,c,b)
#definF- finaiiext(a) _dos -findnext(a)
#define ffblk find t
#dtfi ne ff name name
#elif defined( z I'c_ /* Zortech (YC++ ~
#define ffblk FIND





/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions
static void init-graph (void);
static void confirm__graph-exit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register__drivers (void);
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);








mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void register-drivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGAdriver) <0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGA VGAdriver) < 0) exit()
if(registerbgidriver(ATT _driver) <0) exit( );
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if ((graphmode == CGAHI) 11 (graphmode ==MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode

















kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys ~
ifLmouse&MSCURS) mshidecuro;
outtextxy(3*x12,24*y,"Quit! Are you sure (y/n)?");
ch = getch 0);
while (! ((ch == 'Y) 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n");
ch = getch ();



























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys ~









outtextxy(ij,'>>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE. .. «)
if(waitkeyo==ESC) confirnugraphexito;















piec( 1 *x, 1 *y); ,35 9,o2 ,4y; ieo20x1*




outtextxy(8*x, 1 6 y, "d");
outtextxy( 1 3*x,33*y/2,"e");
outtextxy(2*x,2*y,"The graph in this figure is not a tree because it contains cycles
such as");
outtextxy(2*x,3*y,"a, b, c, d. In order to obtain a tree our procedure will be to
delete an edge");









pieslice(50*x, 14 *y,O,3 59 ,2 );
pieslice(50*x, 18*y,O, 359 ,2 );
pieslice(40*x, 1 8*y,O,359,2);
moveto(40*x,14*y); lineto(50*x, 14 *y);
moveto(50*x, 18 *y); lineto(40*x, 18*y);





outtextxy(2*x,7*y,"The resultant graph in the new figure is still not a tree because
it the ");









moveto(70*x, 14*y); lineto(80*x, 14*y);




outtextxy(2*x,1O*y,"As you see the resultant graph in the new figure is a tree.
This, then, is");





/* PROGRAM :exspan4. c
AUTHOR Atilla BAKAN
DATE Apr. 18, 1990
REVISED :Apr. 18, 1990
DESCRIPTON: This routine draws the example graph for an breadth first search
implementation.
MACHINE/COMPILER : This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(__TURBOC_) 1* Turbo C *
#include <dcir.h)>
#else
#include <direct.li> /* all others *
#endif













/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void initgraph (void);
static void confirm graphexit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register-drivers (void);
extem void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);








mt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void registerjdrivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGAdriver) <0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGAdriver) < 0) exit();
if(registerbgidriver(AT driver) <0) exit(1);
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if ((graphmnode == CGAHI) 11 (graphmode MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =
ATT400MED) 11 (graphrnode == MCGAHI) 11 (graphinode ==ATT400HI1))













bar(3 *x/2 ,23 *y, 179*x12 ,97 *y/4);
setcolor(quitcolor);
kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(_mouse&MSCURS) rnshidecuro;
outtextxy(3 *x/2,24 *y, "Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
ch =getch 0),
while (!((ch == 'Y) 11 (ch == 'n) If (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch =='N')))
outtextxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n");
ch = getcli (1;
if((ch =='y') It (ch == 'n') 11 (ch =='Y') 11 (ch =='N'))
setcolor(backcolor);
























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *









outtextxy(i,j,' >>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...«)
if(waitkey0 ==ESC) confun1Lgraph-exito);











pieslice(5*x,7*y,O, 3 59,2 ); /* A ~
pieslice(1 O*x,7*yO,359,2); 1* B
pieslice(35 *x.7*y,O, 3 59,2); /* G *
pieslice(20*x.4*y,O,359,2); /* D *
pieslice(2O*,-x.1O*y,O,359,2); /* E *
pieslice(20*x.3*y12,0,359,2); 1* C *






outtextxy(21 *x,25 *y/2, F);
rnoveto(5*x,7*y); lineto(10*x,7*y); lineto(35*x,7*y);
inoveto(5 *x,7 *y); Iirleto(20*x.4*y); lineto(1I *x,7*y);
moveto(5 *x,7 *y); lieto(20*x,3*y12); lineto(20*x,4*y);
moveto(5*x,7*y); lineto(20*x,1O*y); lineto(1O*x,7*y);
moveto(5 *x,7*y); Iineto(20*x,25 *y/ 2); Iineto( 20*x, IO*y);






outtextxy(5 2 *x,2 *y, "L");
outtextxy(58 *x,2 *y,"Label");
outtextxy(74*x,2*y,"T");
inoveto(44*x,5 *y12); lineto(47 *x,5 *y/2);
moveto(50*x.5 *y/2); lineto(55 *x,5 *y/2);
nioveto(5 7*x.5*y/2); lineto(67 *x,S *y/2 );
moveto(70*x,5*y/2); [ineto(78*x,5*y12);
outtextxy(2*x,14*y,"THE WAY WE APPLIED THE ALGORITHM");
rnoveto(3*x/2,29*y12); lineto(48*x,29*y12);
outtextxy(2*x.15*y,". Initially pick (arbitrarily) A.")
Pause(7 *x,24*y);
outtextxy(45*x .3*'y,"O"); /* initialize k ~
outtextxy(2*x,17*y,'. Label A with 0 (As you see, we will");
outtextxy(2*x.l8*y," show the label in paranthesis near");
outtextxy(2*xl 9*y," the vertex).");
Pause (7 *x,24*y);
outtextxy(58*x,3*y,"A <- 0");
outtextxy(2*x.lI 3 *y/2 ,"(0)");







outtextxy(2*x.15*y,". Now put all the vertices adjacent to");
outtextxy(2*-,.16*y," A (currently largest labeled) in L");






outtextxy(582*x,4 *y,"C .. jt)
outtextxy(58*x,4*y,"D <- V~);
outtextxy(58*x,6*y, tB <- 1V);
outtextxy(58*x,7*y,' tE <- I"),
outtextxy(58*x,8*y,"F <- 1");
outtextxy( 19*x. I*y,"( 1) ");
outtextxy(22*x,.3 *y,' t (j)");
outtextxy(i9*x.5*y/,"()");
outtextxy(*x.7*y14"(1 )tt\
outtextxy( I *. 9 *y/4tt( 1)
/******( *X**************************" ********
outtextxy(2*x.18*y,". Put the edges connecting these t)
outtextxy(2*x.19*y, t vertices to A in the tree T."t );
Pause(7*x, 24*y).
o ut textx y(7 2 *,.4 *y," (A,C) t)
outtextxy(72*x.5 *y t(AD)");
outtextxy(72*x.6*y, t (A,B )t);
outtextxy(72*x,7*y t t (A.E)tt );






moveto(5 *x,7*y); limeto(20*x,25 *y/2);
setcolor(forecolor),
setlinestyle(3,0,3);
tnoveto(5*x,7*y); Iineto(20*x,3*y/2); /* add (A,C) to T ~
moveto(5*x.7*y); Iineto(20*x,4*y); /* add (A,D) to T *
moveto(5*x.7*y); Iineto( IO*x,7*y); / add (AB) to T *
moveto(5*x,7*y), lineto(20*x,1O*y); / acid (AE) to T /
mIoveto(5*x,7*y); IMeto(20*x,25*y/2); /* add (A,F) to'! l
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setlinestyle(0.0.3):
outtextxy(2*x.20*y,". Increment k and go to Step 2.");
Pause(7*x ,24 *y);





outtextxy(2*x.15*y,'. Now pick G since it is unlabeled and");
outtextxy(2*.x, l6 *y," adJacent to the (currently) largest");
outtextxy(2*x,17*y," labeled vertex C.");
Pause(7*x,24*y);
outtextxy(52*x,9*y,"G"-);
outtextxy(2*x.18*y,". Label G with k + I = 2.");
Pause (7 *,,24 *y);
outtextxy(58*x,9*y,'G <- V");
outtextxy(37*x,7*y,"(2)");
outtextxy(2*x,19*y,". Put the edge connecting G to C")




moveto(20*x,3 *y/2); lineto(35 *x,7*y);
setcolor(forecolor);
setlinestyle( 3.0,3);
moveto(20*x,3*y/2); lineto(35*x,7*v); /* add (C,G) to T ~
setlinestyle(0,0,3);








outtextxy(2*x.15*y,". As you see L contains all the vertices");





/* PROGRAM exspan5.c 4AUTHOR Atilla BAKAN
DATE Apr. 18, 1990
REVISED Apr. 18, 1990
DESCRIPTION :This routine draws the example graph for a breadth first search
implementation.
MACHINE/COMPILER: This program is written with IBM pc by using Turbo
C compiler Version 2.0.





#if defined(__-TURBOC-) /* Turbo C ~
#include <dir.h>
#else
#include <direct.h> /* all others *
#endif






#elif defined(LZTC-) 1* Zortech C/C++ ~
#define ffbik FIND





/* function prototypes */
/* Utility functions */
static void initgraph (void);
static void confirm__graphexit (void);
static void Pause (int i, int j);
static void register-drivers (void):
extern void settext (void);
/* tutorial functions */
static void exer (void);








nt x, y, MaxX, MaxY;
**** ** *** ** ** ** * ********* ******* * ****** *** * **** **** * *** * *** * *** ** ** ****
/* This function is used for including drivers to the executable code */
static void register-drivers(void)
if(registerbgidriver(CGAdriver) < 0) exit(l);
if(registerbgidriver(EGAVGA driver) < 0) exit(1);
if(registerbgidriver(ATTdriver) < 0) exit(l);
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if ((graphmode == CGAHI) 11 (graphmode MCGAMED) 11 (graphmode =
















kblist=chgonkey(NULL); /* hide any existing hot keys *
if(-mouse&MSCURS) mshidecurO;
outtextxy(3 *x12,24*y, "Quit! Are you sure (yin)?");
ch = getch ();
while (! ((ch =-- 'y') 11 (ch == Wn) 11 (ch == 'Y') 11 (ch == 'N')))
outtmxxy(32*x,24*y," Please type y or n)
ch = getch 0);



























chgonkey(kblist); /* restore any hidden hot keys *










outtextxy(ij," >>PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE...«zz)
if(waitkeyo==ESC) confirm~graphexito;











pieslice(1O*x,4*y,O,359,2); 1* A *
pieslice(20*x,4*y,O,359,2); /* B ~
pieslice(30*x,4*y,O,359,2); /* C ~
pieslice(40*x,4*y,O,359,2); /* D *
pieslice(lO*x,7*y,O,359,2); /* E *
pieslice(20*x,7 *y,O,359,2); /* F *
pieslice(30*x,7*y,O,359,2); /* G ~
pieslice(40*x,7*y,O,359,2); /* H *
pieslice(20*x,l1O*y,O,359,2); /* 1I*





outtextxy(8 *x,7 *y, "Ell);
outtextxy( 1 8*x, 1 5*y12,"F");
outtextxy(32*x,lI5*y/2,"G");
outtextxy(42*x,7 *y,"H");
outtextxy(20*x,21 *y/ 2 ,"T");
outtextxy(30*x,2 1 *y/2,"J");
moveto(1O*x,4*y); lineto(20*x,4*y); lineto(20*x,7*y);
lineto( lO*x,7*y); lineto( lO*x,4*y);















outtextxy(2*x,14*y,"THE WAY WE APPLIED THE ALGORITHM');
moveto(3*x/2,29*y/2); lineto(48*x,29*y/2);
outtextxy(2*x,15*y,". Initially pick (arbitrarily) A.")
Pause (7 *x,24* y);
outtextxy(45*x,3*y,"O"); /* initialize k *
outtextxy(2*x,17*y,". Label A with 0 (As you see, we will");












outtextxy(2*x,15*y,". Now put all the vertices adjacent to");
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